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Citing reasons of inadequate pay, cut classes and other grievances, the Harper
Faculty is preparing for a strike, while President Breuder reassures students that
such threats are all a part of negotiation, and classes will continue as usual.
Today the halls of Harper
College echo with breathless students rushing to their next class.
They line the walls in front of
classroom doors waiting for the
current period to end. 1Nill those
halls soon be · dark and silent
while teachers march in front of
the campus holding strike signs?
Harper College administration
is preparing for a strike as faculty
members walk around we~ng
"unity" buttons and protesting
the salary negotiations taking
place. Teachers are unhappy with
the contract negotiations this
year. They say that, their average
base pay of $60,000 is not
-enough. Andrew Wilson of the
English department, states, "We
are one of the best community
colleges, but our salary ranks at
number five among Illinois colleges."
They have asked the board for
a three-year contract which
would give them a 6.5 percent
raise the first year, a 6.3 percent
the second year and a 6.2 percent
increase the last year. The board
is willing to give them a fouryear contract with increases
beginning at 5 percent and going

THE LINES ARE DRAWN: On one side, President Brender and the Administration,
on the other, the teacher's union, and their many requests for increased pay.
Brender photo courtesy of president's office, "unity" photo by Kiel C
up to 5.7 percent. The teachers
believe that administration focuses too much on money which is
why their salaries have not gone
up enough in the last few years to
make them happy, and they don't
like that a large amount of money
is being kept in a fund by the
board.
"Ask the board about the 52
million-dollar fund they have

stored away,"
...
Jim Edstrom, a librarian, adds.
"They are saving it for Triple "A"
bonds, and it keeps accumulating."
"That money cannot be used
for teacher's salaries," Phil
Burdick, director of communications, states. "The taxpayers have
given us permission to construct
a building with it, not raise
salaries or lower insurance rates."
A bond is used when the college wants to construct a new
building, and they bring it up to
(

the taxpayers through the polls,
getting permission to raise taxes
for a specific purpose. The college in tum borrows money to
begin building, knowing that the
tax money will pour in later in the
ye~.
.
Burdick believes th~t by having a large fund, they are exercising good fiscal management.
"The more money we have in the
fund, the lower our interest rates
on the borrowed money not _to
mention the fact that after the
buildings are done, we need

money for air conditioning, computers etc ... "
The faculty, however, believes
that the administration only cares
about money.
Julie Fleenor, chair of the
Eraglish depar,tment ~ ~ays that
classes, especially honors and
learning community classes, are
constantly being cut because
there are not enough students
enrolled. "When that happens,"
she states, "students have to
scramble and get overrides and
try t<? find more classes so they
get enough hours for the semester. It's just not fair to students."
But Burdick says that there is
not enough money to justify
holding a class of 15 or less open.
"We could not support the
teacher's salary and that would
create a budget deficit," he says,
"Then we'd have the taxpayers
down our backs, asking us why?
The board is here to create secure
fiscal judgment."
Fleenor and many other members of the faculty believe that the
administration focues on money
rather than education. They
notice that the number of administrators has gone up from 41 to
50 since 1998 while the faculty
has been reduced by 6 percent,
from 218 to 206. The board
believes that an increase of nine
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administrators in the last four
years is not excessive. Three
were placed in marketing, so that
the college will continue to grow
while one was placed in the tech
program and three were people
given a promotion from a lower
job such as supervisor or director.
For 40,000 students, the board
believes that 50 administrators
are necessary. But while administration has been going up, faculty
has been going down.
"Another example of how the
board only cares about money,"
Edstrom states, "Why is faculty
being reduced?"
"The number of faculty we
keep depends on enrollment. We
have a base of 200 faculty members," Burdick explains. "When
enrollment goes up, we hire
adjunct faculty and when it goes
down, we don't."
But the faculty is not happy,
and they are demanding more,
justifying their actions by saying
that students will gain from this
too.

tion believes that 20 percent or a
yearly total of $1,173 is not too
much to charge employees when
other organizations charge much
more because of the rising costs
of health insurance.

ing students out of school for
days to weeks. The board and
faculty, however, are dedicated to
helping the students get their
credits.
"By law, all students must fulfill so many school days,"

break for Christmas and then
coming back to finish the semester.
"I think the one thing the
board and the faculty can agree
on," Burdick states, "is that we
all care about the students. The

A strike could happen very
soon. The faculty is well on their
way through the complex
process. On Friday, September 13
they filed an intention to strike
with their labor union. The faculty must wait 10 days to strike
after filing. So, the faculty can
strike at any moment.
"Usually, we decide on a
strike date, and then publicize it,"
Edstrom says. "Hopefully, when
the board sees we're serious,
we'll get some action."
Right now they are in the
process of mediation. Before the
faculty can strike they must try to
work out negotiations through a
Federal mediator, someone who
listens to both sides and then tries

1

• "When you have a happy faculty, you will have happy students,~~ Wilson says.
The faculty hopes that their
procedures will cause the administration to be more aware of students' needs rather than money.
"We have the students' best
interests at heart," Fleener says.
But as they worry about their
salaries, there is one more issue
that must be taken care of before
teachers agree to accept a contract. Health Insurance premiums
are going up fast, and they don't
like it. However, the administra-

businesses and made a whole lot
more if they cared about money."
The faculty and the administration also agree that no one
wants a strike either because
everyone will be affected.
However, in Burdick's words,
students will suffer the most
because their lives will be disrupted. One student confirmed
this thought by saying, he or she
would go on strike against the
school if the teachers strike.

to help them negotiate successfully~

Students will be affected by a
strike. All credit classes, including those taught by part-time
teachers, will be cancelled, fore-

Edstrom says, "and we're committed to making sure they d<?."
Part of the board's contin-

administration would not have
given their whole lives to education if they didn't care about it,
would have started private

but that doesn't seem to be

working, and so, as teacher's
walk around with their unity pins,
the campus prepares for a strike.
Edstrom says that unionized
teachers, all full-time faculty, are
not required to strike, but it is
expected.
"And we're all really pulling
together," he says. "If we do
strike, I think all of the teachers
will support us, and we're hoping
the part-time ones will as well."
The
Harbinger
predicts
Monday October 21, will be the
strike date.

Getz gets the job do.ne, without injuries
BJ Georgia
and ahead of schedule to boot Lana

Construction crews don't work in the
rain. The validity of this can be seen in
Bob Getz, Assistant to the Vice President
for Construction and Special Projects,
account of the "big scare" of the Harper
College renovation project.
The sky dawns a subtle gray that gradually darkens as the day goes on; by midmorning the rain forms a dense watery curtain. The sewers had not yet been capped,
so the extra inflow of water caused the
walls of the utility tunnel to weaken until
they eventually collapsed. No injuries
occurred, but the tunnel needed to be
cleared out and a holdup on site production
proved unavoidable. However, the main
reason construction crews don't work in
the rain, does not base itself on the
inevitability of the occasional cave-in.
Inclement weather makes even the most
benign of construction tools unnervingly
unpredictable when applied to wet materials. Apply that same level of unpredictability a skill-saw and suddenly the
same tool that makes cutting back that joist
so ~~sy becomes a good way to lose a
limb. Someone at Harper has taken these

In the rain, the same
tool that makes cutting
so easy becomes a good
way to loose a limb
factors into account, because the crews
will soon be having a celebration to commemorate the fact that the Harper project

edge and expertise of the construction
business, Bob gets to sculpt and to build it.
He lays out the plan for me while in his
office, which areas will be renovated,
where new landscaping will go, how long
it's all slated to take. He explains how
landscaping really needs to be redone
every 10-15 years and Harper has long
since passed that deadline. But, by 2006
not only· will there be new landscaping,
there will also be new buildings and facilities to utilize. The plan goes even further
than that; careful consideration for plumbing and electrical runs made today will
insure that Harper has room to prosper and
grow.
I ask Bob for an amusing or interesting
anecdote about this project, He looks
KING OF THE HILL: Have you seen the mounds of dirt around the school? thoughtful for a minute before he answers:
It is of these that Bob Getz is king. In his tenure in charge of school construc- "I think one thing that caught a lot of peotion, no one has been injured.
ple's attention is on the building fly tower
Photo by Kiel Cross (the performing arts center). The ironhas been injury free.
and administration building this coming workers put up a flag on the very top of the
I suspect that Bob Getz is the man ulti- Monday (Sept. 23). But you get the feeling fly tower on September 11 (2002) and they
mately responsible for this project's suc- that it's not just the sculpture Bob thinks of ' kept it up there until they had to take it
cess so far, but I doubt you wiJl get him to when he says this.
ddwn because of the construction. I think
admit it. A friendly, modest man, he
He seems to be talking about the whole that was very stirring for everyone on the
becomes animated and charismatic when project. "As part of the construction of campus. Yuu could see it for quite a way
questioned about the renovations going on these two buildings, since it was done by up and down Algonquin Road and I think
at Harper. I am surprised and impressed to the state, there's a percentage of the money that was inspiring for people." In the end
hear that the project moves along, not only that's held out for what they call art and that's what Bob seems to bring to this projright on schedule, but actually ahead of architecture. It is to fund artists in the state ect, inspiration. But more than that, Bob
time. Through Bob's eyes, one can begin of Illinois, to provide art as a part of all brings know-how, and good old-fashioned
to see the total picture, and he presents it construction that's done." The fact that this practicality. This rare combination seems
slowly, almost shyly, layer by layer as if project provides funding for art and artists to be working so far, and as I wander the
unwrapping an exquisite gift. "It's going to seems to please Bob, but he also seems to campus taking in the different projects all
be beautiful," he says of the new federally consider the renovation project itself, in different phases of development, it
funded sculpture created by John despite its scale and grandeur, to be a foray becomes apparent that as with any artist,
Medewith, which will be installed in the into the creative realm. Leggat Architects though process may be painstaking the
circular area in front of the student center may be the designers, but using his knowl- final product becomes a thing to behold.
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,.,_., , , , , , , , ., ,._ The Harper Pride club responds in kind to graffiti placed
upan their flyers.
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Somber ''Hsh Wednesday''
shows off actor's writing
skil~

-:-:-:-on_v~~~~~~~
Don't hate me
because I'm
beautiful:
Although it's
something of a
downer, Ethan
Hawke's newest
book shows that
he doesn't necessarily have to
stick to acting.
Realistic characters are a strong
point of "Ash
Wednesday."

Ethan Hawke's second novel,
"Ash Wednesday," left me in
complete shock.
Not due to an appalling ending or graphic scenes of sex or
violence. But, because Hawke
produced such a gripping, lyrically portentous story.
Let's face it, most attractive,
Hollywood actors fall under
what I like to call "Farrah Faucet
paradox," where the prettier the
individual is, the stupider he is.
But Hawke, coming off his
first Oscar nomination, for
Training Day, flexes his intellect
and vocabulary in this most
astonish tale.
"Ash Wednesday," is written
in the first person accounts of

Photo taken
from
http://www.
filmup.com

Jluuuy aml t11s girlfrleml Clulsty

as they reconsider their love for
each other.
Twenty-seven-year old
Jimmy discovers Christy is pregnant~ so he leaves the military
(without permission), and sets
out to prove his love.
Christy, a young woman suffering from the frustration of trying to discover herself, doesn't
want the baby or Jimmy. She
just want to go home and seek
comfort in her father, whom she
hasn't spoken to in the last seven
years.
Jimmy finds Christy right
before she steps on a bus back

to her childhood home and the
story takes off from there.
Hawke concisely navigates
the story through both Jimmy's
and Christy's first person
accounts by alternating chapters.
"Ash Wednesday" is packed
with real emotion. Readers will
be driven to tears and suffer
from a desecrated sprit.
One thing readers will not be
doing however, is laughing. It
seems as though Hawke has
focused so hard on creating an
emotionally bruising tale, he for-

Gain Experience Taking
Employment Tests and Get Paid!

PRA is developing a series of employment tests.
Students are needed to pilot test the items. Test
takers are paid $10 in cash for each test booklet
( 1 hr/test). Tests will be administered between
12·4 p.m. on Oct. 2, in A238. A new test session
begins each hr, on the hr. Sign up for a session
in advance by calling 847-472-5701 or e·mail:
registration@pra-inc.com. Arrive 5-1 o min.
prior to the session. Walk-ins are acceptable.
People who score in the top 50o/o for each test
are eligible to win an additional $50 in cash.

got that true drama must incorporate all feelings, including
humor. This lack of humor
spoils Hawke's futile attempt of
an uplifting ending.
Regardless of the lack of
laughter, I still enjoyed the book
immensely. The love shared
between Jimmy and Christy is
raw, riveting and above all real;
and that is more than enough for
one to read it.

For more Ans and
Entenainment, turn to page
. 6!

AJ.I videos/OVDs will be shewn Tuesdays at 12:15 pm
and Wedn&sdays at 1:00 pm in the TV Lounge.
Student and Administration Center, A336.
An attorney wm "be available to offer legal advice at no
charge to Harper students with a current activity card.
Call 847.925,6242 t<> schedule an appointment tor
Wednesday afternoons and evenings. Saturday
mornings may be available a& welL
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Video-FREE
Blac~kDown

Men's S«eer, 3:30 pm
Colf:ege of DuPage at Harper

Noon
Student and AdminiStration
Cente·r

FREE

Women's Soccer. 3:30 prn
Harper at OuPage

Vidtlo-FREE
Blackhawk Down

Volleyball. 6:00 pm
Elgin at Harper

Teen Movie

Women's Soccer, 4:00 pm

1

Womtm's Soccet. TBA········T··1····4························-················--~---~-e
Harper at Valparaiso

~
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VaUeybalt 6:00 pm
H
Rock v:11
a ey at arp&r

hFree legal advice

tqr Harper students
1:00>~7:00 pm
caJ.I $47.9.25.6242 Ior
appointment

Harper at Joliet
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Men's Soccer, 3:30 pm
Harpef at Rook Valley .

Men's Soccer. 3:30 pm
Harper at Triton

1
i

Women's Sc\Ocer., &30 pm
Waubonsee at Harper

l

v~.a:roprn
Hooper at ouPage

l
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15 ~ ~~jp6-~
Job Fair, 2:00-£:00 pm
Welln&ss and Sports Center

Sex.Signal$! 7:30 pm
Theatre. J143, $3..5

!

:
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Depression Screening
lnformatloo Day

MAJOR LECTURE:
Tom K.ennyJ the voice m

l

1

~~Spo.Bob $qu~mPants~

7:30 pm

tlFree legal advice 1w
5 Harper
students.

Student Senate Meeting
1:SG-5;00 pm
Student and Administration
Qanter. A243

9:00 am-2:00 pm

cau 847.925.6242

Football. 1:00 pm

Volteyball. TBA
Ct)!le~ of DuPage at Harper
Harper at DuPage
Men's and Women·s Soccer, VOlleybalL TBA.Harp&,at OuPage
Bethany Lutheran
, Men's and Women's Soccer,
Tournament. Mankato. MN ! Bethany Lutheran Tournal"!lEmt,
! ManRato, MN
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Volleyball. 6:00 pm
Harper at Tmoo
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Video-fREE
8 Not
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Another
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Teen Movif%
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Footbaf:l, l:OO pm

Grand Rapids at Harper

18

Vo!te:yba!l, TBA

College of Lake Coonty at
Harper

19
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Student Senate Meeting

1;3().,.5:00 pm
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1
Student and Administration 1

1
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VolleybalL tlOO pm
Harper at McHenry

.

Harper
a1 Tnton12:00 noon
Merfs S~er,
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Foolbal!, 1:00 pm

Harper at Rock VaHey
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Think: Of us as the~

at the end of the tunnel.

Ifyrn:t~ve got a burning dt~sire to learn-and to finish ·what you've started-

transfer to Roosevelt. V.Ve accept up to 66 sernester hours of \•ViUiarn Rainev
l ·l arper C(Jlle.ge credit.. ·\>Ve offer:
_,
.

I

• 126 degree progratns
• Convenient day~ evening~ 'Weekend and online classes
• <~unpuses in rh)'Wntown Chicago and Schan.rnburg
• fast..f.rack degn.:es for adults with A.A. or A. S.

• Generous scholarships an-d fina:n dal aid
• Child care at the~ Schaurnburg carnpus
Our adrnission offices at either. catnpus can arrang-e fbr a.
personal transcript ·evaluation. You ~11 get infonnat.ion about.
nnandal a.idjust f<)r transfer studentst too. So let us light.
the way t:o your personal Hnish line.

Ro SEVELT UNIYERSriY
<::HlCAGO • SCHAU.MBURG

\V'\V\v:.rooseve.lt.edu
H'1M11.' •'vou

1~8 77-.~.\pp1y""'Rt.'
want to be!
.

.

?·

Vo.Ueyball. 1 00 am

o-akton a1 Harper

We.l:lJWsS and Spot1S C~nter

$4"$7

Midterm

Don't Ignore ''lgby'' wonerman

Bv Stephanie

· image his older brother, Oliver
also shows lgby's pain. In a
Throughout the whole film,
scene with a door separating him
no one knows who is Igby, other (played by Ryan Philippe) has
created. His mother, Susan
and his girlfriend, Sookie (Claire
than he is Oliver's brother. After
Sarandon churning out a great
you see lgby Goes Down, not
Danes), Culkin allows you to see
only will the character Igby not
performance, is a pill popping
Igby vulnerabi~ity and it is startling. The emotions Culkin pulls
escape from memory, but the
ice queen who only cares about
off should put to shame the idea
how lgby's actions reflect upon
performance by Kieran Culkin
that all Culkins are the same:
will leave its impression on your her. When it comes time to be
mind. .
cute kids whose talent dies once
shipped off to yet another
Igby Goes Down is a film
school, lgby sees it as his oppor- they hit puberty. Culkin is at the
heart of this film and he does a
about a dysfunctional family
tunity to escape into the New
great job of taking the audience
with lgby at the center of it. lgby York City scenery and he. seizes
(played qy Kieran Culkin) is a
it. The other characters that roam to all the depths of lgby 's charsmart-alec, who thinks he knows through Igby's life are his godfa~ acter.
The people who are all
ther D.H. (wonderfully done by
everything about the world,
around lgby not only help make
Jeff Goldblum) and his mistress,
when in truth, he is lost. lgby is
up his crazy world, but create
Rachel (Amanda Peet).
a troubled teen whose memory
memorable performances as
The best thing about this film is
of his father haunts him and he
its perf:'ormances. Each character well. The most striking is
can't get his act together in
is fully rea~ized and well acted; · Amanda Peet (better known for
school. Near the beginning of
picking projects not worth her
the film, we already see the patall the actors turn in great per- .
formances. Kieran Culkin shines talent) who shines as Rachel.
tern of his life: he is failing out
Once she starts going into her
as lgby. Not only does he
of school, which causes him to
drug bliss, you see her start to
humorously ramble on about his
be shuffled amongst them concrumble before your very eyes.
view on the world, but he can
stantly, and he can't live up the

Great "State" of affairs for reader

While Hnthony
mcGinn takes a
look at Ethan
Hawke's second
book, Dicole Heinz
reads his first

Ethan Hawke's first book,
The Hottest state is a beautiful
first person account about a
young man's romances.
Nothing but positive quotes

bit{lrarg C'om{lr
from page 4.
~~on the Run" by R. Serio

fill the inner.cover of the book,
such as Dayton New§'§ glowing
review: "It's bea.utiful. .. raw and
real, and painful in its honesty ...
Hawke weaves a young love
story for all ages."
Hawke did a terrific job at
creating the character. The protagonist, William is starting out
the real world. His life revolves
around parties, one-night stands,
and living relatively free.
William's love interest, Sarah
plays "hard to get." Full of
secrets and stories that have
molded her into a shy girl, Sarah
becomes 'more of a tease to

,_

ot all Culkins are created equal: Kieran displays the
range and talent required to play the tortured lgby.
From www.igbygoesdown.com
was once a strong women,
now needs to be lifted off a toilet seat.
The film is one that does
bring many laughs, but also
brings moments of sorrow. In
this film, Igby does sinks down
and it can be painful to watch.
But, just as the pain escalates,

Bv Nicole

Heinz

":.

William.

Sarah and WiJJ!~!ll being
- -- Q

building a relation ship. Unlike
his past relationships, William is
concerned about Sarah's life.
She is mysterious, and hard to
wtn over.
For awhile, their relationship
grows to the pint where promises are made about their future,
marriage and a family.
Ironically, this takes a dramatic twist when William leaves
for Paris to pursue his acting
career. Three months pass and
he returns to his home. Here he
finds that life with Sarah is no

ly. Though the story deals with
some tough material, you should
not let that keep you away from
this film. The film has a strong
cast, which transports you to a
world where mother pops pills
and Igby is a kid trying to find
himself in this crazy world.

more.
~
Sarah ignores him. Their time
apart caused her to become
afraid of being hurt.
This sparks results that left
me in anguish. I could feel the
emotion of Williams struggling
attempts to win her back.
Reading a mans recollection
of a breakup was new to me,
and I enjoyed it.
The Hottest State realistically
displays the loneliness, pain and
heartbreak
Everyone feels when we loose
the one we love.
Not until the closing of the

~

book can one see the true glory
Hawke portrays into the book.
The ending is incredible. It's
clean, crisp and satisfying.
If you have ever been in a
relationship that ended causing
pain and sadness, the ending in
this book definitely gives the
new feeling of hope and future.

Want more? Turn
back to page 4 for
Anthony McGinn's
review of "Ash
Wednesday"

--Giiiiiiiiiii~
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Two journalistic masters battling for the fate of
the universe ... or at least the Harbinger
Anthony: "You'd think
that this year's Harbinger :·
is going to be just like any :·
other. You'd be wrong.
Dead wrong."

firestarter with big plans for the paper and
I can' t wait to see what's going to happen.
And now you are probably questioning
what vital role do I play this year? I am
the executive editor, meaning I'm second
in command. I will work closely with
both Anthony and the staff to fill in any of
the many cracks we will have.
Also I would like to reiterate that we
will try to be as neutral as possible in our
writing. We are dedicated to educate the

campus on all views of a story, not just

N 0 W that the Harbinger is back
into full throttle this fall, I can begin to ·
see my social life flat lining. Although I
whine about this place from time to time,
I wouldn't want to be without it.
I am the only survivor from last year's
full time staff at the Harbinger. My simple
roots here started as a Peter Parker-esque
photographer. As the first issues went by
we still did not find a photo editor, so, I
. was nominated by default. I am not blowing things out of portion when I say I ded. icated all my time to this paper. My
intended role on the paper was photogra·~~~J,!! ~IfJ!!~[~~ pher, but I was also: street beat interviewwfl~tl~:: w~~ - Stta~t+
;;!':ll;o,'~·,,...~."'~""'

er, copy editor, courier to the printers, and
everything else that was needed.
But I'm not the only one who performed
many duties; two fantastic women who I
must acknowledge are Nellie Huggins,
former Editor-in-Chief, and lisa scacco,
former Arts and Entertainment editor.
Without these women, I would not have
gotten through last year. Now that I have
delved into the past, allow me to submerge into the future.
This year's Harbinger staff is ready to
serve the campus it's fix of news, arts,
entertainment, sports, and anything else
we see fit to put in. You see the only
resource we have is our staff, primarily
because our computers and printers constantly break.
This year, our fearless editor-in-chief is
Anthony McGinn. Anthony is a young

ours. If you have a problem, feel free to
contact us at 847.925.6460 or via email at
HarperNews@yahoo.com. We love to
debate and receive feedback, so I encourage you to talk to us, and keep us abreast
to the happenings at Harper.
On a unrelated topic, if you are deathly
afraid of clowns, or get shortness of
breath and excessive sweating when you
are around someone who looks like
Conan O'Brien, then by all means stay
away from the Harbinger office. I learned
this the hard way. And lastly, I would
like to leave this comment, Anthony is
taken, but the executive is single .
Vitals:
Top 5 Bands
Everclear
Foo Fighters
Goldfinger
Saves the Day
By Nightfall
Top 3 Movies:
Wayne's World
Matrix
Any good SO's
Favorite Food: Thrkey Sandwich

Tune in next week,
same bat time, same
·bat channel, lor:
Sean vs. Patrick!!!!!!!!

More credentials,
more respect,
more m'o·ney.
Soon you'll earn your Associate Degree. And then what?
How aboUt a Bachefofs Degree from OeVry University?

Professors with reat~wood experience wm teach you in small classes
and well equipped labs. You'll enjOy·hands..on learning that gives you
the skins you need to compete and succeed in tooay's technology
based business wotld,

Choose trom Bacheloril Degrees* ,in Business Administration,
Computer Engineering Technology, Computer Information Systems;
Electronics Engineering Technology, Technical Management; and
Telecommunications Management You're just that close to fulfilling

your dreams... as close as a degree from DeVry.

Now, earn a Bachetors Degree in Business or
lnform·ation Technology anytime, online.
Chicago 773--929..6550
loop 31-2"372·..4.900
Addison 630..953 ..2000
O'Hare 773..6,95--1000
Tinley Park 708-342<lt oo
Naperville 63.0-969-6624

www..devry.edu
~Pmgmm

ononngs va1y tv!ocmion.

© 2002 OeVry University.

STUDENTS DETAIN
APPO INMENTS
In general, students have a
dislike for matters involving
appointments: This is probably
because most of the appointments we've been involved with
since childhood have been traumatic and painful: physicals,
shots, braces, cavity fillings,
wisdom teeth renewal, etc.
Essentially the appointment
means an interruption and most
of us would rather be doing
other things, such as eating ice
cream. This clashes particularly
with the interests of doctors and
dentists who bank off of
appointments and making peopie wait in their confines.
Which brings up a huge reason why students hate appointments: the wait. appointments
involve waiting, if this were
untrue, nobody would ever say
"it was amazing, I got in right
away," and there would be no
'waiting' room, and certainly no
3-month-old garden magazines
on chairs. Curiously, every medical office in Chicagoland subscribes to 'Garden Magazine or
some variation thereof, yet not
a single person east of Elgin has
their own backyard compost
pile.
One appointment, however,
sticks out in my mind as being
of the worst possible sort - the
orientation appointment for new
Harper students to meet with an
!.ltiv1~or

T 1n~t

tr:m~fP.rrerl
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BvMan

and had the pleasure of experiencing
this appointment,
which, according to
procedure, they set up on the first
day of orientation. The card said I
had an appointment at 12:45 p.m.,
believe this would be my exclusive slot to discuss classes with an
advisor one on one, and it somewhat was ... but also for 70 other
people.
This group appointment was
absolute messiness and a good
many people were asking if they
had time to leave and stop by
Woodfield real quick. There were
rows of chairs 30 across and 7
aisles deep filled with all the irate,
annoyed people who did not make
it out to the mall. It felt like
O'Hare the day before Christmas.
Supposedly my name had been
called after 2 hours and nobody
answered, which would have been
impossible, had they actually
called it, because I was sitting
there, alert, with eyes focused on
the advisors' door in anticipation.
The wait most of us are probably used to for doctors and dentists
is anywhere between 10 minutes
to an hour- at this 12:45 appointment I waited three hours and 40
minutes before finally seeing an
advisor. Then I found out that it
was just silly advice and I still had
to trudge downstairs and manually
register (in line behind the same
70 neonle from uostairs).

Bellis

It's been three years since we
have last heard from Eddie and
the boys, but Pearl Jam is set to
come back in full force.
On November 11, Pearl Jam's
seventh studio album, Riot Act
will hit the shelves. Advance
copies of the album are circulating through the hands of music
crittics nationwide, and has been
reciving rave reviews.
Pearl Jam will be embarking
on a World Tour to support Riot
Act. The band will first travel
over seas to South America and
Asia before touring the U.S .

(from left: Mike McCready,
Matt Cameron, Eddie Vedder,
Jeff Ament, Stone Gossard.)
Photo taken from
sonymustc.com
Fans can expect 2-disc bootleg
albums for every date on the
tour. The band is still considering filiming another DVD, after
the commerical failiure of
2000's "Touring Band 2000."
Look for Pearl Jam to play for
two consecutive nights in
November on "The Late Show
with David Letterman."

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Can't Keep
Save You
Love Boat Captain
Cropduster
Ghost
I Am Mine
Thumbing My Way
You Are
Get Right
Green Disease
helphelp
Bushleaguer
112 Full
Arc
All or None

THANKS FOR READING! IE SURE TO CHECK OUT OUR NEXT ISSUE, COMING
TO YOU ON OCTOBER

Bv Todd

Mrowice

comes,

It seemed as if the 2002 football season would never get here
to take our minds off of baseball.
Yeah,
I'm
sure
Mantle,
DiMaggio, and "the Babe" would
have complained when they got
their 2 million slapped down on
the table.
Professional sports have
become a joke. When the economy is hurting like it currently is,

and we have people wanting
more than a few million dollars,
something is w1ong.
I am amazed how one team can
draw an entire cities sports boredom away in just one week. The
Chicago Bears opened their season on September 8 at the
University of Illinois, 1n
Champaign. While Soldiers Field
undergoes

renovations, Memorial Stadium
will play host to all Bears home
games.
I think it would have been a
better idea to put them at Harper,
right? I mean, the drive isn't
nearly as much of a hassle.
Although there is a lack of seats
here, and tailgaters could potentially burn the campus down.
Maybe it isn't such a great idea
then.
So far, the Bears have began
their season very similar to last
year. They continue to have
games decided by the final five
minutes, or a dramatic missed
field goal.
One can see more gray hair
growing on Dick Jauron' s head.
After the games he must go into
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the
locker room and yell, or cry.
There has to be some type of
emotion in that man's body.
In all seriousness though,
Jauron knows how to manage this
football team. He has to. How
many of you ever thought you
would see a 13-3 record for the
Bears again? Jauron isn't running
the show himself though.
Offensive coordinator John
Shoop, and defensive coordinator
Greg Blache are on board to help
guide the Monsters of the
Midway to another winning
season.
The Bears roster is healthy and
ready to make this a great season.
Quarterback,
Jim
Miller,
Linebacker, Brian Urlacher, and

Is he an artist, or just a criminal?

I'm with my mom, driving in
the city down by Ashland and
Addison, when she turns to me

people's aesthetic senses. The
hip-hop culture, which started in
the 70's, clearly stands on a

and says, "Wow. Look at that,"
spectrum of creativity. DJ's,
breakdancers, MC's, beat boxin awe. She was pointing
towards a billboard that was half ers, and writers all execute their
talents through creativity, which
covered by graffiti. "That's
amazing," she says. It was
grows stronger by a minute (a
about a hundred feet in the air
minute being a short interval of
and big enough to cover half the
time in hip-hop culture).
entire billboard. I was thinking
Through this culture, graffiti was
about the courage and skill it
taken in as an art form and
took to accomplish that and
achieved the status for art founlooking over to my 54-year-old
dation in hip-hop.
mother, I saw that she was
Now think about a few cans of
maybe thinking the same thing.
spray paint, a 7 feet by 7 feet
We started talking about graffiti
wall, and about a half hour. The
and I explained to her that what
result is the picture shown here.
she saw was the result of an ille- Now I had a chance to witness
gal act in the law's eyes. And
this piece being done and talked
she asked me why. Why? Why
to the artist himself, who goes
should art be looked upon as a
by the name, B .L.
criminal act? Now I'm using the
word art very vaguely as art has
many forms. So why should this . Harbinger: Where did you get
form be shunned.if it is nothing
the idea for Buzz Lightyear?
of offensive nature and in most
people's eyes, good. Is It
B.L.: My crew was making fun
- because of its relation to Hip
of me, calling me Buzz
Hop and how people bias against Lightyear because of my initials.
it with accusations of it being
The premise of the joke is that
gang related or pro-violence? Its of sexual nature. You dig?
funny to me that our community
representatives have "wall clean
Harbinger: [laughing] Yeah I
ups" and "Save our Streets"
think so. So when did you first
campaigns to rid graffiti to deem get into graffiti?
these areas as "safe." Graffiti is
not an act of vandalism nor is it
B.L.: When I was 12, I watched
used to promote violence.
my big brother and his friends
Graffiti artists' goals are to disbring cardboard boxes home and
play their hip-hop influenced art
they would gather up all the half
for the public and to appeal to
cans of spray paint they could

Right Tackle, James Big Cat
Williams are all returning as this
seasons ·captain, Wide Receiver,
Marcus Robinson is back in
action this season after a tom
ACL sidelined him for nearly the
entire 01-02 season. Robinson,
had an impressive training camp
and is looking to earn his starting
job back.
Looking ahead at the Bears
schedule they have three Monday
Night Football games. There
opponents will be Green Bay on
10/7, St. Louis on 11118, and
Miami on 12/9. The season looks
as if it will be an exciting one
filled with a lot of drama.
Remember to head out to
Champaign to support the Bears!

IV Habib
Behroozi

find at all their houses and tag in
the garage. I remember when he
finished his first

on~.

Meet

He called

me over and said, "Now that's a
piece." He helped me learn
everything I know.

·PaintYear!

Harbinger: Now for our audience, what is graffiti, tagging,
and writing?
B .L.: Graffiti is plural for graffito and it just means drawing or
writing on a public surface. It
started in the late 60's and early
70's by Julio 204 and Taki 183.
Tagging means you are throwing
your identity up because that's
what graffiti is about. Getting
Up. Being seen and identified as
what you see. It's the same
thing with artists being called
writers. Graffiti started in bathroom walls as people would
write in an exaggerated form.
So that branched off onto big
rocks, then building walls, then
train cars, trailers, and eventually billboards. Most graffiti you
see today are words or names.

.

Harbinger: What is the correlation between Hip Hop and graffiti?
B.L.: Hip Hop has many
branches such as, DJ'ing, breakdancing, MC'ing, and beat boxing. Then graffiti fell into play,
as many hip-hop hits became
inspiration. Being able to create
with no boundaries is what

Picture by
Habib
Behrouzi
attached it too.
Harbinger: Have you ever been
caught by authorities?
B.L.: I got chased through a
train yard once.
Harbinger: Are you scared of
being caught?
B.L.: If they catch me, they can
cuff me, book me, fine me, and
lock me but they can't do any of
that to my art. My tagging and
graffiti is an extension of my
soul and no law can charge that.
Harbinger: How do you feel
about people discarding graffiti
as art and looking at it as a criminal act?
B.L.: There are people out there
that are not going to understand
everything. Those who slander
what they don't understand, are
just cowards.

Harbinger: Do you think graffiti
will ever be accepted by the
entire society?
B.L.: I have heard of parks
where graffiti is legal. But these
walls are hard to get on without
tagging over someone else. As
far as the whole society goes, I
don't think I'll ever see that day.
It would be nice to be accepted
all over with no negative affiliation.
Harbinger: What's your next
piece going to be?
B.L.: You and your yellow car.
Harbinger: For real?
B.L.: Yeah right ]that's too easy.
Harbinger: Thanks for the info
BL. Stay up.
B.L.: Always do. Peace.
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HHRPER f HCUlTY
GOES on STRIKE
Faculty walks out, both sides uent
av Anthonv
anger, no end in sight McGinn
No event in the 37-year history of Harper College has had this
magnitude of catastrophic potential. At 6 am, October 9, the faculty senate union went on strike,
forcing the cancellation of all
credited classes.
Faculty members picketed the
Euclid, Roselle and Algonquin
entrances to the campus, displaying signs that pleaded for unity.
"This is my worst nightmare
come true," said faculty grievance officer Patty Ferguson. "I
did not wa'nt to participate in a
walkout."
Harper College President Dr.
ng cars to honk to show their support, the teach~~s continue to pie
Robert Breuder expressed his
Photo.By Patrick
thoughts on the strike during a
speech held four hours after it begun to scab. Faculty members
"We will stay out (on the pick- because the rates got too high,'"
began.
on the picket line, who wish to et lines) until we get what we says Breuder. "I don't want that
"I wish this was non-existent. remain anonymous, have said, want," says Jim Edstrom, faculty to happen to our faculty."
Our college has been corrupt- "the strike has soured (otir) per- senate negotiator:
According to the administraed ... The longer (the strike) con- spective of. this institution and ·
The faculty wants a salary tion, Harper will be making about
tinues, the more painful it has made (us) seriously question incre~se that -is "equitable" on $752,000- this year. And for an
becomes for all of us. Even when returning to Harper to teach."
their terms and that covers .their institution _the size of Harper
the issue is settled, this institution
With no negotiation sessions heath insurance cost.
College that is not enough.
will have been scarred long term scheduled in the near future, no
The administration claims that
Breuder related the recent
and it takes a long time for those · end to the strike is in sight: And this is not possible due to a 46.1 negations to buying a car. "Let's
the faculty insists it will not back percent increase in rates from say you have X amount of dollars
scars to go away."
Those scars have already ·down.
Blue Cross/Blue Shield health- in your bank account and you
care.
"Right now 14.6 percent of
companies have had to stop providing health · care insurance

have your eye on the most expensive car in the lot. No matter how
badly you want that car it does
not change the amount of money

in your bank account.
"I would like to give everybody more money, &lit Harper
must live . within its financial
means we are already giving 81
percent of our budget to salary
and benefits ... and we have raised
an additional 4 million from nontraditional methods. What more
can we do?"
"The administration has the
money," says Edstrom. "There is
a 52 million dollar surplus in an
education fund. Harper is the '
richest comqrnnity college in the
state. Nobody can tell me we
should be ranked 6th in salary
amongst other community college teachers 1n the state. That's .
obscene."
Breuder has said the 52 million-dollar surplus cannot be
used to fund the teachers, "We
have nothing · to hide,'' Breuder
says. "In fact, you can contact
Judy Theroson and she will provide you with all the information
you want about Harper's bank
accounts."
Breuder has been justifying
his stance on the negotiations
with th~ rationale that all employees are equal.

TURN TO PAGE 2

Full strike coverage, commentary, facts ........................ NEWS
Movies and More (it's not like you have class to go to) ......... A&E
Why our last issue was the size of a Buick ................Back Page
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STRIKE
from page
1

'1- have said this time
again, and ·I will not ·
for one .m oment E
f!arper..is equally fill
dB tioh~e g~rieM ·or
-services off line..and genera
institutiofi.
'',.;_ 'WJ :4
..
,,,
,,.,:..,;.
"Every ~mployee who' works'
here is pivotal to m~tl'.g' thi,s
house run; and as long as ;l >am
president, every ejllpl?ye~, gn:mp'
will be treat¢d equallf in. ten,n~;bf
salary and benefits. And I
.hold <)n to that at au costs_."
\\7,hen the faculty question'ed"
Breuder's 5 percent pay 'increase*
for next ye?f, he,saig, ··t ~· gt(t-,,
'="<~··==···

E

w s

ting the same exact ,.,thing you · tion has spent a huge sum of
money-to luxuriously furnish the
· conference cei;iter. .-It has layish
... ' ffi ·
q~l\i~g ~90ins and flat
's . .

opinions
of
their
own. faculty senate will not even
Administration supporter Peter return . to the negotiating table
D'agistlno says, "There is no until more moi;iey is offered.
money in •tea.Ching. People who
"The faculty should not be
want werutht and ' power shoiild ,.picketing,", said Breuder. "They
be in the ,teaching bu~in~s. I should be negotiating.''
:'Want a teacher ~ho is dedicated
"'The administration knows
where to find us:' said Edstrom.
'
.
"They certainly
.saw ""us when
they c~ossed the' 'picket lines
tq?ay."
'When asked how long the
administration would allow the
strike to continue, Breuder
responded, "Until the faculty
decides to come back."
·•
With no negotiations scheduled, it could be quite some time
before students rec;eive the edu"' · ·
cation they deserve. '

not

.'

'·'.~:

'will

Strike countered
by students Lana
'

.

-

Bv Georgia

The teachers' chant I heard as Class cutbacks? Increasing
I pulled ·out of Harper's parking · admi!}istration and· decreasing
lot went something like: "Roses educators?
are red, violets are blue, the
It seems that in the eyes of the
teacher's are right, the students educators and administration, we
are too." And in direct contrast, a as the students at Harper have all
group of student protesters sang but disappeared from the picture.
chants such as; "What about ·After all, a college is in the busius?", '"Education first!'', "Stop . ness of educating, but the needs
the strike", and "Build bridges of the students do not seem to
not walls!"
have been taken into consideraIn running the numbers, the tion.
difference between the teacher's _
Based on the numbers, . it
·and administrations proposed would appear that the administrasalary resolution over a five-year tion has the financing to keep the
period is negligible. So then what " educators happy, but they seem
are the issues? Health insurance? unwilling to give in to the teach-

Under the stern gaze of William Rainey Harper, students attempt to forge a protest of thei~
own.
The students hope to spur into action more talks betwee.n faculty and administration.
1
I
. .
·
··
.
Photo By Georgia Latta 1
ers' demands.
· If the strike continues everyone looses. The students are no
exepction.
.
The 9uestion on the mind of

the student body is, ''.If the strike
continues, what happens to me,
will I get my money back?"
So today, while the faculty
walked ·the picket _lines, and
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ONE STRIKE, THREE SIDES, ONE DEBATE

The following columns are the opinions of their respective writers, and do not necessarily represent the positions of the parties they
are speaking of, or the Harbinger staff as a whole. As always, we urge the reader to make up his or her own mind.

ADMINISTRATION:
BJ Pabtel Andrews

Ifl===============================c
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av sean KellV

We students at Harper put up with a lot- four dollar
ham sandwiches, inadequate parking, the stigma of
attending "Harper High" or "The University of Southern
Palatine," but this one is the topper of all times. At no
other time in Harper's history has the student body been
so royally shafted, and the worst part is that we're not
sure who's doing it.
Could it be the faculty who are pickering us into academic exile and menial retail jobs for the rest of our
lives? Or is it the Administration, the "Man," who is as
always undercutting us poor hardworking types while
lining his own pocket with crisp Benjamins? I tend to
think it's probably a little of column A, a little of column B, just because fault can never lie entirely in one
person, or with one perspective. If one person is offering too little, that doesn't necessarily mean the other
person isn't asking for too much. They can both be
holding out.
Admittedly, when 1 first heard of the strike, I was
pleased. After all, my inner child has been trained for
years to believe that snow days and class cancellations
are a good thing. A chance to relax, an extension on all
that homework I wasn't doing anyway. But it occurred
to me later that 1 was paying for this damned education,
and it occurred to me even later that maybe there was
something I could have done to prevent this mess.
It's very easy to blame the teachers; call them
money-grubbing and say they don't care about us. And
for the administration, it's very easy to say the same.
But isn't it possible, guys, that we should blame ourA hungry animal does not eat its own legs.
selves? All over campus, I hear students saying they
weren't warned, that they were caught in the middle,
All schools operate as businesses. regardless of what
what are they to do now? Well, let me tell you guys,
any teacher or administrator may say.
this didn't come along and blindside us- these talks have
The business of education is unique in the sense that
the customer (student) pays in advance for services to be been going on since March, and if you'd wanted to
know about them, all you had to do was ask. We're cusreceived gradually over a semester.
tomers at this college, just like shoppers at a store, only
The administration and faculty, ideally, should work
we're complaining about the tat content of the food
in unison as a team to provide us with the best education
when we could have checked the side of the box before
our $62 per credit hour can buy.
Our faculty has walked out, mid task, with no regard
we bought it.
Involvement is, and always has been, the key. We
for customer satisfaction.
could have raised a ruckus three months ago instead of
I ask you, if your mechanic were to only partially
complete repairs on your car, would you pay him? Would waiting until the day of, and maybe put this thing on
hold. We could be paying attention to events a little furyou think twice before returning to him?
ther away from us than the tips of our noses. They call
On Saturday, October 12, Harper College administraus a community college, but we have no community, no
tion announced that they are committed to completing
pooling of information.
the Fall semester. Interestingly, that same day, the
At the same time all the faculty is united and strikFaculty increased their salary demands, from a rais~ of
ing, seven students are hanging out in the Quad trying to
6.6 percent to 7. l percent, which is now 2.1 percent
stage a protest. Instead of a student body, we have
above the raise proposed by the Board of Trustees. I
40,000 individual students, all doing their own thing, all
always believed that the key to negotiation is comproindividually
angry and frustrated and hoping that this
mise, but it appears that the Faculty has a different defithing will get resolved quickly. We sit here listening to
nition of the term. It is, as Harper Public relations
the faculty trading barbs with the administration like
Spokesman Phil Burdick said, "one step forward, then
we're a small child watching an argument between
two steps backward."
divorcing parents. It does not have to be this way.
It is imperative that credit classes resume promptly.
We are a vocal majority in this school, not some
Our semester is 17 weeks long. Classes must be in seshelpless minority. Maybe it's about time we started actsion for a minimum of 15 weeks. The administration bas
ing like one, instead of the idiot junior college students
stated openly that they are "committed to the completion
of this semester."
everyone assumes we are.
Where do your teachers stand?

As I attempted to pull into Harper via Algonquin road
on Wednesday, October 9, 2002, my path was blocked by
a long line of striking teachers, many of which carried
signs denoting the news 1 spent the better part of the previous night hoping would not come.
A small woman shouted into a megaphone. Her words
were unintelligible due to her being less than five feet
from the open window of my car.
It struck me at that moment, these were the professionals that had been, for the last three semesters, educating me and preparing me for life.
I looked out at the professors, simultaneously chanting in street language, and acting, not as educated scholars that hold the future of the free world on their shoulders, but simply as a mob of angry men and women
whose minds seem free of the weight of professional
responsibility.
ls it a coincidence that, though the Faculty had the
option to strike on August 15, they held off until I 0 days
before midterms, when students may no longer receive a
refund for cancelled credit classes?
Our teachers claim to think "only of the future."
However, they have asked that the Board of Trustees tap
into funds set aside for construction in order to allow
larger raises.
If the Board were to do this. Harper College would
lack the money needed to complete construction projects,
as well as expand the campus due to inflated attendance.

c
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IV Elllll Volllec
As police protect the entrance, teachers march in front
of Harper College bearing white signs with black lettering that reads "On Strike." Honking cars show their support as they drive past while dozens of TV vans hover in
the background.
As for the faculty, they seem determined to strike as
long as they don't get what they want. How long will
that be? No one knows for sure, but English teacher,
Andrew Wilson, says "the national average for a strike is
1-2 days."
However, because both sides are stubbornly holding
out, the strike may last longer.
The teachers don't believe their salaries are high
enough, and they are correct. Is it fair that Dr. Breuder,
even though he runs the college. makes three times as
much as the instructors? Without the faculty there would
be no college to run. Students here at Harper College
may scream and protest about the strike, at both faculty
and administration, but lets take a look at what is happening here.
Faculty, who besides the students, are the heart of the
college, are being paid pennies next to the administration. Yeah, the administration handles the budget, and Dr.
Breuder is the president, but who does all the work?
The bottom line is the faculty does not feel respected.
Dan Stanford, a chemistry teacher, thinks that feeling
will reduce the quality of the institution. "You can't get
quality faculty if they don't feel respected," he says,
wearing a beige baseball cap adorned with various buttons containing slogans like "Unity," "Fairness," and
" l 00% for Harper."
The strike is wearing on everyone, students, faculty
and administration. Many instructors worry about where
their next paycheck will come from. They just want this
demonstration to end so they can get back to the profession they love and have devoted their careers to.
Wilson feels the strike is a sober necessity, but at the
same time, he's very sad. He doesn't feel jubilant, nor do
any of them look at this demonstration as a thrill. But
they do feel unified.
Tom Stauch of the Music Department calls this an
"unfortunate" state of affairs.
Right now most of us are panicking. We think, "What
will happen to all the hard work that we've put into this
semester if the teachers are on strike for too long?" I
think we all feel this way especially those of us who are
making an effort to transfer or make it into the nursing
program this spring.
Most of the instructors feel bad for their students.
Tuey hate to see us in this position and understand the
frustration we may feel because we may not be able to
transfer. Although it seems there are no gains for us the
students, maybe they're right.
If teachers are not feeling respected, then they will
go somewhere else, and we will lose the quality education we've come to expect at Harper. So, in the weeks to
come, try to look at this strike from, not only our viewpoint, but the faculty's as well, and lets be patient with
them and their demonstration. Remember, they are losing
money and valuable time to do this.

4
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Students
Valerie Kuras one of the student protesters recalls: "In one of the letters the
administration was saying, 'How could the
faculty do this to their students? Don't
worry we still care about you.' But today
they're not badmouthing the faculty. It's
really confusing and it's a touchy situation,
which is why I like the middle ground
[stance] because I'm just protesting that
I'm not getting what I deserve."
The strike·and the general Jack of information that has accompanied it seem to be
the issues on the minds of most of the protesters. No one quite knows what's going
on and even the press conferences and student forums are not well or widely publicized. This is the reason that despite the
fact a protest was staged, the showing was
not impressive. When I showed up a heated battle was waging between one of the
student protesters and a representative
from the teachers' line. When he saw me
approach and figured out what my intentions were, he quickly left. Though the
major reason for staging the protest was
th~ lack of info, additional and individual
reasons vary. For example, Bill Staadt,
another student protester, cites timeframe
considerations, "We basically want to
graduate on time. If you're not at class why
are you here at all? Especially if you want
to start a job in four years .. ..If you're like
me it's impossible."
And then there are other protesters who
are angry about what they see as inadequate representation by the student senate:
"I spoke with members of the student senate yesterday and one or two of them were
in support of what we are doing here.
Some of the "higher ups" in the student
senate were saying this protest was not
going to make a difference. I asked them if
they would be out here with the students
and they said, 'I'll try, r really don't see the
significance in it.' But I thought ... they're
suppose to represent us, and if the students
are trying to remain neutral and this is neutral ground ... "
"If the senate is the student's' voice,
then shouldn't they hear what we are saying~ If the campus is closed then we can't
really talk to anybody, you would think
they would at least come down here [with
the attitude of] you are our students, we are
representing you, what do you want us to
say?"
"They [the senate] were like [the
protest] is not going to do anything so I
don't see why we should be there, but, if I
can get there maybe I'll come through'", I
[wondered) How are you going to be my
voice?"
The protesters seem to not have taken a
s}de regarding admin. vs. educators, but

From
Page 2
this is subject to change. One student
states, "All the information I have gotten
has been so vague, which is why I'm not
choosing a side. I like all the teachers here,
I've had excellent experiences with every
teacher I've had and I'm very supportive of
them getting what they deserve. I just
haven't heard enough facts."
The educators see~ to .hope to get the
students on their "side" but the fact that the
actions of those very same educators is
what is causing the upheaval in the lives of
. students, does not bode well for a student/teacher consolidated team.
The general consensus seems to say that
the nursing program will be one the hardest hit. Valerie Kuras a participant in the
student protest as well as a nursing student
also says: "I'm in the nursing program
right now, if they cancel this semester, I
have to wait until fall 2003 to start all over
again because they only start the program
in the fall. I heard a rumor that if it goes
rmore than five days they have to cancel our
nursing program because we're missing
clinical time and Jab time and class time."
Other concerns range on issues of student who have sacrificed times where they
could be working in order to be at class
and students who pay for childcare not
being able to use that time constructively
at class.
Overall, no one is happy
and some students are even questioning the
decision to attend Harper. Rebecca Weirich
says: "We don't wan~ our education to get
pushed back or messed up· because they
can't come to an agreement." And still
another protestor states: "I'm just so frustrated, I'm feeling completely insecure
about even being here, I'm debating
weather or not to even come back next
semester."
Obviously this is a dark time for Harper
and if the strike continues, the questions
which at this point may only be rumors, or
ideas may become nagging and frightening
realities.
One night of having your class off is
one thing, but what about a week or a
month? As Lydia Higgins states: "I went
out last night and I enjoyed having the
night off, not having to study. That's not
why I'm here though, I'm here to learn,
and if I have to ... study every night and
that's what it takes, then that's what I'm
[prepared to] do." I think we can all echo
Lydias sentiment. We are here to study and
to learn; at what point do we cut our losses and look for that education elsewhere?
Maybe before waging a war based on
principal and semantics that is merely
being fought to see who wins, the people
waging that war should give a little consideration to the people who are sure to lose,
in this case the students.
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Harper .mathematics
teacher conquers
BV Emilv
Orient Volenee
Harper math teacher, Judith
Sallee, recently traveled-to
Xi' an, China.
With the help of a Global
Volunteers program, Sallee volunteered as a conversational
English teacher even though she
did not know one word of
Chinese.
This past June, Sallee spent
three weeks instructing 2-14
year-olds at Bo Air International
School through games, gestures,
drama and song.
"It was interesting," Sallee
says. ''They. didn't know what
dance was, so I made one boy
put his arm around me and the

children all sang, and then they
understood!"
All children attending the
summer camp have English
names at the school and use
them when communicating. If
they don't already have one,
their instructor gives them one.
" It was a great responsibility," Sallee says, "so I just made
up a large list of male and
female names that l'd taken
from my friends, and I let them
choose. After they chose, I
would tell them who I knew
with that name, so it made it a
bit more personal."
According to Sallee, although

the region was poor, the children
who came to the school were
considered· wealthy. She says
that if a child has a new notebook, pencil and desk, he or she
is considered one of the more
privileged.
"The culture was very different," Sallee explains.
But in volunteering, Sallee
was able to see more than just
tourist sites during her three
weeks away. Volunteering also
provided her with an opportunity
to view that culture in-depth.
"I was able to have deep conversations with the Chinese,
thereby learning more about
them and their lifestyle," Sallee
says.
And, she didn't leave China
without seeing ·anything either.
Her trip included visits to the
famous Army of'Terra Cotta
Soldiers, the Great Wall of
China and museums while she
stayed in Beijing.
Global Volunteers has been
sending people to nations across
the world since the early I 980's.
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The organization was begun by
Bud Philbrook and Michele
Gren in 1984.
"They were getting married.
Michele wanted to do something
meaningful on her honeymoon,
and Bud wanted to have some .
fun," said Barbara DeGroot,
spokesperson for the group.
So they decided to combine
the two, volunteering a week in
Guatema~a before spending
another week at Disneyworld.
Soon many people began to
express interest in their work,
and Global Volunteers was born.
Offering short-term volunteer
opportunities iri 19 countries for
a minimal cost, the organization
soon became Philbrook's and
Gren's full-time occupation.
"We send people of many different ages to countries,"
DeGroot reports, "and we offer
discounts to college students."
The one thing that is unique
about Global Volunteers is that
they don't seek out opportunities. Members of the communities initiate the programs, and

5

they are run with supervision by
the community. Sallee says the
60 year-old man directing her
team's efforts wants to improve
life for his COJ.T!munity and feels
that in order to do that, they
must be more aware of the world
around them.
" His idea to make this happen is to bring the world to his
city," Sallee says.
"T he purpose of Global
Volunteers," DeGroot says, "is
to build bridges of-understanding and respect between people
of diverse cultures."
No experience or special
skills are required to volunteer.
The organization provides the
little training needed. Sallee says
that it was an excellent opportunity for her, and if she had to do
it over again she would.
"Global Volunteers was anything and everything I expected,
she said. "They were wonderful."
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Introducing your 2002-03 Student Senate ::ruia_
The student se~ate held their
first official meeting this past
Friday. Many new senators have
joined the student government
this year and so, they held a fairly informal getting-to know-you
session.
They first . introduced themselves, and then proceeded to
elect a new Vice-President.
They went over parliamentary
procedure and the way the senate
runs, then President Arpan Shah
brought up the possibility of
opening some seats on the counsel to student representatives.
The
biggest
difference
between representatives and senators is that representatives have
no official vote, yet still function
as the voice of the students. After
discussing the topic for a while
and voting, the senate decided to
open seats for representatives on
the student government.
So, the next meeting of the
student government will open
with a time in which interested
students will have the opportunity to introduce themselves and
state why they feel they should
occupy one of the new representative seats. If interested, please
meet promptly at 1:30 on October
18, Room A243. Please keep in

mind that the limitations in the
availability of seats means that
the competition may be stiff.
Each student senator represents part of the school. This
means that a student with a concern regarding that part of the
school goes to the respective student senator, voices the concern
and then that senator to bring it to
the attention of the senate. After
being presented and discussed,
someone makes a motion to

r~solve the issue (in an appropriate manner) and then the senate
votes either by secret ballot or
sometimes by using a "yea or
nay" voting structure.
Therefore, any problems,
questions, or suggestions should
be brought to the attention to the
student senator in. charge. Make
your voice heard, unles~ we let
our senators know our opinions
and ideas, our concerns will Q.Ot
be addressed.

The following members currently make up the student senate: President Arpan Shah, Vice
President Ron Kroel, Treasurer
Ken Akeo, Student Trustee
Patrick Chartrand, Life Sci.
Senator Sima Patel, A.E. & L.S.
Senator Nikki Winikates, Stu. .
Dev. Senator Abdulrahman
Habeeb, Bus & Soc. Senator
Jeffery Innocenti, Liberal Arts
Senator Stacey Vest, T.M.P.S.
Senator Christopher Dozois,

A.D.S. Senator Sheila Maloney,
Continuing Ed. Senator John
Keller, and Wellness Senator
. Lindsay. Lazarus.
The faculty advisors are
Jeanne Pankanin, Dean of
.Wellness and Campus Activities
and Michael Nejman, Director of
Student Activities.
So, as the school year progresses and nagging issues start
to bug you, you, such as the
teacher strike-or any subsequent
tuition hike~ keep in mind, something can be done about it.
As people who have invested
our time, dollars and talents in
this community, we have a right
and a responsibility to make sure
this campus adequately meets our
needs, and·if it doesn't we need to
make that known as well. So,
when you see a member of the
student senate on campus, make
it a point to go up, say. hello, and
tell them what you think. Not
only .will they appreciate the
input, but you will have the
opportunity to make sure that
you, as a member of their constituency, have your viewpoint
taken seriously and that you
ensure your own positive college
experience.

Before seeing the world through cosmetic contact
lenses, take a look at this
blliCOle

Heinz

Cosmetic contact lenses
cause eye damage.
With improper care, many
diseases including blindness can
occur.
The average student does not
know the risks associated with
contacts. One teenager named
Robyn Rouse, bought a pair of
colored contacts at an unlicensed
store. According to Dr. Thomas
Steineman, director of the eye
clinic at Metro Health Medical
Center in Ohio, Rouse suffered
a serious eye infection called
pseudomonas. Her lack of
knowledge in eye care Jed her
into a devastating situation.
Pseudomonas is a very serious infection because it destroys
the eye in a short amount of
time. Rouse was very lucky not
to have lost her vision.
"Robyn Rouse is one of at
least I ,500 people went into
emergency rooms last year j!S a

result of contact lens problems,"
states ABC News.
Cosmetic Contacts have '
become very popular with the
younger population. Contacts 'are
made in every color, for dark or
light eyes amd some have
designs on them like cat eyes,
eight balls and the American
flag.
With Halloween around the
comer, the sales of cosmetic
contacts have increased.
Because of the popular demand,
not everyone finds it necessary
to have an eye exam.
Without an eye exam, the

lens may not fit the eye correctly. The contact may not stay on
the eye if it is too big. If the

contact is too small it can seriously damage the eye. Scratches
and redness can occur and tum
into infections.
The lack of exams can result
in unawareness of contact safety.
Contacts can scratch and tear the
cornea,which is the area surrounding the outside of the eye.
You can also tear contacts if
they are incorrectly cleaned. By
visiting your optometrist regularly, you can obtain all the necessary information on eye care.

Exams are pricey, but they
are also efficient. The patient
can return to the doctor's office
within one year of the exam in
case any problem arises. If you
have already had an eye exam, a
contact lens fitting can cost
around $45. Many stores compete at giving the customers the
best price for there contact lenses.
Lens Crafters is one eye care
store that can price match with
any competitor to give the
patients the best price for their
product.
If you are interested in cos-

metic lenses, here is a brief list
of what you need to know before
you buy them:
1. An eye exam and contact fitting is required when purchasing
contacts.
2. It is illegal to buy contacts
from unlicensed vendors.
3. Contact lenses cannot be
s~ared. This spreads disease.
4. Never sleep in contact lenses.
This will increase bacterial
growth.
5. Most importantly, keep your
contacts clean with proper solution.
Cosmetic contacts are not. for
everyone. If the contacts are not
in your price range, it is safer to
refrain from purcl)asing them
rather than illegally owning contact lenses from unlicensed vendors. Cosmetic contacts require
safety precautions that must be
recognized to prevent long term
eye damage.
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Time on your hands, strike uictims? Then head out for a
rental, and check what's new on·DUD -=:------ns:-•n__- - - - - -

'

. has a big case to settle. Gipson has a critical custody hearing. Banek leaves the
scene of the accident, not realizing that he
is without a critical document that may
decide his case. Gipson is actually now
Cast: Ben Affleck, Samuel L.Jackson,
in possession of the file, and the story
Toni Collette, Kim Staunton and Sydney
aecelerates from this point.
Pollack
The events that unravel are intense as
the feud between the characters becomes
A well-assembled cast is always a joy
to watch, and "Changing Lanes" is a
dangerous and each man tries to gain
breath of fresh air that fully utilizes its
revenge on the other. As the movie progreat leading men. It's basically the story
gresses the story becomes a study of
of how a small accident can escalate into
human nature that rattles the senses. We
a full-scale battle of personalities.
discover that both men are flawed;
Gavin Banek (Affleck) and Doyle
Gipson is a recovering alcoholic, Banek is
Gipson (Jackson) collide while driving on cheating on his wife with another lawyer
the F.D.R. turnpike one morning, both on
(Toni Collette).
their way to different court cases. Banek
The movie is well structured and

Changing Lanes (2002) Paramount
Pictures.

Roger Michell ("Notting Hill") keeps the
who believes that God has sent him a
tension cranked up for most of the movie. mess~ge to destroy demons that are walking the earth in human form.
Both Affleck and Jackson prove how a
good script can bring out the-best perFenton Meiks (Matthew
McConaughey) is confessing to the FBI
formances, and the screenplay is full of
that he knows the serial killer they have
great dialogue (The scene when Gipson
been looking for, and that the killer is
visits his bank manager was particularly
. actually his own father (Paxton). The
funny) that is consistently entertaining.
beginning the story is told in flashback as
Affleck iii great as the cocky young
lawyer, and Jackson gives his best perMeiks recollects his disturbing childhood
and the murders that he and his brother
formance since "Pulp Fiction." The sup- ,
porting cast is also great with Sydney
witnessed their sick father commit.
Fraility is very similar to "The Sixth
Pollack as Banek's corrupt boss.
This is easily one of the best movies
Sense" and "The Gift," but in many ways
this year, and well worth a look.
uses the supernatural elements of its story
in a truly effective way, and because of
this becomes a scarier movie with some
really vivid moments. In one scene,
Frailty (2002) Lions Gate Films.
Paxton has an encounter with an angel
while fixing the engine of a car. Moments
like this are pretty unnerving.
Paxton really shines as a crazy father
and his direction is subtle and effective
without being too flashy. As with most
recent suspense movies, Frailty has a very
big twist at the end. However, I didn't
really think this was entirely necessary, as
the movie would be just as effective without it (as "Signs" recently proved).
Importantly, this movie takes a good
Cast: Bill Paxton, Matthew
horror story and creates the right atmosMcConaughey, Matthew O'Leary, Jeremy phere that is often lacking in this kind of
movie, and truly creeps-out its audience.
Sumpter and Powers Boothe
Not a happy movie, but certainly worth
Bill Paxton makes his directorial debut watching.
and stars in this creepy tale of a father
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Two men will enter, but only one will leavelllll
'Producer of the Simpsons for years, and
that sho.w is the basis for all that I think
is funny. As it should be with you.
lf this column is coming across as
QllusuaUy bjtter, by the way, .it's because ~

journal Uur' nal) n. a diary; a book
recording daily transactions of a business
firm; a daily newspaper; a periodical. [Fr.
fr. L. diurnalis, daily]

-

I find it difficult, as a journalist, to
put into words a complete description
of myself.
To begin, Webster's Dictionary
defines a journal as "a book recording
of daily events and/or occurrences."
Therefore, the art of journalism is
merely the practice of keeping a
record of daily events and/or occurrences.
The most difficult aspect of
attempting to define oneself in a single moment is hindsight. I ·k now who
I am right now, but am I already who
I will be in six months time? Or am I
, merely connecting the dots of some
interstellar constellation predetermined in both time and space?
While there are many nuances
about me that may remain the same, I
am by no means one constant mathematical variable. Frankly, I would rest
assured knowing that my choice is
free, and waiting to be made.
So let us assume, for the sake of
space constraints, that the person I
will be is, in fact, the ·driving force
behind the wheel of this literary cavalcade. Due to the fact that my interest in horseplay is minimal (at best)
compared to my fellow staff mates
here at "Now 60% Smaller!", my
interest in all things unrelated to "The
Harbinger" has grown in gigantic proportion since last spring; when I was
first assigned the role of staff writer.
Originally majofing in Child
Psychology, I converted to English
Education after reading the good
book " The Fountainhead" 1 then after
careful consideration, add ed M~sic to
the top of my "things ro do" list.
While juggling two jobs on campus, membership to four clubs
(Juggling Club, Harbinger, Program
Board, Harper Pride), and 13 credit
hours of general education requirements (nine of them Englis.h classes),

thlnk I have the flu, and I'm trying to lay
out this issue o~the Harbinger after staring at ooly ~four wans for fourt.een
hours. That's my job, by the way- I'm
thelayout editor. See how pretty this
issue is? That's bealUse I spent tmtire
days painstakingly laying it out, to the
~xtent that f had t-0 neglect my schoolwork. 0kay, I would have~ my
schoOlwotk anyway, but ..
.. .lite l said, l have the flu.
I give up. I quit. okay? I'm Conan.
That's figl)t. Conan O'Brien. And if
you 're interested, you <:an be my Andy
Richter. People know how to pronounce
''COnan," at least in$tead of seeing
I cannot say that I have successfully
found a breaking point. On the contrary, it seems that with the spreading
thin of myself about the campus of
William Rainey Harper College, I
have actually performed better than I
had ever expected. It appears that one
is only efficient when every minute of
every day is put to good use.
Obvious? Yes, but since when have
people listened to the obvious?
I am a journalist. I give y-0u the facts.
It is your job to fit the puzzle pieces
together.
I would personally like to thank
the following for their support:
Program Board, Harper Pride, the rest
of the dedicated Harbinger staff,
Chicken Chalupas, Student Activities,
David Richmond, the ability to stay
awake, and Dharmesh (for Zen juggling.)
·

Music: Aurore Rien, Midsummer,
Thursday, Radiohead, Ben Folds,
Nada Surf, Cake, Rilo Kiley, OZMA
Books: Salinger, Rand, Heller,
Orwell, Huxley, Faulkner

-Patrick Andrews

Sean: "Sleep is

the only part of my
day I look forwar.d
to, and I'm not
awake to enjoy it."
No, I'm nol Okay? 1 don't even really
watch his show very often. I may bear a
.Passing resembl~ce, but that's just
beeause we're both tall Irish-looking
guys. Besides, I'm better-looking than
him. Don't know who I'm talking about?
S-qre you do. Look at the picture above.

"Sean" and pronouncing it "Seen.'! 111at
gets old, fast.
And "O'Brien?'1 Sw-e. I'll take thaL

l'm sick of juvenile people saying
"Kelly? Isn't that a girl's name?" No, it
isn't, by the way. It means
"Troublesome:' which ls an understatement of what rn do to you if you diss
my name.
Anyway, I hope you have fun reading
the Harbinger this year. Hell, I hope you
read the Harbinger period. And if you
don't have fun, write 'letters to the editor.
We can get a nice little exchange going.
Just don't call me Conan.
lthurt~.

Vitals:

·H you've ever been up late wat(:hing
NBC, you kil<>w.
Conan O'Brien.

Top5 Bands:

My mortal enemy. For the past four
years, someone poin~ it out to me.
School nurses, people on the street, Greg

3. Peter Mulvey4. Willy Porter

Herriges in Creative Writing. Everyone
mentions it eventually.
"You know, you look like Conan."
No, t don't, damn it! I don't care
what Kiel Cross has to say, Executive
Editor or npt. I Jook like Sean. And if I
sound like him or have his sense of
humor, it's because he was Executive
'

fl

1. The Beatles
2. Pink Floyd

5. Radiohead
Top 3 Movies:
L Gandhi

2. Braveheart
3. Monty Python and the Holy Grail

Favorite Food: Gyros Sandwit:h
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"Red Dragon" satisfies ujewer's hunger for
carnage and chianti :...s:::
11

·

. This film may be boasted as
the new Hannibal Lecter flick,
but those who look forward to
seeing a lot of screen time of our
favorite cannibal may be disappointed. Though he does
appear, he does not grace us
with his presence as much as the
other films before it. With a
lack of focus on Hannibak our
attention, this time around, is
focused on the dragon.
The film is about an FBI
agent named Will Graham,
Edward Norton, who catches
Hannibal Lecter at the beginning
of the film and has never recovered from their encounter: He
then goes to Dr. Lecter, Anthony
Hopkins, in order to profile the
tooth fairy, a serial killer on the
loose that Norton is forced to
help capture after he has retired
from the bureau. We follow the
trail of evidence from the perspective of the FBI agents, but
we are also introduced to the
man behind the teeth. The killer

Join me for dinner: 'Red Dragon' won't leave you hungry.
Photo from reddragon.com
in the film is murdering families
in order to set them free.
The film is filled with a top
notch cast that deliver on all levels. Ralph Fiennes is very effective as Francis Dolarhyde, otherwise known as the Tooth Fairy;
he makes the character full of
layers and it is interesting to

watch. His portrayal of
Dolarhyde is vulnerable at some
points and at others, he is a
monster. He is great at switch-.
ing between the lost boy and the
insane killer he doesn't wish to
be. He is joined by Emily
Watson playing his blind love
interest, Harvey Keitel as the

FBI agent who gets Norton back
on the case, and Philip Seymour
Hoffman as a snoopy reporter.
Edward Norton heads the cast
as the ex-FBI agent who is on
the tooth fairy's tail and Anthony
Hopkins again joins as Hannibal
Lecter. The exchanges between
Norton's Graham and Hopkins'
Lecter are fun to watch because
you can see Lecter sizing him
up. Throughout the film, each
actor is effective in his or her
own way and brings depth to
each one of the characters.
The plot is delivered with
suspense that builds as each new
fact is revealed. It is a complicated story, but it is one that
works. The terror is heighten by
an excellent score by Danny
Elfman.
Also surprising is the direc- ,
tion by Brett Ratner, who is best
known for his Rush Hour films.
He surprises by showing that he
can direct a drama with style.
He does have a way of creating

many interesting shots.
Yet, it is a film that does have
a major fault. The problem with
this film is that it cheats with its
ending. It has a twist ending
that doesn't quite belong in the
picture. First of all, the ending
is cliche, since the writer can't
leave alone the horror film staple
of the twist ending to prove our
assumptions false. It ruins the
film since it doesn't add up and
we have no clue why it is there.
I guess it is tacked on just to
show that there is no stopping
the dragon.
Despite the disappointing
ending, Red Dragon is an enjoyable film experience. It is
intense finding out about the
dragon and it is fun watching
Norton figuring out the clues. It
isn't as good as Silence of the
Lambs, but it is a welcome
change to the tone presented in
Hannibal. The scares may have
been higher in Silence, but this
film does pack a lot of punch.
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Free

fntertain~ent

As Americans, it is vital
for us to practice the art of
enthroning those that
entertain. "Foul!" you cry.
"You idolater! Bad form,
Peter Banning!" I proclaim
that it is but the practice of
mundane tradition.
Who am I to advocate
the downfall of tradition? I
say that we must hold
those that entertain high
above us. It is in our contract.
Americans are promised
the right to free speech so
long as it is not preceded

by free thought. We must expressionless mask.
On a less exaggerated
continue to enthrone and
enshrine those slightly (and, arguably less enterabove (or below, in some taining) level, my fellow
instances) normal, or the students, I give you:
terrorists win.
Before one reaches the
The Point!
plateau of complacency
and ideal-sacrifice we refer
This next section is dedto as middle adulthood, it is icated to those that have
imperative that we live one performed, played, sung,
massive, frantic, disorgan- or in any other way enterized party of narcissistic tained Harper students,
self-indulgence, an undoc- both collectively and indiumented continuous event vidually, throughout the
where day and night blur Program Board "Concert in
and faces all mold info one the Quad" series.

Meisha Herron
Meisha Herron received her
first guitar from a music store
that was going out of business. At
the age of 11, she first began
writing music.
Meisha attended Columbia
college until 1994, when she
graduated, studying music, poetry, and business. She felt that if
she were to actively pursue a
career in music, that she would
have to read up on all aspects of
it.
When I sat down with her on
September 5, 2002, shortly after
her concert in the Quad, both she
and percussionist Keith emphasized the fact that showbiz is a
compound word. The first, show,

at Harper Co((ege

by Patrick Andrews

meaning the actual onstage production; the second, business,
meaning all "behind the scenes"
work that may seem unimportant, but actually enables the
show to go on.
After graduating, she began
playing guitar at coffee houses
around Chicago. She played
blues on 37th and State Street
until the city cracked down and
many of the street corner musicians retreated to the subway system.
Meisha got a permit for about
$ l 0 and began playing alone in
the subways.
"I found that I could make
more money playing by myself

Interestingly
enough, word, note, chord, joke,
only one of these events beat, or gesture, and, if
was actually held in the only for a second, have
Quad. These performers owned a small piece of
have provided us with, if every one of us.
nothing else, respite from
For any information
the incessant droning of
voices, the hands pulling regarding these performus in every direction.
ers, or future events,
In one way or another, please contact the Harper
they have touched us, Program Board, a student
saved us, helped us, or just run organization that sets
provided a little back- up concerts, lectures, and
ground music on our walk invariably, any event to
to class. Whatever the grace the Harper College
case may be, they have campus.
caught our attention with a

·

down there than I ever made
playing with other people,
because they take all the quarters.
They split the dollars even but
the big money is in the quarters."
It was there in the subway,
that Michael Nejman, who was
then Coordinator of Student
Activities, happened to be walking by when he heard Meisha's
voice. He stopped, gave her $1,
and his business card. It was
through Michael that she landed
her first professional gig.
For information regarding
Meisha's music or shows, visit
her website: www.geocities.com
/bsharpcmusic.

Above: Meisha Herron's voice echos about the Quad
Below: Sarah Lentz and those ivory keys.
Photos by Patrick Andrews

Lunch with Sarah Lentz by PatnckAndrews
On September 18, 2002, the
Harper College cafeteria served
roasted chicken and egg rolls.
They were exquisite. However,
in addition to the usual slice of
pizza, bagel, or brownie that
most students call lunch, we
were privileged enough to taste
(metaphorically) something
much more healthy and ultimately more satisfying. Sarah
Lentz, smiling politely, performed opposite the cafeteria
doors as the noon crowd of
hunger-stricken teenagers rushed
about.
To clear up any confusion
that may have arisen due Jo false

advertising, Sarah does not
sound anything like Jewel.
Swapping guitar for those good
old ivory keys (that means
piano), and soprano vocals for
something a bit more soothing, .
Sarah's unique musical styling is
comparable to that of Ben Folds
(in large part due to her skill in
piano performance - simply
incomparable.)
I, for one, was ecstatic to
have my attention geared
towards something with a little
more heart than, say, "Days of
Our Lives" (see any of last
year's issues of The Harbinger
for details) and was among the
few that sat near Sarah, along

with the Program Board (who
gave an arm and a leg and an
advance warning for rain to
make this concert happen.)
The crowd, however, unaccustomed to mid-meal entertainment, was, to say the least,
rather timid to join in and celebrate the festive occasion.
However, Sarah's stage presence, as the presence of a good
performer, broke the ice and had
spectators on their feet by concert's end. The fact that the customers in line to buy food could
not help but tum their heads and
smile while hearing the echo of
Sarah's voice should give testament to the effect she had.

New York, played a magnificent
concert, and left. But her echo
remains etched in my head as
one of the most heartwarming,
insightful new artists I have
heard, period. Her debut CD,
"No Going Home", and follow

~
up album, "Everything's
Alright"(just released in June) .
are both beautiful works of art. I
strongly recommend visiting her
website, www.sarahlentz.com,
for information on Sarah, her
music, and upcoming concert
information.

I

.

Three words came to mind
before attending the MiSSiON
iMPROVable program on
Wednesday, October 2, 2002:
Funny, Group, and Real.
However, the three
words quickly changed after the
show had ended. The three
words turned into Genius, Offmy-seat hilarious, and One.
Improvisational acting has
always been those first three
words to many people.
But having seen
MiSSiON iMPOVable shows
why and how the words
changed. The genius put into
their dift'erent skits kept everyone interested and alive. I found
myself asking, "What on earth
can they do to top what they just
did?" And that's just the thing.
They top everything without letting you forget what had just
happened. Each agent's attitude
and charisma was felt and
endured by every single member
of the audience. They made
everyone want to be part of the
show. No subject .yvas too far-

fetched for the agents and they
tackled anything the audience
wanted. Knowing their confidence in being able to act
through every suggestion made
the entire show that much funnier. I haven't laughed so hard
at a live performance in all my
life. Now the word, one, represents the group's mind. Instead
of acting on an individual basis,
they work as a one-group mind.
This is in regards to
what style ot improvisation they
use: Lo~g Form Improvisation.
According to the MiSSiON
iMPOVable website, long form
is commonly used to explore the
group mind.
The group will use one
suggestion as a jumping point to
disappear into a world of characters and support. Everyone
vibes off of one another and
ends up making the show funnier than it should be.
High noon in Building A, and
everyone didn't know what to
expect. Then the "Mission
Impossible" theme kicked in and
one by one the agents were
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introduced. Dennis
O'Toole as Agent
Train, Lloyd
Ahlquist as Agent
Snake Eyes, Aaron
Krebs as Agent
Hurricane, Ryan
Kiessling as AgentFalcon, and Jeff
Durand as Agent
Masquerade. With
their simple black
ties, white shirts,
black pants, and
agent-like sunglasses, these guys live,
breath, and eat what
they do. "This is my job and I
love doing it," said Lloyd
Ahlquist (Agent Snake Eyes).
The show started out with
the audience receiving cards
with numbers in them. An agent
will walk around with "The
Bomb," a round bucket made to
look like bomb, at various times
during th~ show and will pull a
number out. Once the number is
pulled, the audience member
must hold up the card and yell,
"I have a mission. Do you
choose to
accept it?" An
agent will come
up, open the
envelope and
read off the
next segment.
The show is a
lot like "Whose
Line Is It
Anyway?"
where they take
suggestions
from the entire
audience. One
of the best segments by far
was the Slide

what was going on. Then
Masquerade and Falcon asked
the audience suggestions on
somewhere you would go for
vacation and what you would do
at that place all while doing
what dumb, aw dude jocks
would do: Pointless observations, discoveries, and noises
(They nailed it all on the head).
The first suggestion was Las
Vegas and the activities suggested were: getting beat up by the
mob, going to a strip joint, eating at a buffet, robbing a casino,
and skinny dipping. After the
suggestions were recorded, the
other agents were called back
and our two hosts would act out
clicking a slide projector while
the four assumed awkward positions. The two hosts would
apply the suggestions on what
they did to what the Agents
looked Jilce they were doing.
The picture shows a "slide" of
the three at the strip joint.
I spent some time with the
newest member, Dennis O'Toole
(Agent Tr~in) right after the
show and he was so kind to talk
about the show. O'Toole is a
native from Chicago and had
been with MiSSiON
iMPROVable for 2 weeks before
the Harper show. He graduated
Harper student,
from and teaches at Second City
to participate.
here in Chicago. I asked him
Agent
whether it is approval from the
Masquerade
audience that determines a good
and Agent
or is it something else.
show
Falcon were set
O'Toole
said, "Its how we felt
up as two,
inside
about
it. If we went out
dumb jock, "aw
and
know
we
did a gn~at job and
dude" hosts
felt
comfortable
abo~t the perwhile Agents,
.
formance,
then
it
was a good
Snake Eyes,
show."
Hurricane, and
I also caught up to the rest
Robbie were
of
them
while they were getting
outside, not
ready
to
head for Tulsa for the
allowed to hear
NACA Conference (National

288211
Jumping out of
Really Cool
Places???

strikes a pose
after their performance in the

Association for Campus
Activities). I had expressed the
pleasure I had watching them
and they were just as personable
back stage as they are on stage.
I asked them if they always
wanted to be comedians their
'whole life, which r have learned
is like calling someone on porns,
a cheerleader. I responded with,
"So you guys were the class
clowns?" Ryan Kiessling turned
and said, "No, we were the ones
that made fun of the class
clowns."
The group minus O'Toole met
each other at the University of
Massachusetts 7 years ago.
Lloyd Ahlquist (Agent Snake
Eyes) says, "The energetic
chemistry clicked well with all
of us." After 2 years in
Massachusetts, they decided to
move to Chicago where they
attended Second City and
Improv Olympic, which is
known as the Mecca of lmprov
according to the agents. They
had a regular show at lmprov
Olympic and now they tour the
country performing at colleges
and conventions. Aaron Krebs
(Age.nt Hurricane) mentioned
how they love coming to Harper
and that they can't wait to come
back. He is also soon moving to
California to promote the troop
and look into putting the show
into T. V. format and/or possibly
opening a theater. Harper wishes him and MiSSiON
iMPROVable the best of luck.
They are also looking for more
people to join their troop so hit
up their website to get more info
on them and what they do.
WWW.MiSSiONiMPROVable.c
om. This article will not detonate in 5 seconds.
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The majority of Harbinger
readers were surprised about the
ridiculously large size of our
first issue. Although it is the
Harbinger's intent to cover the
entire Harper campus, I never
meant it to be literal.
An old girlfriend of mine has
been spreading rumors around
campus that the hugeness of the
paper is trying to O\'.ercompensate for my very very small
vocabulary.
Let me assure you, the size of
my vocabulary is well above
average.
The reason the last issue was
so large was because I had been
misinformed that October is
National Glaucoma Awareness ·
month. We at the Harbinger
sympattiize and advocate for all
those whO suffer from.Glaucoma
and feel they have everr right to
read our paper as much as individuals with normal vision.
I want to apologize to anyone
who suffered a personal injury
from trying to tum a page. If
you fell victim to a paper cut,
may God be with you.
I also need to apologize to
the Green Peace organization for
the astronomicat amount of trees
I am responsible for killing. My
bad.
Teacher Strike:
These are scary times on the
Harper Campus. In the 37 year

history of this school, no one
has seen such a life altering situation as the strike.
Don't get me wrong, I have
no objections to a nice 3 day
vacation, but anything longer
than that is not worth the anxiety.
The picket line itself made
me sick. Watching teachers who
I admire and aspire to become
reduced to holding a sign pleading for unity can be so humbling.
I don't know ~ow Harper
managed to get itself into this
~ituation, but here's hoping there
is a quick resolution.
While the teachers have
stopped working, the Harbinger
will continue to be the pulse of
this campus, providing the public with news you will not find
anywhere else.
I realize the threat that this
could be the last time you read
the Harbinger this semester. In
that case I hope you have
enjoyed all of our adventures
together.
If you haven't learned anything from my column, please
know this:
Hollywood and mainstream
radio stations are leading youth
down a moral sewer. Let them
know that there is more to the
world around them than what
four corporate executives choose
to show to show them.

It was warmer than usual two weeks ago, but
maybe it's because Irene Farrera brought a little
Latin American with her. All the way from
Venezuela with hei: album "Serenada" in tow,
Farrera brought a little spice to lunchtime· at
Harper, while simultaneously reminding me how
inadequate my Spanish is.
Her four-person combo, which included herself,
a bassist, guitarist, and a percussionist, showed talent, energy, and range. They threw out songs both
traditional and original, all with foot-tappinghand-clapping rhythms and eye-blurring guitar
licks. Farrera's distinctive, throaty voice went
well with her unique performance style, which
included vibrant movements, facial expressions,
and- get this- hopping down off-stage to dance
with members of the audience.
Her backup band was amazing as well. Her
percussionist: with shaven head and beatnik sun-

glasses, was able to get more sound out of a
wooden box than most people can out of a full
drum set, while also doing things with maracas
and cowbells than I never thought possible. Her
tall, lanky bassist looked comically similar to the
slim electric stand-up he was playing, while his
fingers flew over the strings with graceful-ease.
And her guitarist, the stoic man-in-black, pulled
off stunts with the guitar that would make must
people's hands lock up.
In fact, just about the only disappointing thing
about this concert was the turnout. Come on,
guys- just because there isn't food doesn't mean
you won't come away with something. Farrera
went on to play the next· day at the World Music
Festival in Chicago, where people were paying
good money to see her.
The Concert-in-the-Quad series is proving to be
an enriching experience... for anyone that shows
up.
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Dealing with fear on.the picket line:
Jim Edstrom's recollection
av Anthonv
McGinn

After 12 days of anger, frustration and fear, the faculty senate union and the administration
board reached and agreement at
about 2 a.m. Sunday.
The faculty senate union
approved a new contract by a
vote of 158-12.
"We are very pleased with the
new contract," says Jim Edstrom,
a faculty senate union negotiator.
"The central objective of the
strike was never money. It was
always about the future of the
college. If Harper would like to
continue to attract top faculty to
teaching in this institution, then
their needs to be an effort to provide them with an appropriate
incentive. I think this contract
does that."
In the past, the average faculty member's salary increase was
5 percent. So while one teacher
could receive a 12 percent
increase, others would receive
far less. The new contract provides every full-time teacher a 5
percent increase every year for
four years.
One of the biggest decision
factors in causing the faculty to
strike was the threat of the board
increasing the faculty health care
premium.
In the new contract, the
administration has agreed to
keep the current 20 percent cap
on health care premiums.
Although Edstrom did not

Now able to smile at all the hectic happenings of the eleven-day teacher's strike, Jim
Edstrom tells the Harbinger how difficult striking really was.
Photo By Anthony McGinn
enjoy being on the picket line,
he says it did have one advantage.
"It became a learning experience
for me. I learned about the values that this great country has
been built upon. The freedom of
speech, freedom of assembly and
freedom to strike for what you
believe is right."
During the strike, the administration cancelled all credited
classes, but that did not prevent
students from seeing the teachers. In a complete reversal of
roles, Edstrom insists that it was
the students who educated the

"Braverv means making the
constructive use out of one's emotions during intense
SitUatiOnS" - Jim Edstrom
faculty.
"Students taught me about
bravery," says Edstrom. "Mark
Twain once said 'Bravery is no
the absence of fear, but the mastery of fear.' The students
showed me bravery means making constructive use out of emotions during intense situations.
"I am overly heartened

the student's support. It meant a
lot to us having them on the
picket line, supporting us and
building stronger relationships
with each other."
The administration's threat to
start classes on October 28, with
or without the full time faculty,
has become a mater of great
speculation.

Edstrom says the administra- ·
tion's threat had no affect the
faculty bargaining strategy.
"Classes would not have
started (On October 28) without
the full-time faculty, I don't care
what the administration says."
The administration had
planned to run the college with
part time and retired teachers.
"You cannot run this institution with adjunct faculty," said
Edstrom.
"And in my heart I truly
believe they would not have
crossed the picket line."
As far as avoiding future
strikes, Edstrom offers his opinion.
"The faculty and administration both have specific roles to
play. The best way for Harper to
succeed is to have all those
groups play the roles they are
intended to while always recognizing students are at the center.
The students are the backbone of
this college. Students are more
important the new buildings, the
administration, and the faculty.
With that the faculty back on
campus, Edstrom says that
morale appears to be very high
and more importantly the
rebuilding of student relationships can begin.
"The faculty is delighted to
be back where it belongs; side
by side with students."

For More Strike
Coverage, page 2

Anthony McGinn's happiness of returning faculty....... BACK PAGE
A day on the picket line .......................................... PAGE 3
Halloween Extra! ................................................. PAGE 11
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"Oasis": not just a. wannabe llH·ne
_ _ __
Beatles band angmore::!eorgia
BehroUZi

"Oasis" promises to be just
that. Installed on September 23
in the circular area in front of
the administration offices, the
sculpture is reminiscent of
waves, trees, and birds. It somehow combines the feel of all of
these elements and makes you
want to look at it from every
angle.
It takes you back to the days
of lying in grassy fields and staring up at the clouds, seeing different images in their shapes. In
addition to the visual impact, it
also incorporates 5 water features which, when functioning,
give the sculpture and the surrounding area a peaceful almost
Zen-like quality. Situated in the
midst of the campus it offers a
momentary area of respite where
students and faculty can come
between classes, meet up or just
relax.
John Medeweff brought us
this "Oasis". Commissioned by
the Illinois Capitol Development
Board Art in Architecture
Program two years ago, he
began plans for the sculpture
right away. Created in Silicon
Bronze and using both forging
and pressurized cold forming
process the actual creation of the
sculpture required a studio staff
of six people as well as other off

site tradesmen such as plumbers,
electricians, a general contractor
and a sandblasting crew. It took
over ten months to build and
John claims,
"It is interesting working at
this scale, if you are doing
smaller work, and you have an
idea you can exercise that idea
in a week or a day or whatever
and then move on. Then you
learn from that and you go onto
your next sculpture. With a piece
that takes two years to go from
having a first meeting with a
client to an approved design and
then another year to build, it's
sort of a strange process. When I
design something, I have to be
incredibly satisfied with that
design, because working at this
scale I have to look at in my studio for a very long time."
John has been producing
sculpture for twenty years. His
studio, Medwe(ieff Forge and
Design has been focusing on
public sculpture and fountains
since 1996. He derives his work
from the practical experience he
has had with nature, growing up
in Tennessee and from the experiences he has had white water
kayaking in the Appalachian
Mountains.
The aquatic feel is very evident ln this sculpture and his
ability to get metal to emulate

this is remarkable. John explains
that it is the tension and the
strength of metal, which allows
it to form such dynamic shapes.
He also feels that bronze is a
particularly good choice for this
sculpture first for it's timelessness and then for it's malleability and it's lack of "memory. This
means that unlike Steel, Bronze
will not tend to "remember" it's
previous shape and therefore
revert to it. Instead, it holds the
shape the artist requires it to.
John is particularly happy
with this piece and speaks with
pride about the inner parts of the
sculpture. He relates how the
"lifelike" shapes continue
throughout the piece even the
parts that the spectator cannot
see.
"When I put a piece out into
a public sphere, they're abstract,
so I can never gauge how other
people will interpret it. A hundred people could look at it and
give a hundred different responses and to me, that's part of it,
what I think that does, is it
brings life to the piece, it actually comes out of the viewer. In
some way when I create a piece
of artwork it creates some shift
in that viewers consciousness."
In all art, what is in the mind of
CONTINUED ON PAGE 5

Wednesday, October 9, 2002 was a day that stands out in many
people's minds, as it was the first day of picketing on Harpds
i)erimeter. Never having participated in a strike, or picket for any
cause really gave me no perception as to what I was to encounter.
I had arrived at Harper 10:30 am that Wednesday. Looking on
to faculty members walking back and forth with wooden sticks with
posters attached saying, "Harper College Faculty Senate ON
STRIKE for Salary Parity, Fringe Benefits, and Working
Conditions." It was somewhat what was expected from what
movies and TV portrayed, yet it still was culture shock to see live.
, Walking up to faculty with a warm smile was greatly appreciated and welcomed. I sat out for most of that late morning with Greg
Herriges, Chris Piepenburg, Todd Valentine, and Patti Ferguson and
~oined in the cheer as people drove by honking their horns.
"The morale out here is terrific," said Mr. Herriges as he
waved, appreciating a supporting toot from Union truck drivers.
However despite all the uplifting spirits, everyone was emotional about the events and really took the strike to heart, wanting to
be back in classrooms with their students.
,
Mr. Valentine said, "It's affecting families and children and to
some degree becomes personal."
Ms. Ferguson added, "What we do is not a hobby. It's a job.
It's our life." It was in these moments that I felt that our teachers do
care about the students and that their passion for educating US is
what brings them happiness.
And although no one had any idea how long this battle was
going to go on for, the going consensus was that it would end with
no regrets. I was in support of the faculty and what they stood for.
Chris Piepenburg said, "We just want to keep on to what's been
built." This educational foundation Harper has established has
made many students and teachers loyal to what Harper is. And
picketing with the faculty showed me that we all wanted the same
thing, which was to be back in classrooms content.
"We all miss the students and are grateful for students' support," said Mr. Herriges as I was saying my good-byes. Every faculty member on that picket line gave m~ a hearty, "Thanks for coming out," which made me feel one hundred percent. And by the
looks of all the support and appreciation, I'm sure that every faculty
member wants to be at that one hundred percent mark in the classroom.
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Rumors of construction worker's ''sympathy strike'' with
facuity strike: Harbinger inuestigates ..,,_.--~!n-~-'0i_a- - - - Rumors that the construction workers would respect
the picket lines of the teachers'
strike circulated around campus,
but factual information was elusive. The source of the rumor
was pursued this only bore a
negative response. The head of
construction and the workers
themselves were asked, no one
seemed to know of this rumored
work stoppage and so the lead
was dropped . Two weeks later
the rumors in fact proved to be
true. So why was it so difficult
to get confirmation of this?
Referring back to the whole
dynamic of the strike, it
becomes apparent that throughout it's growth, information has
been lacking and so why should
garnering information regarding
the construction workers respect
of the picket lines be any different?
The office for construction
and special projects was contacted about obtaining union information and our calls were
referred to Phil Burdick who
was apparently handling media
negotiations at the college. Phil
referred us to Rick Wyes over at
Gilbane Construction, one of the
contractors working at the
school. Rick was unwilling to
release the names of the union
representatives, sighting it was a
matter of privacy and saying,
"Well, I know they wouldn't
want me to do that [release the
names.]" So we turned to the
community and asked a local
contractor what his take on the
strike and the construction workers respect for the picket lines
was, this is what he had to say:
Harbinger: "As a builder you are
surely familiar with the industries volatility- do you think that
the construction workers at
Harper should be striking at this
time, especially in light of the
past years economic slow
down?"
"From my understanding
their striking is a sympathetic
movement with the teachers
strike which doesn't strike me as
the most beneficial way to go
about thins. I can certainly
understand union solidarity but,
you don't want to cut off your
nose to spite your face so to

speak, so it probably is not in
their best interest to go on strike,
from an economic standpoint it
doesn't make sense."
Harbinger: "Do you think that
because of their status as Union
labor that perhaps the construction workers have the luxury of
stopping work that if they were
not in a union they could not
exercise?"
"Going on strike is for all
practical purposes a power play
saying 'We all quit and nothings
going to get done.' There seems
to be a brotherhood in the union.
For example the construction
workers really don't have anything o gain by respecting the
picket lines. As far as it being a
luxury, I don't think that's accurate because they are not working or being paid so they're certainly not helping themselves.
There is always the potential
especially in today's' day and
age that the general contractor
could go out and hire private
contractors and put the union to
bed and say 'fine if you don't
want to do the job, we'll just get
somebody else .... "'
I personally feel that unions
are over-rated at this point, I
don't think they serve any useful
purpose anymore. Laborers are
not mistreated and they are paid
extraordinarily well and people
in general are paid a lot more
then they used to be paid. I don't
have anything against the unions
I suppose ... they do have the
ability to strike and if they win
great and if they loose fine. Like

I said, I don't think striking is a
luxury, because if you're on
strike, you're not making money,
though it becomes a matter of
principle. You're only guaranteed that you will be paid acertain amount if you do work,
there's no assurance that you
will work.
The use of union labor ebbs
and flows just like the job market outside of the unions, there's
no difference. Union people are
on a list and they get called up
based on seniority and who's
needed and what trades are
needed. There's no guarantee
that they work. The only guarantee that the union has is a benefits package which if you are in
the private sector is hard to
come by and the only other
guarantee is that they will make
a minimum wage ... The union
pays X amount for X amount of
experience, end of story."
Harbinger: "How do you feel
about their support for the teachers strike, do you think that their
"respect" for the picket lines is
valid?"
"If they want to strike as a
show of solidarity I guess that's
fine ... it seems dam silly to me
though because weather the
building gets built or not has
nothing to do with teachers or
their situation. The unions are
completely and utterly unrelated.
I don't see how they will have
any impact on the administration
to cow-tow to the teachers union
and in fact it should have no
bearing whatsoever, Granted the
building doesn't get built, but

you know what, that's fine, it
will eventually. It will get finished and as long as the building
isn't getting built, payment
aren't being made."
"In fact if the school has
invested its endowments wisely,
they're sitting making more
interest while they're not making
payments. The longer they hold
onto their money the more
money they make and the more
money they'll have left over
after paying out the contractors.
So if the contractors want to
strike for six months, fine. I just
don't see what benefit for the
teachers union this respect for
the picket lines has other than
unions have certain curtsies I
suppose."
Harbinger: "Why have you chosen not to be a member of a
union?"
"I don't want people dictating
what and how I can do things,
simple as that. I have the freedom to choose the jobs I work
on and the ability to choose the
tasks I do. If you're in the union
you're labeled with a skill and
you do nothing outside that skill.
You don't have the chance to
switch skills or learn multiple
disciplines and get paid as such.
So for me it's not an option, it's
far to limiting."
Harbinger: "What is your opinion of the teachers' strike?"
"I think it's about someone
claiming they won and that's all.
Because they are splitting hairs,

in the long run, the teachers do
pennies better by their own
terms as opposed to the schools
[terms] . It doesn't seem to me
that is would be any big deal for
the school to match the teachers
requests because they have
offered essentially the same
thing. So the money 's there, you
basically just have two bulls
butting heads and neither of
them wants to move and unfortunately the students are getting
hurt. The fact that the teachers
have health care at all is a bene~
fit that maybe they are being a
little bit ungrateful about. They
should try being self-employed
and see how much health insurance they're offered."
" . .. Salary should be commiserate with experience, but I have
a hard time believing that every
single teacher at that school
ranks in the top 5 percent,
there's good and bad like there
is in everything else . . .. They
want a salary increase strait
across the board, but there's got
to be a few teachers in there who
aren't as good as the other
teachers, why should they make
out every bit as well when other
people are probably working
harder? Maybe some of the
teachers do deserve this
increase, but if you based it [pay
increase] instead on performance
and everybody knew that scale,
then that's fair. But I don't think
that you can work that in a
union very well. What happens
if in two years from now their
[the schools] ranking slips, do
we say 'fine well, your ranking
slipped so we're taking that
money back.' I don't think they
would be to amenable to that."
Different opinions have been
expressed throughout the strike.
Because of the vast discrepancy
in these opinions, this contractor
has asked that his identity be
kept confidential. We challenge
any party who has a differing
opinion regarding this topic to
contact out offices and let us
know what you think. If you're
arguments are compelling
enough perhaps we will print an
interview with you. As always
the Harbinger remains an impartial party reporting the news as
we see and hear it.
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Listen up,
book lovers!
Lance Olsen
braves the
elements to
read from his
novel, "Girl
Imagined By
Chance." His
speaking
engagement
at Harper was
canceled due
to the
teacher's
strike.
Photo by
Anthony
McGinn
Lance Olsen had been told stay away from
Harper College.
The administration had stated that Olsen would
not be allowed on the Harper Campus to read
from his new book, "Girl Imagined by Chance,"
due to the ongoing faculty strike.
Nor, would Olsen receive the check he had
been promised* or be able to offer writing tips to
students who so desperately craved them.
But, Olsen decided to read from his book anyway; on the faculty senate unions picket line.
Standing on a 5-foot tall electric transformer at
the Algonquin Road entrance to Harper College,
Olsen spoke to over 80 striking faculty members
and students alike though the aid of a megaphone.
"If anyone looses attention to me, this will happen," Olsen said blasting a deafening siren on the
megaphone before letting out a long, hearty laugh.
Loud car horns supporting faculty members
overpowered Olsen's megaphone, but that did not
bother him one bit.
"This is absolutely surreal!" Olsen said, brushing his long blonde hair off his red John Lennon
shades. "It was freezing, and no one could hear a
word I said, but there was so much energy!"
Why would an established author stand in
frigid temperatures and offer advice to students
without being paid?
He cares about them.
Olsen says he relates to young students
because he was quite young when he knew he
wanted to become an author.
"I was in 10th grade and I read Edgar Allan
Poe's 'Pit in Pendulum.' During the class discussion I remember saying to myself, 'my God I can
do this!"'

Olsen has an important piece of advice to share
with aspiring authors.
"Do not give up! If you are 30 and you are not
a rock star, then you should stop. If you are 30
and you are still not an author, that's only the
beginning."
"Girl Imagined by Chance" is Olsen's sixth
novel. It is a story about a couple who find themselves having created an imaginary daughter to
please their family.
The subject got its roots from Olsen's personal
life.
"My wife (Andi) and I have decided not to
have kids, and our families always give us a hard
time about it. So I got this funny idea, that a couple created a child with their imagination and digitally altered the pictures to send to their families."
Olsen had been working on "Girl Imagined by
Chance" for the past two and a half years and
explains that every sentence underwent painstak.ing detail.
"Oscar Wilde once wrote in his journal, 'I
spent the entire morning placing a comma into a
sentence and the rest of the day wondering if I
should take it out. That is the best way to describe
the writing process."
As far as Olsen's writing career is concerned,
he foresees no end in sight.
"Writing is like a viral infection, once you got
it, it's not going away. I was bitten 30 years ago
and I still haven't been cured."
*The Student Activities department has since
sent Olsen a check.
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further.
the middle ushers in conflict
- afeature story must - and
character development. Coiifl.tct
and people make up every part
of one's everyday life. So, when
the writer fails to imbue a story
with those "everyday" elements,
he or she leaves readers with
nothing to identify themselves
with, said Valeo.
At the end, all three parts
must converge to bring some
kind of resolution, whether good
or bad, to the conflict around
which the writer has built his or
her story.
Otherwise, the
story becomes,
well, not really a
story at all - but
rather a font of
really good, • • • •
it's really, realhumdrum informas1mp1 ...
ly simple,"
tion.
said Valt'.,o ,
"People don' t
crave information,"
donning a
brown and
said Valeo. "But
beige checkthey do crave stoered shirt with
ries.
"Anything's a
sleeves twice
rolled to
story if you think
expose a fash, • 1 in terms of stories.
-Tom Valeo
ionably ill-fitYou have to spin
it."
t~.~l.chrome
watch.
The lecture
soon tapered off
Ile then
with a question and answer
encouraged the students nof to
write a feature story using the
forum, offering the students the
occasion to act as reporters.
inverted . pyramid structure,
whfoff; he said, enables readers
Throughout his journalism
to lap up the gist of the story to9 c;p-eer, Valeo has shouldered
many jol;> titles: crime reporter,
~(;~Y· The inverted pyram,id .,., "
tese,;ved for, hard
arts and ~ie~(;)e staff wn~r~ t~e
br
ater cri?c, ,as~istant featt:ires eajtor and.editor, to name··~ few.
All have 'dovetailed to f~rge ~
,}yritiqg,style so unique ~1!£1%1\
r(},freshing that each person'he

,;For.some, writing can soothe
stiqg of shyness or freeze
the flight of a stutter. .And f()r
others; it can win backpartiu.g
lovers.
But for journalist Tom Valeo,
wri~g serves a more practical
purpo§e.
lt payS'the bills.
"I'm a really good writer,"
Valeo said, championing his
recent decision to become a
freelancer.
Last month, Valeo spoke to a
group of Harper College feature
writing students about what it
takes to write
a story worthy
of publication.
rP-!lllU
"When a
story is real1y, • • • • • •

"When a storv is
reallv good,
Hv, reallv
ask what .
the storv is about,
answer it with one
sentence and begin
there."
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earned Valeo the reputation he
nee<l~ tO< ensure steady pubtic~ '
tion from her~ on out.
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the artist is not necessarily what
is in the mind of the viewer and
so the beauty of interpretation
and personal experience always
add it's own particular flavor to
each individuals viewing.
He talks about the complexity
of even the plumbing and states
that in creating & sculptural
fountain, it is important to make
sure the sculpture makes a statement even without the water
flowing. This is particularly tl\le
in northern environments such as
ours because for 4-5 months,
due to ice, the fountains will not
be flowing.
When creating this sculpture,
he said that because of the location (adjacent to the performing
arts center) he felt a certain element of drama was warranted.
He beat out about 20 other applicants when he was selected to do
.this sculpture, and when asked if
he has anything that he wants
the students at Harper to know,
he simply states with a modest
laugh that he hopes we enjoy it.
At left: the new fountain "Oasis"
at one stage of its construction

---

---~

ATTENTION HARPER STUDENTS:

YOUR AD HEREl!!
That's right, Harperites, this space is for you. We print up
stacks of Harbingers every two weeks, so that they can be
spread all over the Harper campus and be read by students, faculty, staff, and people from the surrounding communities.
Why waste your time posting notes on bulletin boards? Buy
classified ad space right here in the Harbinger, and paper the
school with your message!
Selling a car, computer, piano, or younger sibling? This is the
perfect place to do it. Renting a room, or need a roommate?
This is the rjght spot. Guys, trying to win a girl's affections?
Well, Sweetest Day was wEiek,s ago- you've blown that chance.
But who's to say you can't try again?
We promise to print your ad exactly how you want it, (assumipg you're being tasteful an9 appropriate of course) and when .•
you want it to be printed.
So, if you're interested in placing an ad where others will read
it, contact our business manager, the lovely and talented Patrick,
at 925-6460 ext. 2461, or e-mail us at harpernews@yahoo.com.
Or, if you're without a phone, computer, or hands, just walk on
down to A367 and talk to us personally. We'll hook you up with
rates and dates, and you can hook us up with an ad!

Harbinger CLASSIFIED: we give
you the space, you get a voice.
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Performers sending the right "signals" for entertainment
Christian Murphy and Gail
Stem portrayed different archetypes of the male and female
roles in society today, in last
week's presentation of Sex
Signals. Gail went from being a
virgin to a vixen and Christian a
Neanderthal to a girly-man in
the course of two hours. Their
portrayal was humorous, insightful and on point as they looked
at modem day dating and troubles that many people face. At
one point Christian lit up his
farts and inserted his superiority
and at another point Gail put
fake plastic breasts up her shirt
while begging to watch sports.
There were cards under each
seat, which simply said STOP.
The audience was asked to hold
up these cards whenever something in the show made them
uncomfortable. The audience
was quick to comply to this
request but despite their
attempts, the show went on,
uninterrupted. After a while
most of the audience members
seemed to realize that holding up
the cards was pointless and

Stop in the
name of love:
the audience
for "sex signals" was to
hold up stop
signs if anything made
them uncomfortable.
An assertive guy can be confieventually they gave up.
dent and not be an shmoe." And
Toward the end of the show
Christian and Gail pointed out
at another Christian defended a
the fact that people had stopped
mans confusion by claiming:
"In much less extreme situaholding up the cards The tone of
tions, both men and women
the show suddenly changed
communicate in very subtle
when they explained that in
ways that they are attracted to
many date rape situations this is
each other, to the poi'nt that peoexactly the way a victim feels.
ple are deliberately bein~
Sometimes despite the fact a
ambiguous."
date rape victim may have sent
It is these two differing viewwhat she/he feels are clear signals, these signals go unheeded • points that mixed with a lack of
or unnoticed and so the victim
communication that can inadvergives up trying because it seems
tently lead to the tragedy of date
rape. Chris and Gail focused the
pointless or they don't want to
audiences attention on how such
be rude.
a thing could happen, but what
At one point Gail stated:
"There's a difference between seemed to be missing were the
preventative measures a guy or a
being aggressive and assertive . .

N

E N

T

BJ Geol'Uil
Lana

girl should take to avoid being
victimized or accused. We are all
aware that ambiguous action can
lead to misunderstanding, but
how is one to be unambiguous
and still avoid being rude or
hurting the feelings of his /her
date? How does a more moderate person say "No, stop .. ."
without making her/her partner
feel rejected. And conversely
how does a more assertive person say, "Is this O.K. ?" while
attempting to override their
urges and avoid killing the
mood?
Although a funny, entertaining, and informative presentation, The intent of the message
and act would have been
strengthened if these questions
had been answered. Instead, the
audience walked away thinking
"God, I hope that doesn't happen
to me." but really had no tools to
prevent it other then what they
may have already learned from
life experience and/or from dealing with other people in a dating
environment. While for some
people these "life lessons" may

got a

M

be sufficient when negotiating
the dating world, sadly for others, this is not the case.
All dating situations are different, and it is probably impossible to communicate a "how to"
manual that will work for every
person every time in the course
of 2 hours. Perhaps the humorous approach that Chris and Gail
took in requesting that every person be responsible and respectful
of their partners needs is the
most effective way of avoiding a
date rape situation. If we were
all to do this, perhaps the cases
of date rape would decrease and
Chris and Gail would have
achieved their hoped for outcome.
The audience walked away
with a lot of new ideas and perspectives about how to recognize
a potentially dangerous situation.
Ultimately, the first step in
avoiding a bad scenario is to
know the pitfalls and Sex
Signals served as an effective
means by which to communicate
what some of these might be.
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ospitality management.
'.liversity's progran1s in hospitality inanagemcnt are all about creating

·~tBf'~!peiiences and "van11 memories for guests and visitors. Concentrate in:
CULINARY

CONVENTIONS

MEET!NGS

EXHIBITION
MAKAGEMl':NT

I\. complete range of day, evening and weekend classes at our Loop
and &haumburg carnpuses--along \vith online options--lets you decide
When and where to study. Become an expert in warri1 'vekonaes.

I nh>r1nation

Sc·ssi<)n
Tuesdav. Oct. 29
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Schaumburg Campus
l 400 N. Roosevelt Hd,

OH 71 lil 9-8600
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''The
Instigator''
doesn't
cause
trouble
for
the
ears
or
the
m1•nd •an1sen
ByChris

Old 97's front man Rhett
Miller trades in his alternativecountry twang for a euphoric
blend of acoustic power-chord
pop and Sylvia Plath-like poesy
on his new solo effort, The
Instigator (Elektra).
Naked of the rip-roaring guitar slides and scathing lyrics that
dress the songs of the Old 97's,
The Instigator lays bare a subtler, more emotional Miller one who rriay have longtime fans
asking, Why?
"If I try to make those people
happy, then I'm not going to be
doing what comes naturally,"
said Miller, 32, during a Fort

Worth Star-Telegram interview.
"I know that every record so far,
I've asked people to come with
me ... on sort of a journey to the
next place. With this record, I
tried to keep that moving."
In the love ballad "Come
Around," Miller, though happily
married in real life, confesses to
his deep-seated fear of being
alone ("I'm dressed all in blue/
And I'm remembering you and
the dress you wore when you
broke my heart/ I'm depressed
upstairs/ And I'm remembering
where and when and how and
why you have to go so far/ Am I
going to be lonely for the rest of

my life?/ I'm going to be lonely
for the rest of my life/ Unless .
you come around/ So come
around").
And later in "Your Nervous
Heart," Miller again finds himself verging on loneliness as he
struggles to rid a loved one of
the ambivalence she has about
love and - more stinging - about
them as a couple ("I try to make
your world a better place/ I'd
smother you with kisses/ I'd give
you outer space/ But you're terrified and it's tearing me apart/
Can I kiss your furrowed brow
and calm your nervous heart?/ I
know the world's a bitch/ Don't

get me wrong/ You gotta give the
world the finger/ You gotta sing
a happy song/ If you gotta
believe in something, make it
us").
Its pathos aside, The
Instigator explodes with melodic, upbeat fun - banking on the
musical contributions of British
singer-songwriter Robyn
Hitchcock in "~oint Shirley" and
former X punk rocker John Doe
in "Terrible Vision."
"I got the quirky American
and the quirky Brit," Miller said
in an MTV.com-News interview.
"To me that makes the record,
even for those people who don't

Shortened grief makes,"mile'' long
The film Moonlight Mile stars
Dustin Hoffrrian and Susan
Sarandon as Ben and JoJo Floss,
who are the parents of Diana,
who was murdered. Diana, their
only daughter, was engaged to be
married to Joe Nast (played by
Jake Gy llenhaal). and he joins the
parents in their effort to carry on
after her death. Though this film
has great acting, it shows an
unrealistic portrayal of grief.
The first sign that this film
doesn't recognize the impact of
grief is when, days after burying
his girlfriend, Joe falls in love
with another girl. He meets
Bernie Knox (played by Ellen
Pompeo) at the post office, and
by observing their body language
you can tell they are attracted to
each other. Then, based on the
predictability of the plot, you can
tell that a relationship is about the
happened. Yet, I never realized it
would happen in such a short
amount of time.
The worst part about the
whole film is that it wants the
viewer to support this relationship. They do this in two ways.
First, they give us barely any
clues who Diana (who is now
deceased) really is. We never get
a feel for who she is and the
impact she has made in people's
lives. Though we don't really get
to know her, we do feel a sense of
how her family feels about her.
Second, which is the cruelest, the
plot has Joe revel a terrible secret
that makes his new relationship
sit well with the audience.
Though I won't disclose, the

explanation of their relationship . .
~s only placed there so the stgcy ·
ca11 mov~ along with the n~w
couple. I just cbuldn'tgo .along
on that path the f}lm w~ taking
me in. I didn't believe, even with
the secret,.reveled, that .he co~lp
move on to another relatjon§qjp
so quickly.
The main problem ·with the
picture is with the love interest,
Bernie. The worse part is how
cold she comes off when Joe has
second thoughts about their relationship. Just getting over the
lost of someone close to her, you
would think she would understand the dilemma facing Joe.
Instead, she scolds him for still
holding on to the memory of his
girlfriend months after her death.
Again, it doesn't make sense that
a character who knows grief
would be so insensitive to someone experiencing it. In that
moment, the character comes off
as selfish and makes the audience
wonder why Joe would want to
be with her in the first place.
The ending of films shows
how, in what seems a couple of
months after Diana's death,
everyone moves on. The symbolic putting away the picture montage is shown to leave the film
with a nice happy ending. The
ending ends too neatly and it
wouldn' t have if it truly represent
grief. It makes grief seem like it
only last with a person for a
while, and then just disappears.
The grief shown in this film is
unrealistic because the time it
takes place in.
The film really doesn't give a

sense of a time span. 'So, by the
end of the film, it only feels like
a couple of months .have passed
by sinc.e the burial ofthe fi~cee.
t..faybe if the film used a longer
time span to show this cb.ange
from ~tl:ugg!lng with.. grief to
qiovingpn f(orn .i t, it would have
worked; But, the · tirriing of the
film feels too short, which makes ·
the audience
feel betrayed
when Joe falls
in love with
someone new.
The inspiration for the
film makes the
experience
even
less
enjoy able.
Through interviews given
about the film,
B r· a d
Silberling
(writer, director, and producer of this
project)
reveals
the
Become4
film was made
/.,,J~~tige, resp
for his murqpportunihes
bhiropraclic,
dered
girlfriend.
So
wouldn't you
think of all
he
people,
would know
what
grief
does to a person? I think
he could show
how someone
couldn't move

.,...

---

on with his or her life within
months of a loved one's' death,
es~ially when the person was
murdered. ·It is just disappointing
because it feels the film was tailored so the audience won't come
out toe> depressed.
The film J1as gre~t stroog percan't make
formances, but
me forget the UDfealistic script.

read liner notes and know that
it's special."
Also leaguing with Miller is
an all-women chorus in "Terrible
Vision," the last of the CD's 12
tracks. The chorus splendidly
offsets the song's desuetude of
bass and drums.
If Miller's musical wandering
on The Instigator should leave
ardent fans feeling a bit nostalgic, they can rest assured that
Miller and the gang plan to
release a new Old 97's CD in
spring 2003.
Until then, just pop it in and
enjoy the journey.

The film was meant to show a
realistic portrayal of losing someone close, arid instead, leaves 'the
audience with a sweet fairy tale
where grief doesn't live with you
forever.
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Decisions,
decisions,
decisions.

The next one you make is a biggie. Soon you'll earn your Associate Degree.
And then what? How about a Bachelor's Degree from DeVry Universily?
Professors with real-world experience will teach you in small classes and well equipped labs.
You'll enjoy hands-on learning that gives you the skills you nOO!l to compete and succeed in
today's technology based business world.
Choose from Bachelor's Degrees~ in Business Administration, computer Engineering Technology,
Computer Information Systems, Electronics Engineering Technology, Technical Management, and
Telecommunications Management You're just that close to fulfilling your dreams.... as close as a
degree from OeVry.

Now, earn a Bachelor's Degree in Business
or Information Technology anytime, Online.
Chicago 773-929-6550
Loop 312-372-4900
Addison 630-953-2000
O'Hare 773·695· 1000
Tinley Park 708-342-3100
Naperville 630-969-6624

Devey

'7

University

www.devry.edu
'Program offerings vary oy !ocation.

© 2002 DeVry' University.
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Thanmgivlng Holiday
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Two delicate flowers of Harper Journalism... in a knock-down,
drag-out Cage match f (Editor's note. We strongly encourage hair pulling and nail breaking!)
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A newspaper without boundaries.
That's the best way I can describe the
Harbinger. This paper goes beyond the
limits to deliver fine articles throughout
the Harper Campus.
We are off to a great start, already
delivering three issues to the anticipating
public. I am ecstatic to be part of this,
anything but ordinary, group of writers.
Being a freshman, I came to the
Harbinger with little experience and an
uncertainty of what was to come. I learned
that this is a once in a lifetime opportunity
that I am able to participate in. It's hard to
express your views on subject matters.
The Harbinger allows us to write for the
public at a very broad extent.
Within the first month of school, I was
asked to be the Arts and Entertainment
Editor. I must admit that I lack a lot of the
talent that the other writer's have, for this
I felt very privileged. Given the opportunity to be an editor enables me to work with
six other editors, five of them male. I didn't think twice.
Although the Harbinger seems like the
dystopia of human civilization, it could
use more of a female influence.
Unfortunately, due to the Editor-in-Chief's
extreme fear of girls, the outlook is not so
good. Either way, the paper has an
extraordinary group of creative writers and
it is only getting better with each issue.
If you ever want to make your voice
heard, simply contact the Harby at (847
925-6460). Otherwise, stay updated with
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the college student's point of view by
reading the Harbinger.
Lastly, I would like to thank the entire
staff of the Harbinger. Keep up the great
work! -Nicole

Vitals:
Top 5 bands:
1. Frank Sinatra
2. Pearl Jam
3. Creed
4. John Mayer
5. Weezer '
Top 3 movies:
1.) Office Space
2.) Punch Drunk Love (now playing)
3.) There's Something About Mary
(Please note. The majority of movies will
provide me with entertainments long, as it
does not depict men or women as sex
objects.)

Rnd as for the results of last
weeh's bout: Patrich us. Sean.•.
Patrich called Sean a-Conan
O'Brien loohalihe, Sean ran crying
from the room. The match is
being rescheduled. Rs for
Rnthony us. Riel, two rounds into
the match they agreed to set
aside their differences and worh
towards their common gOill of
world domination.
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So now that it's my tum to be in the
spotlight I find myself strangely reticent.
Usually I am brimming over with things
to say. But now... I better be good right?
Since you sit precariously, hanging onto
my every word of wisdom... Wisdom, do
I really have any to impart? I know I
think I do. I find that in coming back to
college at the age of 30 ,I have a totally
different perspective. At the age of 20 the
point of college -seemed to be to find the
best bar with the cutest boys. Now, I have
actually come to a place in my life where
I can say I am happy to be here getting an
education, bettering my life etc... Strange
change of events ...
I have a great amount of admiration
for the members of the Harbinger staff
because of their ability to write humorous
and amusing anecdotes under pressure. I
wish I could do that, but my attempts at
witty literary humor tends to come out,
well, corny on a good day and just lame
on every other day. So you will find that I
will deliver riveting, informative features
and the occasional editorial, but despite
the great enjoyment I take in humor of all
sorts, I will leave the producing of it to,
well, funnier people than I.
So does the part of the "dark knight"
entail? I guess it means being deep,
meaningful, and tortured. I can assure you
with full confidence that despite my
seemingly sunny demeanor, within me,
exists a dark rebel soul ready to strike at
the smallest provocation. My picture

shows me in front of a chessboard, artd
yes, I know how to play. In fact, at one
point I might have even been considered
good. Of course after I got married, my
husband beat me at every chess game and
now I don't play so much anymore. But I
loved the game so much that while going
to college in New York I actually decorated my room in a chessboard motif. I
painted a big chessboard on the walls and
a big red queen on the door (Oh God I
think that makes me a chess geek).
I have soothed my spirit by assuring
myself that although some of my interests
may relegate me to geek-dom, surely my
artistic side saves me from this most
dreaded of fates. O.K.; I'll stop being
melodramatic now. I really don't take
myself that seriously (anymore).
So, what is my philosophy these days? Be
as happy as you can without screwing
anyone over and without being an
immoral bastard (if possible). If to be
happy, you need to be an immoral bastard, well, I don't know what to tell you.
Top 5 bands:
U2
Simon & Garfunkle
David Bowie
Rolling Stones
Fleetwood Mac
Top 3 movies: Dangerous Liaisons,
Elizabeth, Almost Famous
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Introducing some new faces :;harles
The Spring Semester, which left students quietly with most if not all their favorite faculty and staff
retiring did not just leave mixed reaction but made
many thinking of who is going to come next. The fall
semester has however started with the introduction a
new line of wonderful faculty and staff if not the best
handling affairs and quickly filli ng all the vacancies.
One such person is Terry Lindsey, new Dean of
Student Development.
Prior to coming to Harper, Terry was in Iowa
Wesleyan College, where he served as Associate Vice
President and Dean of Student Life. With his rich experience with students from high school to college, Mr.
Lindsey has enhanced the lives of many young people
with support and encouragement. This is the kind of
spirit he wants to inspire students with to be excited
about the opportunities in Harper. Answering the question "what plans he has for Harper?," Terry expressed
optimistically "for many of our student enjoy being

here, at Harper College and we want to provide every
opportunity for our student to be successful, we want to
see more students staying here and do a better job of
having student complete the semester." He also went on
to add that, he intends to make sure services and opportunities to students are of high quality and student centered. Mr. Lindsey is also excited about his team, and
the wonderful ideas already coming up. In his bid to
fulfi ll his dream, Terry intends to partner with both academic and non-academic staff to fully integrate his plan
of action.
In the D-building is the new Associate Dean
for Multicultural Learning, Ms. Laura LaBauveMaher. Coming from a very diverse background, having lived the life of an international student and worked
closely with the minorities as coordinator of Latino student business at Northwestern University, Ms.
LaBauve-Maher believes in the academics with priority

in helping students succeed. "Personally, I can offer a
lot of enthusiasm, great ear, big heart, listen to students
and see their vision and side of things" said Laura in
her beautiful Anglo-Spanish voice. She intends to work
with students, staff and faculty, administration to build
a very solid foundation and institutionalize the celebration of different cultures for all to participate.
Another new face is Cyrus Joh nson, new
Coor dinator for Student Affairs. Mr. Johnson, a former programmer of Barnt of DePaul university; intends
to bring more diverse programs to the campus. "In our
conscious efforts of bringing entertainers and groups to
Harper," said Cyrus, "we also want to make sure we
bring diversity within those programs as well, where,
we celebrate all cultures on the campus." Cyrus is
already excited in working with students of Harper
College.

. ::)){ \/:~

Laura LaBauve-Maher -Associate Dean of Center
for Multicultural Learning

Cyrus Johnson, new Coordinator for Student
Affairs

Huery belated story about Paris Combo~a:::0d0
Yes, I know this article is a bit
on the late side, but you know
what they say. Better late than
never! If you have ever heard of
the group, Paris Combo, then you
know what outstanding musicians they are ....and if you
haven't; then you better ask
somebody!
Seriously, Paris Combo is one

of the BEST bands that I have
ever heard. The band is made up
of five members, four men and
one woman; Potzi, Daniel Lewis,
Mano
Razanajato,Francois
Francois, and Belle du Berry. The
band was originally formed by
Belle du Berry (lead singer) in
the '90s, the band plays French
music.

Most of the songs are about singing along, dancing in the
love and about women finding aisles (some to the beat of their
what they want out of their lives. own drum), and a good time was
They played at Harper College had by all. Although I didn't
September 20th, 2002, however, understand the words in the
they were to play at Harper songs, for I speak no French, I
College last year but sadly Sept. found the songs to be inspiring.
11th happened and they were One song called, 11 LIVINGunable to make an appearance at ROOM11 was translated for
the college.
me; here are the first two verses
Now, I have of the song (for those who are
never listened to French illiterate as I am): "We are
French music, all born of love in old countries.
other than the Where only old, very old apes are
songs
form sitting. At controls of our liberty,
Moulin Rouge, At the joystick of our integrity. So,
so I had my let's punch each other on the
doubts but Paris nose. That always makes them
Combo
blew laugh. Come on, let's fight
away
every amongst ourselves. That never
doubt that I had. fails to make them big money.
The
concert , When they sell us the knives, And
University
proved to be unhealthy ideas. So our little
delightful
in lives are buried, Under the vio347 S. Gladstone Ave.
every aspect of lence and the hate.... " The song
Aurora, Illinois 60506-4892
the word. The is easy enough to understand and
www.aurora.edu
crowd
was relate to, for it talks about every-

Aurora University
•
•
•
•
•

Choose from 40 undergraduate programs
Earn or complete your bachelor's degree
Jump-start your career with
day or evening classes
Apply online (application fee waived)
at www.aurora.edu
Learn about our competitive scholarships

Call 1-800-742-5281
or 630-844-5533
for more information

The Place To Be
Aurora

day life, about how people treat
each other. However, and I must
stress this, I don't understand the
eighth verse. It says, "That's why,
when you think about it, We have
become elephants. Gnu, giraffes
and orangutans-. In our reserves,
under surveillance." Don't get me
wrong, I love the song, I just
don't understand the correlation
between people and the animals.
Other than the symbolism of
humanity and animalism, the
songs sang by Belle, brought
laughter and joy to my heart.
And I am forever a fan of Paris
Combo.
If you want to hear more
music by Paris Combo, the band
has a cd out now at stores called,
"Paris Combo Attraction." With
such songs as Danse de Esprits,
Pourquoile Vaches? , Ubiquite ,
Avril and much much more! Pick
up your copy now, trust me, you
WON'T be disappointed.
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It's not just a kid's holiday any more... Sean Kelly shows how Harper
students can celebrate Halloween with a vengeance

B f>efore A: (ow·f>udget horror
+o,,s Ha((oween entertain Men+
Halloween is not a time to I kid you not.
Also on DVD is the long-lost,
watch "Halloween." For one
thing, Blockbuster isn't too likely recently re-discovered cult clasto have it, and for another, the sic, "Incubus." It features all the
movie's too good. "Scream?" staples of an instant classic: gorToo slick. "The Exorcist?" Too geous blondes, demonic possesmuch downtime. "The Shining?" sion, a low budget, and ...
The book's scarier than that William Shatner speaking in
movie in broad daylight. So tongues. This is the first and only
when you're at the video rental movie ever filmt'.d entirely in the
store, wondering why twenty- invented
language
of
two-year-olds can't go trick-or- "Esperanto," and it actually
treating, what type of film should sounds pretty chilling when you
you look at to occupy your time? watch it with the lights off. The
The bad ones.
cinematographer went on to win
The really, really bad ones.
Oscars for films like "American
We're not talking about "B" Beauty." And you get to read
movies here, we're talking about about the "Curse of the Incubus,"
the "C" films, or even a "D" if in the special features portion,
you can find it. Because it's the which tells of how the curse
bad films that equal real enter- doomed many cast members to
tainment value.
an untimely death, and William
Take, for example, a rather Shatner to a lifetime languishing
thought-provoking case study on in Star Trek conventions lamentthe work conditions in the world ing his lost hair. If you like "The
of
carnival . entertainment Twilight Zone," you'll love this.
throughout the milky way. I'm
And, finally- (insert angelic
referring, of course, to "Killer choral music here) the holy triniClowns From Outer Space." Not ty of horror movies: "The Evil
only will this story of galaxy- Dead," "Evil Dead II," and
hopping Pennywise proteges . "Anny of Darkness." Please tell
make you jump, but you also get me you've seen these. This series
. to laugh at a Big Top spaceship, was the inspiration for such flops
cotton candy cocoons, and a man as "Idle Hands," and video game
getting a hand rammed into his characters like "Duke Nukem." It
back, turning him into a chronicles the tale of Ash, your
makeshift ventriloquist's dummy. mild-mannered college student
Never again will you think about type, who typically. gets together
shadow puppets the same way. with his friends in a cabin in the
This movie is available on DVD, woods in hopes of getting laid,

Top ·Ten Costumes For Harper Students
10. Death (most effective at nursing homes)
9. Striking teacher
8. Doesn't matter, just go trick or treating at midnight
the day before Halloween. It's much more fun.
7. Eminem (they try to dress like him anyway)
6. Speed Racer (just ask Public Safety)
5. Candy Inspector (hey, kids, let me check that candy)
4. Spooky Mr. Give-me-the-damn-candy-and-I'll-go-away
3. Billy Corrigan of Smashing Pumpkins
2. Harbinger Reporter (yeah, right)

1. Hust-woke-up-man

Courtesy pf Anchor Bay
but instead accidentally reads
from the Book of the Dead and
gets his girlfriend and all his buddies possessed by demons. Kind
of like your weekend, but with
worse acting. Over the course of
the movies, the situations get
zanier and the budget gets higher,
and cult hero Bnice Campbell
starts taking out the denizens of
the underworld with a chainsaw
hand and a double-barreled
Remington.
Pointing out plot holes is half
the fun, and though you and your
friends with have no end of fun
reaming these movies, when
you 're done these cinematic
gems will have taken up a special
place in your heart. And when
you turn the lights off later, you 'II
discover they've also taken up
real estate in your nightmares.

Marge telling the audience to
It comes every year, lurking
in the shadows of October (or,
send their children to bed, as
the show is far too scary for
sometimes early november,)
bringing with it the potential for youngin's to watch. This in
itself is hilarious, because at the
a speedy death for all those
time the Simpsons had been
who look upon it.
under fire for being a bad show
I'm speaking, of course, of
for children to watch. This
"The Simpson's Treehouse of
Horror" special, which promissequence is followed by three
es the possibility that the viewer Halloween-themed stories, typicould die laughing. Even
cally based off of classic and
though there has been a marked recent horror films (''The
decline in the quality of ''The
Shining," and "I Know What
Simpsons" .
You Did Last
over the
Summer"
years, the
come to
mind) or
Halloween
special
things like
remains the
classic
episodes of
highlight of
the holiday,
"The Twilight
Zone."
for
"Simpsons" afficionados and
I promise you you won't be
frightened. But as you watch,
horror buffs alike.
Who can forget the time
you may feel your air supply
getting cut off, as you'll be
Homer sold his soul for a
donut? Or when they moved
laughing too hard to breathe.
So on Sunday, watch what
into a new house where the
should ·be a yearly tradition.
walls bleed (and rather than
thinking it frightening, Bart
thought it was cool and tried to
coax the house into doing it
~------~------'"
more often). Or the episode
where Groundskeeper Willy got
an axe to the back, over and
over and over?
If you have no clue what I'm
talking about, fear not: in the
weeks surrounding Halloween,
the fun begins in re-runs (in the
smartest move ever, Fox runs
the Simpsons three times a day)
where you 're bound to see
every single one of the previous
twelve Halloween specials.
The older ones start out with
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THANKS FOR READING! IE SURE TO CHECK OUT OUR NEXT ISSUE, COMING

m YOU ON NOVEMBER 11, 2002!
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New for November- watch for this hot stuff
Nouember 5
The Wallflowers
Red Letter Days
The new Wall flowers Album, "Red Letter Days"
This is the the bands first album after 2000's commercial flop, "Breach."
It appears the Dylan has stepped away from
acoustic albums, by bringing in hard rocking lead
guitarist, Mike McCready of Pearl Jam.
If McCready's guitar can give the Wallflowers
a harder edge, it should pull them out of rock star
purgatory.

Nouember 8
8-mile
The highly anticipated Eminem bio-pic opens on
November 8.
This film has already been praised by critics
and has been called, "The 'Rocky' for the next
generation.
Kim Basinger plays the role of Eminem's
mother and Britany Murphy as the loveable Kim.

s
cacies of

buss

had purchased a school
named it ''the ,cool bus," an
he sleeps inside the ••cool bus:~
~t the en:d <>f cli!ss ther~ were

bidden. cameras. no controlled
·.students; and no "sinile,

Noue mb er 12
Pea rl Jam
"Ri ot ac t"
The most anticipated album of the year finally
arrives! Early reviews promise that "Riot Act" is
Pearl Jam at their hardest, darkest and best.
Look for a full review of "Riot Act in the next
issue of "The Harbinger."

Ruailable Now
Grand Theft Ruto: Uice City
The follow up to the instant classic "Grand Theft Auto 3" hit the
shelves on October 29. Already labeled as the most violent video'
game of all time. That is good news for adolescent males, but bad
news for disgruntled parents.
If you can find this game sitting on the shelves, consider yourself
lucky. Even if you don't like the game, you .c'!_n sell it on Ebay for a
lot more than you paid for it.

_j
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Harper College: life after the strike
BV Habib

Students let
their uoices
be
BJ 118811181'
heard Mumford

Behrouzi
The loud
hallways,
crowded sidewalks, and
oh-so-lovely
parking lots
have become
full once
again after the
twelveday strike.
There were very few people
that considered this unofficial
break a vacation. It seems as
though the strike has caused
more stress on students than
anyone had anticipated. The
general consensus is that the
workload is heavy and time is
crammed.
One particular program in
which students are stressing out
in is the Nursing program.
Cheryl Bautista, a nursing student at Harper exclaimed, "Oh
let me tell you what I think
about things right now. Our
modules are crammed, our clinicals were cancelled and our
tests have tripled."
A module is a clinical rotation
in which the students in the
Nursing program adhere by.
Bautista mentioned that she
was supposed to have eight
clinicals. However, because of
the strike, she has three now.
Another Nursing student, Faye,

The Harper community has heard the
opinions of the faculty, administration,
and president. Now the views of the students will be illustrated.

Photo By Anthony McGinn
These girls number just three of the thousands of Harper students returning
to class following the teacher's strike.
added, "Not having the clinicals is taking away the experience we need."
It seems as though some
teachers are having students
chew more than they can swallow. There was one week in
between each test before the
strike and now there are 3 tests
in one week. Some nursing students even mentioned that
Holistics (care plans for
patients) were not done in some
clinicals. What kind of a training program is this turning out
to be?
"We're just glad it didn't
affect the following module,"
says Bautista after asking her if
there was anything positive she
could say.
.
Of course the nursing students were not the . only ones
pulling their hair out. The gen-

era! feeling of every student is
that they are playing "catch-up"
and that it's affected their lives
in some way.
A study group consisting of
an ASL (American Sign
Language) class, commented
on the strike. Janice, Angela,
and Jason all suggested that the
strike should not have happened during such a crucial part
of a semester.
Angela commented on the
extreme short notice of classes
being in session again. She ·
said, "They could have at least
given us a few days. 7:30 pm
on-the night before seems a little unreasonable, especially
when they had already said it
was going to be cancelled."
Janice said, "I had no idea
when school was going to be
back in session and I'm glad
that I didn't make any adjustments to my work schedule or.
make any major plans to occu-

py my time."
She also
expressed her distaste in finding out about classes being in
session that Sunday night after
she had made plans to go to the
Leg Room that night. Sorry
Jan.
Jason added, "I'm happy
that we are finishing and that
this doesn't cut into our winter
break."
Overall, a sense of urgency
has been called upon majority
of the students now. There are
some teachers who decided to
work with students and to adapt
their syllabi to what happened.
But most are cramming everything so that they could cover
everything that was supposed to
be covered. Only seven more
weeks to go, and the only
advice offered is "Just hang in
there, its almost over." Funny,
that's the same advice that was
given on second day of the
strike.

According to Pete, a full-time student at
Harper, "No teachers mention it. We
don't have to hear about it. Two teachers have mentioned it, but they shouldn't waste class time. Teachers are jamming up work and now it's hard readjusting. It's been a major inconvenience. [They] should remember that students have lives outside of Harper. The
teachers should have mentioned [the
strike] at the beginning of the semester.
They're lucky that the students are
being this understanding." Finally,
"People kind of forgot about it."
According to Liz, a part-time student at
Harper, "[her teachers] are accommodating the syllabus", and "it's not thai
different."
Dana, a full-time student had this to say,
"People are upset it lasted so long.
Teachers are worried they won't be able
to fit everything in. All students are
forced to catch up on work that they
would have done in time-deadlines
are crushed."
Some students were forced to drop
classes due to the strike. Peter, one such
student, said, "People are still really
ticked-off about it. [He has] heard about
teachers having classes at' their house."
Also, "they didn't let us know anything
until the day before the strike."

Sexual Harassment on Campus ................................. Page 10
Inside the new theatre ............................................ Page 2
Bowling for Columbine- strike or gutterball? .................. Page 8
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Willis shows "West Side" hopefuls how to audition :.......
The audition workshop for
Harper's' upcoming presentation
of West Side Story met Monday,
November 4. The Director, Mary
Jo Willis started off the evening
talking about the premise of the
story and what to expect from the
auditions
being
held
in
December.
West Side Story presents itself
as a modem day depiction of the
Romeo and Juliet story. Set in the
l950's in New York City's' West
Side, the residing forces consist
of two gangs. Bernardo hails as
the leader of the Puerto Rican
gang, the Sharks, and has an
established fraternal relationship
with
Maria (Juliet). The
Caucasian gang, the Jets, associate themselves with Tony
(Romeo) through a close friendship between Tony and their
leader, Riff.
70 of Harper's' finest turned
out for the workshop. They sat in

a makeshift audience of purple
plush folding seats. After passing
out some production information
packets, Willis explained a little
of what would be expected of the
actors. She told them that they
needed to project their voices
because in her words, the audience would be thinking: " I paid
my money, I want to hear the
lines."
During the next part of the
workshop, the choreographer,
Jane DeBondt showed the actors
a short dance routine. The actors
followed along, quickly trying to
learn the steps, and then DeBondt
split the group in half and practiced with each half separately.
Eventually, DeBondt worked
with small groups, about 12
actors per, and by the end of the
demonstration the groups did the
short number on their own.
Next, Steve Goers, musical
director, explained what would
be expected during the vocal
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roles, Maria, Anita and Tony.
Then volunteers from the audience came up and did a cold reading. This means they read the
parts and acted them out for the
first time. Two different groups of
three people got up and acted out
the scene in front of the rest of
the actors.
- Willis instructed: "Make some
sort of statement, decide what it
is you want to do." encouraging
the actors to find the character on
the page. Willis complimented
the actors on their energy, claiming "This is a show about great
energy." The actors then had an
opportunity to tour the new performing arts center and Willis
explained her excitement about
this particular show, claiming, it
would be the first one to happen
on the new stage.
The night concluded with the
actors returning to the workshop
room and collecting music that
had been provided. The actors

milled around a bit, some of them
tapping out the songs on the
piano, others singing along and
still others dancing. It seemed to
be a sort of informal getting to
know you session and most of the
actors seemed to be enjoying
them selves. In addition to the
fun the actors had, the session
also seemed to serve as a forum
for the actors to continue to practice their skills in front of an
audience.
The real auditions for the
show will be held at 7:00, on
December 9&10th in the drama
lab with callbacks on the 11th.
Currently, 39 roles have been listed on the hand out the actors
received. The production looks to
be an exciting experience and
because it will be the fi rst show
held in the new theater, West Side
Story promises to be an historic
event as well.

The Harbinger is the Harper
College student publication
published bi-weekly throughout the school year, except
during holidays and final
exams. It is distributed free to
all students, faculty and
administration.

We welcome letters to the editor and replies to our editorials. Letters must be signed
and include a phone number
for verification. Signatures
will be withheld upon request.
All letters and content are
subject to editing.

The Harbinger's sole purpose
is to provide the Harper community with information pertaining to the campus, surrounding activities, and events
of note.

ADVERTISING:
Products and services advertised in The Harbinger are not
endorsed by the editors of this
paper, the college administration or Board of Directors.
Inquiries should be forwarded
directly to the advertiser, and
all purchases are at the discretion of the consumer.
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OPINION

Illinois politics are about familg,
tradition ... but what about the issues?
av Aaron Kessler

"Congratulations,
Lisa.
You're a prosecutor now."
Joe Birkett's concession
speech (including the above
quote) following Tuesday's election might not be described as
"classy" ... but would a better
word
be
"appropriate"?
Following a heated campaign,
Birkett lost the race for the office
of Illinois Attorney General to
Democratic candidate Lisa
Madigan, by a meager 3 percent
margin. While percent may seem
decisive, it must be considered
within the context of a traditionally liberal state. In Tuesday's
other statewide elections for
•

major offices (Governor, Senator,
and Secretary of State), the
Democrats swept all three, with
an average margin of victory of
over 22 percent.
Why would Madigan have so
much trouble in a state her party
has dominated? The answer lies
in her qualjfications ... or lack
thereof. Lisa Madigan graduated
from Loyola University's law
school in 1994, and of the eight
years since then, she has only
actively practiced law for four of
them. Of all the lawyers with
four years of civil litigation under
their belt, why Madigan?
Clearly, it's not the "why" so
, ·

much as it's the "Madigan".
Born Lisa Murray in 1966, she
changed her last name in 1976
when her mother married Mike
Madigan ... yes, THAT Mike
Madigan. As the Speaker of
Illinois'
House
of
Representatives and a powerful
Cook
County
Democrat,
Madigan has created opportunities for his daughter at every tum.
In a city whose unofficial motto
is "vote early, vote often" ...it's a
shame that ''vote competently"
wasn't included.
What about the issues,
though? That's a good question ... and one certainly skirted by
•
Madigan's cam-

Celebrat1ng Oouember: International ~~::· fo~~:e~a~~
~tudentS
.I>

month

IJ E• 1...
••

Vol.ec

During the month of November, Jane
Harris, along with about 100 international
students,
will
celebrate
International Student week. Displays
will be set up in the library in hopes of
creating a greater awareness of different
cultures and the students who come
from them.
The international student department
at Harper actively helps people who
come from different countries on an F-1
visa. The F-1 visa allows them to come
here and study. Some go on to get a
work permit, and those that have an
advance education such as a master's
degree may even apply for citizenship.
Students come to the United States
and Harper College for a ·quality education. An American education is positively viewed in many countries. "Harper
has a good reputation," Hams"said.
People do not come to Harper
because it is inexpensive, as most local
students do. Because Harper is not
allowed to use any government funding
for international attendees, they are
required to pay over 200-dollars per
credit hour. However, the international
department doesn't leave them high and
dry to pay for that on their_ own.
Scholarships and grants are offered.
Harris believes that one of the reasons

.
many choose Harper is becaus·e they can
get involved in an excellent ESL program.
The department does its best to make
students feel coffifortable and at home in
the United States. Jerilyn Gadberry
directs a program called "Connections"
that is designed to do just that. The twoand-a-half-year-old program matches
ten students per semester with a mentor.
Korean student Jung Lee came here
because he wanted to learn English. He
got involved with Connections because
he wanted to have some friends who
spoke English.
It is the mentor's job to help their
mentee adjust to life irl a different culture. Tney go to movies together, study
and have a good time. Connections is set
up in a way that all students can easily
understand each other. "We don't want
our mentors to get frustrated," Gadberry
commented.
In the ESL program students are put
on a scale from A-Das far as language
capabilities go. They are required to be
at "C" before they can . participate in
Connections.
Most students enjoy Harper and
when they go back home, they leave
with an invaluable experience and a
gre~t education.

Birkett's. involvement
m
the
Cruz
Rolando
case, where Cruz
was convicted of

raping and murdering a teenage
girl, and then later exonerated by
DNA evidence. The reasoning
behind this is admirable.
However, the facts could definitely use another checking. Yes,
Birkett was once the state's attorney in DuPage county, where
Cruz's trials were held. However,
Cruz was declared innocent in
1995 ... a full year before Joe
Birkett rose to the post of state's
attorney. Not only that, but the
DNA tests that eventually proved
Cruz innocent were ordered by
the head of DuPage's felony division in 1995: Joe Birkett. These
ads were far more frequent than
Birkett's, as well, if only for the
fact that Madigan's campaign had
a budget a full five times larger
than Birkett's .
The office of Attorney General
is defined in the Illinois
Constitution as the chief legal
officer of the state. Can we trust

Madigan to lead our justice system, with only four years of experience in the field? This article
clearly has a partisan viewpoint...but one thing may surprise
you. I am a registered Democrat.
Even so, I don't believe that the
candidate of my party was the
most qualified one ... no, I don't
even believe that she was one of
the qualified ones. The result of
this election makes one thing
clear...Chicago's history of
machine politics still lives. It's
not what you know, it's who you
know.
Madigan and her father
addressed the public Tuesday
night, and Lisa stepped to the
dais to deliver a customary
acceptance speech. As she shouted "Together we will fight corrupt corporations and corrupt
public officials", and then headed
off to embrace her father...is it
any wonder that I laughed?

Substance i\buse Counseling (SAC)
Prograrn prepares students to work as Alcohol
and Other Drug Abuse (AODA) counselors.
The program is accredited by the Illinois Alcohol and Other Substance
Abuse Professional Certification Association (IAODAPCA).

----------Preparatory Certificate in Substance Abuse Counseling Courses
·····-··············-·····································································-······--······································-··············-·····-·-·····-·····-·

HSVllO
HSV121

HSV122

PSY234

PSY237

HSV155

PSY235

PSY238

Advanced Certificate in Substance Abuse Counseling
For an advanced certificate, a student must have, at a minimum,
an associate's degree in human services or behavioral sciences,
completed the courses listed above, and an additional Substance
Abuse Practicum HSV 255.
For more information, call lvfartin Parker, Psy.D ., coordinator, Human Services
and Substance Abuse, at 847-376-7067 or 847-635-1846.

Spring semester begins
January 13, 2003
www.oakton.edu/humanserVices

Oakton

Des Plaines Campus, 1600 East Golf Road, Des Plaines, IL 60016
Ray Hartstein Campus, 7701 North Lincoln Avenue, Skokie, IL 60077

Community College
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Harper art exhibit proues that euerg tree has its
story to tell

___;;;;..:-::---"-lda_mi_n- - - - - - - - - - - -

It has been said that every tree
has a story, and "Treewhispers",
the art exhibit that was held at
Harper since the end of
September, proved just that.
When you first entered the
gallery, you would have seen a
rootn filled with hundreds of col. orfully decorated circles of paper
scattered throughout the room.
However, if you took a closer
look at each of the works of art,
you would have seen that there
was more to those works then
met the eye.
Each of the pieces represented
a special moment in the artists
life that in some way revolved
around a tree from their past. By
participating with Treewhispers,
these artists were given the
opportunity to open up their souls
and express themselves to the
world. On the handmade "trees"
that were displayed, some of the
artists chose to tell their own stories. One of the artists, who was

known only as Uncle Jim, told of
his story. "We walked thru the
woods - carved my name and
John carved his - He was my
nephew
later killed in
Vietnam". Some of the "trees"
that were created by the other
artists displayed similar stories;
some of the stories told of one of
their happiest times from their
past, while some of the others
retold moments of great sorrow
and grief that hl\ve stuck with
them over time. The "trees" were
created by artists that were both
young and old, they were novices
and professionals, and they came
from countries all over the world.
The "trees" that have been on display for a month were written in
ten different languages, and each
one was also created on 100%
recycled paper.
Inside the art show, the creators of the exhibit invited all of
their visitors to participate by
either adding a story or by decorating a tree of their own to add to
the forest. Harper was holding

Scattered seemingly haphazardly about the room in a "forest" of paper grey, the deli- .
cately strung "trees" dangle breathlessly from the "sky," weaving in an out of view as
one moves. Stories are to und jotted down upon the leaves as tribute to the mightily
dominant force that is nature.
Photo by Patrick Andrews
the "Treewhispers" exhibit in
room C200 and the art show ran
through Friday October 25.
If you missed out on visiting
the art show, or if you would like

to learn more information on
"Treewhispers" and what the
exhibit is all about, feel free to
visit, www.treewhispers.com. At
this website you will learn how to

make recycled paper, and you can
also add your own tree to the forest even though the exhibit is no
longer on display at Harper.

- - -- -- - - - -

.......................-
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Ask

your

Wellness

Advisor:

Ht what point do eating habits
become an eating disorder?

Q:

I'm concerned about my
friend's eating behavior. How do
I know if she has a problem?

A: First of all, let me commend
you for wanting to help your
friend. Although not everyone
with odd or disturbed eating patterns has a problem, these patterns could be signs of an eating
disorder.
Although many people
believe that only women have
problems with body image and
eating patterns, men are increasingly suffering from eating disorders. Additionally, people in
certain sports or activities
(wrestling, gymnastics, ballet,
weight lifting, for example) are
more likely to have an eating
disorder.
One type of eating disorder is

anorexia nervosa. Someone with
anorexia would be significantly
underweight and refuse to gain
weight, think they are fat when
they are thin, fear getting fat,
and stop having periods (if '
female). They tend to limit the
number of calories ingested
either py restricting the amount
of food they eat, by purging
(throwing up) what they eat, or
both. How they feel about themselves is excessively influenced
by their body shape or weight.
Someone with bulimia nervosa would have recurrent
episodes of binge eating (eating
much more food than most people would eat within a specific
period of time and feeling out of
control regarding the eating),
and would engage in behaviors
to coq1pensate (or th~ overeating, including purging (throwing
up), using laxatives, diuretics, or
other medications, fasting, or
excessive exercise. Their selfevaluation.wotild be excessively
influenced by their body shape
and weight.
Even if a person doesn't have

)

the above symptoms, they could
still have what is called "disordered eating patterns." This
could include periods of overeating, periods of restricting, or
both. It could also include being
overly concerned abOut c~lories,
fat grams, or other aspects of
foods. The important thing to
remember is that these are problems only when they tend to
interfere with a person's regular
functioning, health, or selfesteem. Regular dieting is not
necessarily a problem.
Problems with body image
(how one sees and feels about
oneself physically) can also be a
concern for some. If someone
has a poor body image, the
shape or weight of their body
can influence their self-esteem.
Any of these concerns can be
treated in therapy. If you or
someone you know has concerns
about eating or body image,
Psychological Services at Harper
College bas therapists who can
help. Call,847,.925.6268 for an
intake appointment.
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Harbinger
Classifieds
To All Harper College Students
From the Harper Faculty
Welcome back to Harper!
We appreciate all your support and understanding
during the strike:
We are happy that everything has worked out.
Teaching and learning at Harper College is a mutual
journey of discovery for both teachers and studeots,
and we're anxi~us to get back to teaching and
learning together with you.
All of us are ready to work with you to make sure
that this is the most successful semester ever!
For advertising rates, contact the .Business Manager at
847.925.6460 ext. 2461, or e-mail us at
harpemews@yahoo.com. .The Harbinger office is
located in A367.
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White Oleander: before
it was a mouie, it was a
book BvLanaGeorgia
Pretentious prose and
diHicun eqlanalions
mean that the movie is
probablv bener
The book White Oleander, written by
Janet Fitch, has been made into a movie
that currently plays in theaters.
The story details the life of a young
woman named Astrid Magnussen. Her
mother, a poet and intellectual elitist
named Ingrid, blatantly hates men and
thinks of them as merely good for sex.
She tries to
instill her
daughter with
this same type
of sensibility.
Eventually,
because of her
passionate
nature, Astrids'
mother lands in
prison, causing
Astrid to
become a ward
of the state. We
follow her
through hellish
adventures
from one foster
care situation to
another, and see
how damaged a
young person
can become
when forced
into this type of
lifestyle.
Through it all, Astrid receives periodical letters from her prison-bound poet
mother. White Oleander displays good
writing with strong characters and an
interesting plot. However, one annoying
characteristic of this book resides in the
author's penchant for interjecting foreign
phrases and then never giving an English
interpretation of the words.
At other times, the correspondences
from Astrids' mother become so bogged
down in her own intellectual wordiness
that it grows painful to read. and leaves
you rolling your eyes at the authors' pretentiousness.
This type of pretentiousness also
shows itself, in the way Fitch chronicles
Astrids' anger toward her mother. The
descriptions of her anger, littered with
dee~.unding philosophies and thoughtfiil introspection, strive for substance.

However, simply put, Astrid feels angry
because of her mothers' selfishness, and
seems convinced that her mother doesn't
love her.
No matter how smart a person, feelings do not necessarily contain rationality. However, the author presents this seventeen year-old person (Astrid) as a
deeply introspective and discerning person who sees and names evil in a way
that no one else can. Seventeen year-olds
simply don't think like that and authors
constant overly mature justifications of
Astrids' alleged feelings leave us wondering if the author shares these feelings
as well.
The most disturbing aspect of
this book: the
main characters'
inevitable fate
and her inability
to escape it. We
watch, as this
impressionable
person becomes
the very thing
she hates, her
nemesis, her
mother. She
throws away
possibilities and
makes horrible,
damaging decisions. She
becomes disillusioned and bitter.
This despairing
pathos causes us
to want to enter
the book and tell
Astrid to wise up, to not be such a fool.
Getting beyond the pretentiousness,
the book does boast some lovely descriptions and certainly captures ones' attention. It contains compelling characters
and Fitch does not fall prey to the common trap of stereotyping them. Each
character has idiosyncrasies that make
them real. The characters exist as utterly
recognizable people we share the planet
with.
The movie will probably be better
than the book because of the difficulty in
capturing the authors' pretentiousness in
film; this fact will make the story a more
enjoyable one. Despite the intrinsic problems, this book has value as a modem
day depiction of the internal workings of
the foster care system, and losses that
children endure when both parents and
society fail them.
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Pearl Jam back at the top of their game with
Bv Anthonv
••Riot Hct'' McGinn
. .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • y e a r s.
Pearl Jam decided on the
latter and called it "Riot
Act."
This is Pearl Jam's seventh studio album, thus
Riot Act
fulfilling their contract
with Epic records. Lead
1/2
singer, Eddie Vedder has ·
already said Pearl Jam
(out of four)
will not release an album
under a major record
label again, so there is a
Key Tracks
strong possibility this is
Can't Keep,
Pearl Jam's last gasp.
Save You,
"Riot Act" comprises 15
tracks so dark it is guarArc,
anteed to twist stomachs
Love Boat Captain
into a knot. After ten
years, and six albums
Vedder has never vented
. .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • t h i s much anger, frustraPearl Jam fans have been suf- tion, or existentialism.
Crooning lyrics like, "This
fering with anxiety for the last two
world
is an accident," and "to the
years, constantly wondering how
universe
I don't mean a thing,"
the band reacts to tragedy. While
Vedder
allows
the listener inside
playing a show on the European
his
mind,
and
it's
a scary place.
leg of 2000's "Binaural" tour, nine
In
"Thumbing
My Way,"
concert attendants were trampled
Vedder
reflects
on
a
failed relato death.
tionship,
possibly
inspired
by the
Pearl Jam walked off stage and
failed
marriage
to
his
wife,
Beth
sat inside their dressing room.
They pondered two choices: break after eight years of marriage. This
track contains the most personal

p e a r I
J a m

***

them their strongest track to date,
"Love Boat Captain." This emotionally draining epic almost
makes the
previous
angst staple,
"B 1 a ck"
laughable.
Vedder
address the
fans directly, "We lost
nine friends
we'll neve
know, two
years ago
today and if

your eye."
The true genius of "Riot Act"
falls on one of its rare uplifting

fies how the band has by instilling
more beauty, artistry, and creativity in their songs.

add to our
regret?"
Vedder's
pessimisticdtt;
outlook, on
t
h
government,
adds
dimension,(
to
the
album.
I
g u e r , "

Vedder
s 1 a m s
President
Bush and by
blatantly

up and try to live normal lives or
make one more album pouring out
all the emotions and burdens they
have had to carry for the past two

lyrics of Vedder's career.
To honor the nine fallen fans
from Europe, Pearl Jam gives

is
leader, he's
a Texas lea- Above: Vedder, sporting his new short hair.
guer."
Left: Riot Act album cover: (Not a very happy one either)
. In "Crop Both photos courtesey of Sony Music
d u s t e r, " - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Vedder makes a September 11 ref- tracks, "Arc." But instead of "Riot Act" is one of a dying breed
erence. But, similar to Ani Vedder reassuring the public that of new albums that are not just
Difranco's controversial - track everything will be okay, Vedder collections of songs, but rather a
"Self-Evident," "Crop duster" it is uses his voice to it's full potential record with purpose and conveynot a sympathetic song.
in a wordless, Native American ing thoughts ideas and emotions.
Instead Vedder questions the chat that ends much too quickly.
Listeners will not find any catchy
American government is not
With "Riot Act" Pearl Jam has guitar hooks or power ballads.
telling Americans everything officially stepped out of the Instead, "Riot Act" challenges the
about the tragedy, "Dad, has gone "Seattle grunge gods" label that listener to question society,' the
up in flames, but this ain't no book has hung over their head for the government and themselves.
you can close when the big lie hits last ten years. "Riot Act" exempli-

Will Pearl Jam's Riot Hct make the Harbingers top 1Oalbums of 20027 look for our speical section in issue 6.
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"Bowli~g

for Columbine" is a strike that doesn't
spare u1ewers
BJ Stephanie
woneman

Bowling for Columbine is a
documentary made by Michael
Moore that tries to address the
gun problems that plague the
United States.
Though it does have a liberal
message, I feel that no matter
your political background, all
can find something to take away
from this film. But, I am not
saying some opinions won't
make conservatives upset (particularly no conservative viewpoints on gun violence are
offered, unless you would like
the Michigan Militia to speak for
you), but if you have an open
mind, anyone can enjoy this
film,
The film basically tries to
address why Americans have
around 11,000 gun murders a
year, while other nations, like
Japan, have so few. It goes
about it in several ways, from
talking with Moses (otherwise
know as Charlton Heston) to
getting Canada's opinion on why

we are so violent. The film
brings forth many issues, such as
the media's appetite for fear, and
tries to see what role they play
in America's violent ways. Even
if you are for owning guns, the
film isn't alienating; it doesn't
blame those who own guns for
violence, but tries to see why, as
a nation, we have a love affair
with armed weapons.
The film's humor does cross
over political lines, and allow us
to see how paranoid we are as a
society. Particularly, the scene
with Terry Nichol's (from the
Oklahoma City Bombing) brother, James, is funny, yet horrible
frightening at the same time. I
honestly think Moore is brave
for going into James Nichol's
bedroom alone with him in order
to see his gun. The laughs in
this film come from what Moore
says (like when he opened a
bank account to get a free gun)
or just what he shows us (a political cartoon of our history). All
the funny moments in the film
' '-s=v _,, ,

., _

_

:·

>;I

don't really stem out from the
issues of gun control, so everyone will be laughing. Plus,
some points in the film are funny
because you can't believe that
these people on camera exist
(such as when Moore talks to a
kid who is known to make
bombs).
Yet, not only does it have its
hysterical moments, it has ones

that are powerful. The scenes
showing the Columbine shootings and 911 messages are an
example; they really quieted the
theater to a horrified silence.
With many scenes like the
Columbine video, it does make
you think about what kind of
world we live in. Which is what
the film is all about. Michael
Moore is showing us a picture

(though at times, who knows
how truthful), of how media and
other factors seem to feed
America's need to be secure.
This is a great film that leaves
you with much conversation on
the way home and will bring up
much heated debate; it is a film
that doesn't leave your memory.

:::.J@if''

Change the World of Healtticare•.••Beeorile a

More credentials,
more respect,
more money.
Soon you'll earn your Associate Degree. And then what?
How about aBachelor's Degree from DeVry University?
Professors with real-world experience will teach you In small classes
and well equipped labs. You'll enjoy hands-on learning that gives you
the skills you need to compete and succeed in today's technology
based business world.

Be Your <i>wo
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The mouie you're ashamed to admit you like
"Hi, I'm Johnny Knoxville and welcome to ... " Oh my
God, did he really just do that? The hit MTV show
"Jackass" instantly became a success when it landed into
the living rooms of millions of people in early 2001 . This
variety show of half minded guys in their late twenties and
early thirties is easily one of the funniest things on telev.ision .. . and now in a theater near you.
"Jackass the Movie" debuted in movie theaters across

America on October 21st. I guess somewhere between
taking kicks to the genitals and getting butt cheeks pierced
together, Knoxville and company decided that "Jackass"
needed to be taken to Hollywood. Why wouldn't they?
Here you have a movie that is guaranteeing a box
office blow out, so why would Paramount Pictures reject
that? The main reason Knoxville wanted this movie to be
made was so that people could see what they couldn't
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Clinical Psychology (M.A.) ·
Professional Counseling (M.A.)
Psychology (B.A. Degree Completion Program}
Programs in business and education also available.

lnfonnation Se5sion: October 17 at 6 p.m.

1 .800.626.41 23
ARGOSYU.EDU

Argosy University/Chlca_go NW
One Continental Towers
1701 Golf Road, Suite 101
Rolling Meadows, IL 60008
Argosy University/Chicago
20 S. Clark St.,Third floor
Chicago, IL 60603

Accredited by the
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l earning Commission and a member of the North Central Association, www.ncahlc.org 312-263-0456
D. program is accredited by the American Psychological Association. 750 First St, N.E.,
Washington, D.C, 20002-4242 202-336-5979
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show on television.
So what was so bad that they couldn't show on a network that invented reality television with the "Real
World?" What could possibly be more outrageous than
Christina's new video "Dirty"? What's craz_ier than
drunken spring breakers in Cancun? A Lot! That's what.
I urge you to skip this part if you have not seen the
movie!
So who hasn't ever walked into a hardware store and
thought; "Wouldn't it be funny if someone went to the
bathroom in one of the display toilets?" Just me?
Anyways, that doesn't mean that it could actually happen;
until the stars of "Jackass" make the unthinkable thinkable. Hooking up electrode pads to your face, tight rope
walking over alligators, paper cutting the webs of your
fingers, shooting bottle rockets out of your... well, you get
the point. "Jackass The Movie" takes stupidity to a higher level and these guys make Forrest Gump look like
Albert Einstein. After I walked out of this movie with my
girlfriend we both agreed that it was disgusting, rude, and
stupid- and we loved it. In fact, about 3 million others
saw "Jackass The Movie." Pulling in a $23 million opening weekend with an average age group of 18-26 years
old. Despite being tom apart by critics and press, the
movie received great reviews and reactions from .fans
everywhere.
Johnny Knoxville and his crew are not getting rave
reviews from a select few that want "Jackass" banished
from the face of the earth. Some parents are taking action
against the MTV creation because their children have
taken it upon themselves to recreate stunts seen on the
show. In August of 2001, a 13-year old boy suffered
severe bums to his body after attempting the "human barbecue trick," as seen on. "Jackass." Another teenager was
severely injured a few weeks later when he allowed his
friends to drive a car over him. Now, I can completely
understand that before each show, and the movie, MTV
posts a warning on the screen encouraging people to not
recreate what they are seeing done by these people.
Maybe these parents should spend less time with their
lawyers and more time watching their children . . But hey,
that's just my opinion.
What I want to know is why wasn't this controversy
around before "Jackass"? I mean, Johnny Knoxville isn't
exactly a "pioneer for idiots". Two shows come to mind
that paved the way. One being "The Tom Green Show."
The second was the original, the actual pioneer of idiot
shows entitled "Buzzkill." Where was all the "hub-bub"
when these shows were around?
There is a simple solution if "Jackass" outrages you.
Either don't go see the movie, or change the channel when
it's on television. If your remote is broken and you don't
want to get up, obtain some sort of reaching stick to reach
the buttons on your TV. The success of the movie has
Knoxville and company talking about a sequel. Which
makes this reporter happy, as well as millions of other.
people. In the mean time, lets all promise not to make any
yellow snow cones this winter.
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Hrtist's
gallery
takes it to
the max
On Friday and Saturday
November 1st and 2nd,
Peter Max the famous realist
painter, had an art opening
at the Wentworth Gallery in
Woodfield Mall.
His main themes are the
Statue of Liberty, vases,
angels, women's faces, and
sailboats. His most well
known works are his
Liberties, which he paints
every JUiy 4th, and these
were on display in the front
of the store where mall
shoppers could be enticed
into coming inside.
The prices of the pa!ntings ranged from $900 dollars to over $40,000 dollars.
Wine and appetizers were
offered to the visitors.
Max was signing autographs, visiting guests and
posing for pictures.
Max has been quoted as
saying, "If I didn't choose
art, I would have been an
astronomer." Max grew up
in China amidst a Buddhist
monastery, a Sikh temple
and a Viennese cafe. Max
went to an art school in
Paris. He moved to America
at the age of 16, when he
realized his dream. Max has
created U .S border murals,
Life magazine covers, the
first U.S stamp, a dove
car\red out of a piece of the
Berlin wall, paintings of
four presidents and miscellaneous world events. He is
the Official Artist for the
Grammy's, five Super
Bowls, the World Cup
U.S.A, the U.S Tennis
Open, and the NHL All-Star
Game.

Phi Theta Kappa : Seeking Donations
By: Anthony McGinn
to Spread Holiday Cheer
The Phi Theta Kappa Honor
Society has adopted a family this
holiday season and needs your
help. This event is not exclusive to
Phi Theta Kappa members. In fact,
the club president Nikki Winikates
is asking for anyone who is interested to donate food, clothing,
toys, gifts and shoes for this family.
All gifts must be brand new and
unwrapped. Food must be non-per_ishable; gift cards for Jewel are
also encouraged
"We can't possibly have "too
much" of anything," Winikates

says. "The more we can collect,
the better we can make this family's-holiday. We definitely encourage you to enlist the aid of friends
or family members that wish to
help.
The deadline for gifts and·food
will be on December 9th. Phi
Theta Kappa will also host a
"wrapping party" at which they
will wrap and label the gifts.
Volunteers are also needed for this
date. PTK is also asking for wrapping materials to be donated
The PTK adopt a family members are:

shoes).
Sandra: Age 8, Shirt Size 8Vanessa's favorite colors are red
10,Pant Size 8, Shoe Size 13(dress
and yellow and she has requested
shoes). Sandra's favorite color is
' Lego's/Duplo's and/or kid's
purple and does not have a toy
movies for Christmas.
preference.
Sandra: their Mother, is 30. She i~
Yessica: Age 5, Shirt Size 6-7,
a size medium shirt and 8 in pants.
Pant Size 6, Shoe Size 12(dress
She has requested a king size
quilt/ comforter for Christmas.
shoes).
Yessica's favorite color is pink and
wants a bike or "anything" for
If you would like to help or have
Christmas.
any questions you can e-mail the
PTK president Nikki Wiilikates
directly at nikkiwinikates@hotVanessa: Age 3, Shirt Size 3-4,
Pant Size 3, Shoe Size 8 (dress
mail.com.

Sexual Harrassment quickly becoming an epidemic on the Harper Campus By: Georgia Latta
"Hey girl, you lookin , pretty
the senators and the newly
focused on the removal of the
couches from the lounge area in
appointed representatives . They
fine ... " She glanced at her fellow
discussed proactive ways to disorder to discourage loitering; this
student who smirked suggestively
idea seemed unlikely, so the disat her. Gasping slightly, she
courage this type of alleged
harassment.
cussion moved on.
pulled her books closer to her
The main issue seems to be
Showing televised messages on
body and hurried through the
that certain students at ~arper
the monitors in the lounge area
lounge area in building L, only
allowing her guard to drop as she think that sexually harassing other
represented another suggestion
articulated at this meeting. These
approached her car. "Damn it!"
students provides appropriate
entertainment. Perhaps their ignomessages would discourage and
she thought, throwing her books
into the back seat of her car.
rance inhibits the knowledge of
explain harassment to possible
"Why didn't I say something?
what constitutes harassm~nt, but in ethics violators as well as encourour society,' how could anyone be
Why dit!n 't I stick up for
aging the victims to report the
that na'ive? The Senate, motivated
incidences.
myself?"
This year he came out to his
by an honest desire to make each
Finally, the idea of passing out
parents, finally. He joined the
student's college experience as
surveys, designed to pinpoint spepleasant as it can be, unanimously
cific problem times, came up for
campus organization for Gay,
Lesbian and Bisexual students,
agreed that this harassing behavior consideration. Someone had
Pride. He had just started to feel
had to stop.
already written up a rough draft of _
accepted... until this morning. He
The fact that the lounge area in
the types of questions that the surbuilding L should not hold a large
walked by the Pride bulletin
vey would include. These surveys
contingency of students stands as
will be distributed at different
board and saw how someone had
vandalized it. He gritted his teeth
one of the main points of contimes during the _day in the buildagainst his anger and felt a dark
tention. Apparently, the noise leving L lounge area.
dread start to grow. He thought
The probability of students
els generated by the group of stuof Harper as a place of diversity
dents hanging out have been probfeeling uncomfortable about filling
and acceptance and here, right
out the surveys in the presence of
lematic for some of the classes
here, homophobia. Memories of
held in the area as well as some of harassers received consideration.
Gay hate crimes filtered through
the offices. The Senate determined
The Senate voted that in addition
to having surveys to hand out and
his memories and he felt the need that people looking for a place to
to lash out against the injustice of hang out should be encouraged to
put into drop boxes, the Harbinger
it all. He didn't make himself this
move over to the student activity
would be asked to run a copy of
way, so why should he be hated
' the survey in the paper.
center in building A.
for something over which he had
The solutions discussed
By publishing the survey, the
included the possibility of impleno control?
Senate hopes that a student wishTheir voices have not gone
unheard. The informal complaints
lodged about the sexual harassment of students who walk
through the L building lounge area .
caused much discussion among

menting such security measures as
having public safety officers patrol
the areas of concern at the times
of the day when most of the
harassment allegedly happens.
Another idea briefly deliberated

ing to privately report an incident
will fill out the survey and drop it
off at the Senate offices. The survey needs to be amended and will
run in this paper when ready for
distribution.

The Senate endeavors to provide an inclusive environment
where every student can have a
voice. They hope for community
solidarity and student participation
in the many events they host and
support. Some of these events
include a blood drive (Nov. 20) ;
"Better and Safer Living with
HIV," held by Health and
Psychological services (Dec. 3);
the tree trimming event (Dec. 18);
the holiday coat and canned food
drives; and next semester's Mardi
Gras celebration (March 4, 2003).
Because of this desire to provide
and maintain a positive and com- ·
fortable atmosphere for all students, the incidences of campus
harassment have proven even more
troubling for the Senate. This type
of problem obviously has to be
solved for each Harper student to
have the most fulfilling experience
possible, so the Senate plans to
pursue every means possible to do
so.
The Senate requests that any
student facing harassment bring
his or her concerns to the Senate
offices located in the activity center. They hope that by instituting
certain practices, those committing
these crimes will be made to
understand the negative repercussions of their actions and all students will be allowed comfortable
passage through the halls of
Harper.
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HSeason of f au lures and football: by Chardonde matthews
Some of you may not have known this, but
for a fault or mistake that involves losing or givhas to needlessly forfeit games. Don't get me
Harper College has its very own football team!
ing up something; "the contract specified forfeits
wrong, I was all for the teacher's during their
Called the Harper Hawks, they proven that this
twelve day walk-out, after all .. .I am studying to
if the work was not completed on time" [syn: forteam soars
feiture] 3: the act
over all
of losing or surwhen comrendering somepeting to
,. ,thing as a penalwin. The
., . ty for a mistake
team has
.. or fault or failure
practically
to perform etc.
20 N4C con[syn: forfeiture,
ference
sacrifice] v : lose
games and
or lose the right
Region IV
to by some error,
champioffense, or crime
onships as
[syn: give up,
well as 18
throw overboard,
post-season
render, waive,
bowl game
forgo] [ant:
appearances.
claim]", howevOver the last
er, the Harper
31 years the
Hawks were not
Hawks have
the ones to
had 217 vicbreach a contories in the
tract, or were the
330 games
main reasons of
played. Producing more Above: Harper's Defense, Below: Offense: Photos courtesy of Haper Athletic Department ·
error;
than 40 Allthey
Americans with
(along with
a 7-3 record last
4500 other stuyear, the Hawks
dents) were the
were devastated
products of
when the strike
I such failure.
occurred on
They and their
October 9th,
game were the
2002. The 12outcome. So,
day
next season,
strike had a
please make
negative influsure that all
ence on this
contracts and
year's team
disagreements
when they were
are "resolved
forced to forfeit
before the foottwo games durball season
ing the strike.
begins, our
Team play~rs,
school cannot
coaches, fans
afford to let its
were all affected
students and
when the hawks
athletic prolost two games due to the inconvenience of the
become a teacher myself, but I do not see the rea- grams suffer, otherwise, our best players might go
teacher strike. When a team that has some of the
son why a team, a team that plays so well and has somewhere else.
best Midwestern high school players, and one of
extraordinary talent, should be forced to forfeit.
five (Illinois/Michigan) teams in the N4C confer- One definition of forfeit, from the dictionary is,
ence that is one of more than 70 member schools "adj : surrendered as a penalty [syn: confiscate,
of NJCAA, then you could imagine just how
forfeited] n 1: something that is lost or surrenupset and p.o.'d the community is when that team dered as a penalty; [syn: forfeiture] 2: a penalty

Nouember 27
8 Crazy Nights
Watch Adam Sandler's career crumble right
before your eyes! Talk about beating a dead
horse, how many times does Mr. Sandler plan on
rehashing his Channuka song?
This film looks to be very disappointing. What
a shame. Sandler had finally redeemed himself
with Punch Drunk Love. How quickly he reverts
back to childish slapstick.

Ruailable now
AUDIOSLAVE
This is the Seattle Grunge movement's
painful last gasp. Chris Cornell, the former
frontman of Soundgarden has teammed up wit
what is left of Rage Against the Machine.
It appears that Cornell and his new bandmates are not getting along. They recorded the
enitire cd in one day and have yet to plan a U.S

Nouember 27
Solaris
This highly anticipated film. is the first from
director James Cameron since his Academy Award
winning Titanic.
Cameron typically makes great films: Terminator,
Terminator 2, Alien, The Abyss, True Lies, so movie
buffs can safely assume Solairs to be a great film.
Though he did make Titanic, so be on your alert.
Clooney has been great in recent movies like "The
Perfect Storm," and "Ocean's 11," so he 's one hit
away from erasing "Batman & Robin" from our
memory entirely.

Nouember 26
The Smashing
Pumpkins Earphoria·
Earphoria is one more useless album
the Billy Corgan has released to milk al
the money he possibly can from the
Smashing Pumpkins fans . It covers th
band from 1990-1994.
Hey, Billy if you want to give the fan
a real treat, release the Pumpkins last
show at the Metro on DVD!
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llatTel handm0l allows fol
stuüGnt$ t0 f¡lG glieuances if fiGy feel
tlrGy'uG been tfGatGü unfairly. But does
tlro slstem woiltfl

The

IGn 10Ë rololls.
Occasional disputes can arise

between students and teachers
regarding matters such as grades.
To ensur-e that unbiased decisions
are rendered, Harper College has'
ê process in place for student
grievances.

'At

each step of the process
you're dealing with an individual
person;" said Interim Dean Steve
Catlin. "The process itself is
redundant and repetitive at each
level to. prevent bias."

Some students have found
f¿ult with the grievance process,

it

leaves the student
out of many steps of tþe process.
"[The grievance process] is a
bureaucratic ladder leading to a
bureaucratic circle," said secondyear student Plamen Pencheff,
who is currently filing a grievance regarding an assignment he
received that he feels was graded
unfairly.
According to the Harper
College Student Handbook, if a

citing that

student has

a problem with a

grade given to them by . the
.teacher, their first step in getting
it changed is tq have a¡ inforinal
meeting with the teacher to discuss the assignment in quçstion.

Pencheff claims that offrcials
in the case have been
biased by discussion of the matter
among faculty and administration

involved

members before

any official

grievance was even filed.

" Beforc you can talk to anywill have talked,
to all of her friends," said
one, the teacher
Pencheff.

lf

the siruation has not been

resolved after

the

meeting

arper student Plamen PencheÏf has fllecl a gnevance regarolng a graoe ln
one of his classes, but feels the processed may not'be entirely fair. Harper's
dpoint is that they must initially presume the teacher to be unb¡ased.
Photo Courtesy of theYearling
meet wl

'ther discuss

ìh" mattet If

the

matter is still not resolved, the
student can then have the case
looked at by the department dean.

"We must give the presumption that when a professor evaluates a student it is unbiased. If a
matter gets to the Dean, then he
acts as an arbiter," said Catlin.
and after that the Vice President
of Academic Affairs if there still
isn't an end to the proÈlem.
"There aren't that rnany cases

that get up to this level," said

between the teacher, the studeni
may submit a written complaint
to the department chair corresponding to the class within l0
days of the informal mèeting
detailing the nature of the altercation and why and how they feel it
should be resolved in their best

Catlin.

interest.
The department chair then has

Catlin.
The student can continue with
the grievance process until they

l0 days to respond to the letter

Each step of the process
involves mediation with the
school ofñcials involved.
"If a case gets to me, my role
is to get facts, together. The stu-

dent must enumerate èxactly
what their complaint is," said

feel that they have received an
acceptable grade, or until the
matter is closed.
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Harper College's Premier

lleur student club urges llarper to

m,o.u.f.
M.O.V.E. is a volunteering
club that became a new edition
to Harper College's vast array
of activities in November 2002.
M.O.V.E. was founded by firstyear student Donna Benezra.
The first meeting of M.O.V.E.

took place Nov. 18. The
acronym M.O.V.E. means
"Motivating Others to Help
Everywhere." Club meetings
are held every Monday at 3p.m.

in room 4336bM.O.V.E. is off to a flying
start, having already participaf
ed in its fîrst volunteering activities during the holiday season.

0tlT0R til

#
I

Club members wrapped gifts at
Barnes and Noble, and they par-

Relay for Life.

ticipated

started at Harper this fall, I was
very surprised that there wasn't

was chairman

of that for two years. When I

in a telethon on

Channel 11. During the spring
semester, they will help by ushering at many of Harper's cultural events.
Benezra got the idea for the
club after the fall orientation.
"When I was in high school
[Buffalo Grove H.S.l, we had a
volunteering club called
Interact," she said. "I ended up
being president of that my sen-

least

"I

a volunteering club."

Benezra had

put a lot of

work into creating the new club.
"I remembered that at the
orientation, the leader told me
that in order to start a club you
needed l0 people," said
Benezra.
She visited Michael Nejman,

ior year and loved it. Our big
end-of-the-year event was the
American Cancer Society's

l0

students. The next step

was to draft a constitution for
the club. Then she had to find a
faculty advisor for the club.
asked my Spanish teacher,

the student senate.

'As of now, M.O.V.E has
tentative recognition, which
the constitution isn't finalized

Nejman, Benezra needed a peti-

yet." said Benezra.

fruition the fulfillment of
dreams. It may be difFrcult for
a young person to conceptualize growing older. You feel

invincible and ageless. But
time advances and hairs go
gray. Your body, once full of
youth and vigor, takes longer
to recover and more work to
maintain.
However, unlike the body,
talents grow better with age.
As you grow older, you can
only hope to adhere to the truth
that through hard work, practice and dedication, in the short
expanse of your life, you can
watch your talents make a difference.

Many of Mary Jo Willis'
former students seemed to have
realized this truth, and you

OilTÅTT IilFO:

directed by Laura Pulio
Colbert, stands as a testament
to her outstanding work as an

Chorus Line," and the audience
settled into their seats for a
night ofboisterous laughs and
poignant memories. The opening number met loud approval,
and the master of ceremonies,

educator
The evening started at about
6 o'clock. Well-wishers turned

out in their fineries. They

fil-

tered in and took full advantage of their $30.00 tickets by
flocking over the elegant buffet
tables in the front lobby of the
new theater complex. Harper's
food services set up tables,

Dann Gire, appeared. Next to
him stood a sign that read
"Everything Willis.
Gire talked about the various shows that V/illis directed
over her 2l-year stint at
Harper. He reminisced about

provided a friendly wait-staff,
assisted with coat-checking,

career. He explained how she
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PH$TO TDIT||R
Chris Edwardsen

tionately know as "The Black

Hole," and over the years
worked their way into the
building J lecture hall.
He relayed amusing anecdotes including one of how
young actors and actresses
would have to run around
building J in order to enter and
exit opposite sides of the stage.
One show took place in the

il n w $ ü'ü tT 0 n
Emily Volenec

uiltilr$$ ilailiütr
Patrtck Andrews
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Behrouzi
Charles Caan

lecture hall while a rainstorm
encompassed Harper's campus.
rùy'hen the actor left one side of
tuart Millar
the stage dry and appeared on
the other side of the stage wet, Tbdd Mrowice
the strange turn ofevents
tephanie Wolþrman
required some adJibbing to
explain the phenomena.
"There was a downpour on

the ups and downs of her

il u ilt [ ü ß $":

Continued on next page
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William Rainey

tours of the new theater, and
cleaning up after the event.
At about 7 o'clock, after
appetizers and a few cocktails,
each audience member found
the seat he or she thought
would offer the best perspective on the evening's events.
The dancers on stage highkicked to "One" from'A

[ & t E[tT0a

means we are almost a club, but

at

could see how it might have
been part of her influence that
helped them to see it. 'A
teacher can make the world a
better place, student by student" has been the established
philosophy attributed to Willis.
The show, "Encore: An Alumni
Celebration to Benefit the
Performing Arts Center,"

aron Kessler

$$ITNil{I]ilT IIIITOR

the director of Student
Activities. Acc'ording to
tion with signatures from

AXTClJTIfT

Mr. John Finan, if he would do
Mumford
it, and he was more than willing," she said.
The last step is to have the
club's consitution f,rnalized by Georgia Latta

llarper celebration honors the talent ônd career 0f
lllaru Jo lllillis By Geo¡gia
Talent will never leave you.
When coupled with perseverance, talent can bring to

new

ication

llt[0:
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u,rtus
r on 42nq Street," the
young actor explained.
At one point in Gire's monologue, he'paused, then said, "I'm
having a senior momenl I can't
seem to remember..." He
off, leafed through his notes

continued

Gire told the story of
worst rehearsal in the history
rehearsals at Harper.
Apparently, the dancers labored
day long, practicing thei
parts, making mistakes and having to start all over again. People
ill talk about that rehearsal. but
ire revealed another compoto the story, rarely disif even known.

In talking to one of the
ancers. about the arduous

"rilell, it
wouldn't have been so bad. It'
iust that we were all so

rehearsal, Gire heard,

over." Mystery solved.
He announced the entrance
the next act and the audie
wondered what exactly Gire had

rgotten during his "seni
moment."

About halfway through

play, Paul Dombrowski
over the microphone. He told
audience about his experiences

Harper and with l/illis.
ki started acting as a
sludent and from there quickly
began learning about set building and design.
He wanted to show the audience slides of some of the sets he
had built and designed
the years, but unfortunately
availability of working proj
tors at Harper proved to be limited. Dombrowski laid claim

his improvisational skills

and

ided he would show
slides to the audience one way
r. So he stood at the
rnicrophone and held them up,
lide by slide, explaining what

By Ghfis

ence instilled

make it materialize.

At 15, McCloud met Chris
Bing, now a children's book
illustrator.
"He had a collection of some

cartooned alter ego.

of the more arty comics," says
"I was looking at one
and thinking, 'Wow, there's

Huh?

You know. The 42-year-old
revolutionary who pioneered
online comics, liberating our
cape-clad successors from the

McCloud.

something here, there's some
kind of potential.' "
Bing's own detailed line style
drawing enabled McCloud to see
the aesthetic quality of comics.

limitations of the paper page.
Whereld he come from?

Not sure, Batman.

'jHe was introducing me to the
notion of comics as a craft, as a
way of creating something beautiful," he says, "and if you created something beautiful in comics,
it might still be relevant in a thousand years. It was a more classical approach."

tûeanwhíle, ín the real
world, where a man caught
r:rrrrrrrl

powi
i

Before long, McCloud began
{apping into Busiek's reservoir of
comic books, which fast became
a daily morning distraction for
him. From Busiek, McCloud
learned that comics could function as
rs a storytelling
storytelling medium by
bringing
ing the reader into a world
worlá
nf
of cre^ihle
credible chcrenrers
place
characters, rn
to ar nlq¡e
where the reader doesn,t
doesn't notice
,.the
art of the writing."
The ritual of reading comics
nrscrice nf
soon matured inro
into rhe
the -practice
of

LrrrrrrrrJ

better

run for his life...

"I

hated comics," McCloud
says of his early teens. "I read

I thought

was real literature
science fiction and fantasy."
FIe also owns up to once hav-

ing "super nerdy hobbies."

Astronomy at age 8. Mineralogy
at age 9. Microbiology and radio
drama at ages l0-ll. Politics at
age 12. Chess at ages 12-14.

"We would play [chess] in the

junior high cafeteria, where I met

Kurt Busiek, who's now the
writer of things like 'Marvels'

one contained.

Gire took the microphone
The show consisted of selectsongs and monologues from
sicals and shows Willis had
through the years. The
actors and actresses who originally played the parts while sludents at Harper performed them
again for "Encore," H
sad andjoyful pieces all made
appeaÍance, but at the end
h one, the most

it þack together for no paficular

message came through: "W
love you, Mary Joe. Thank you
for what you have given us."

reason. Kurt loved comics.".
Born and raised in Lexington,
Mass., McCloud grew up the son

McCloud the

artistic medium through which to

"Zot!" The author and
illustrator of "Understanding
Comics" and "Reinventing
Comics," both narrated by his
series

-

in

bricks and mortar for some serious out-of-the-box thinking. He
just needed a foundation - an

Who?
Scott McCloud. The creator of
the '80s cult-classic comic book

what

Idwaldsen

tor. The steady exposure to sci-

it's Scott McCloud!

wearing spandex had

3rd,
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It's a bird. Itls a plane. It's it's - holy potbelly, Barman! -

teh'rrilry

drawing them.
them.
.At the time I was doins

isher," he says.
create comics.

After high school, he entered
Syracuse University in New York
as an illustration major.

Today, McCloud lives in
California, with wife Ivy - his
college inam'orata - and daughters Sþ and Winter. He spends

MBMIM@!
__

pon his graduation in 1982,
]|-"-"'o
Þ'o'
prurlt
in the
urc pro-

job
rvru\-ruu(¡
McCloud took
]uuÁ a Juu

duction department of DC
\-omlcs' There,
Comics.
rnere, ne
he creaneq
cleaned up

panel borders and made lettering
corrections'
'And it
rr really
rtaily is
rs that
urat easy,
çasy' by
uy
- ^[(r
the way, to break into the comics
business." says McCloud, smil-

these
goofy surrealist drawirigs of ins' "t.1 kidding' it's virtually
impossible'
lucky they
chess pieces," says McCìo.rã. "So
-I was
needed.somebody
at
the
time"' '
I started doing goofy. surrealist

while at DC, Mccloud began
pictures of ,.rp".ñ"ro"r."
work
on "Zott" - the tale of a
McCloud then met the Dewan
young'
bunglihg, mixed-up
brothers. Ted, one year younger
superhero
intended to parody the
than McCloud and now ul.o" u
godlike
traits
of the other superchildren's book illustrator. introheroes
popular
then. once
duced Mccloud to a comoletelv

most of his workday on the computer, superimposing his latest
strips onto his Web site and auditioning new online games for his

monthly column

in

"Computer

Gaming World."

What advice does McCloud
have for comics creators starting
out?
"I think that the most efñcient
way to get an editor at one of the

to notice you is to
simply make a finished comic

companies

[and] either print it or upload it to
the Web," he says. 'And if the
work is good, it speaks for itself.
I think that work tends to get

more respett than somebody

differenr way of looking it y"-c.l:"g] 100-page proposal walking around with a portfolio
comics: a drawing style ãone for,."Zotl' met the approval of at conventions and saying,
enrirely by bailpoint pán. nrom Pclip::^?mics, a smaller outlet, 'Please tell me what to do with
[by Marvel Comics] and iA.stro Ted, Mccloud
derived the idea he left DC after only a year and a my life."'
City' [by Homàge Comics], "
that comics should employ liveli- half of service and never returned
says McCloud. "But at the time,
he was just a kid trying to get
away from his dad, who kept
making him do chores like tearing up the bathroom and putting

of a blind rocket-scientist inven-

ness, comedy and, mãst'impor- to thc mainstream'
"I wanted to own myself and
tant, a stroke of "strangenessi'
c,ontrol
myself' which meant at
Though only 16 ai the time,
the
time
I needed to go with an
Mcclnrr.
knew
whqr
ho
,,,o.t.i
McCloud
what he
wanted

aaaar aoaaaaaaaaaaaaaaoat aaaoaoa

:

:....

iâeanwhile, back in the
confines of a comic baok

Panel.:.

Holy high{ech entanglement,

*..wH..4..GK!!.......

Batman! Just what we need another Web-head. How do ya
think Spidey will take the news?

I

Subpar Dotul

llllllull in reuieur

[y larun lfessler
Some phrases were never meant to be
said, and "Tampa Bay Buccaneers, Super
Bowl Champions" is one of those. This
year's Super Bowl seemed like a disappointment, and not just on the field. Hype
was down, quality of commercials as a
whole was WAY down (but don't tell Terry
Tate), and the winning team was definiæly
subpar.

That's not to say the ga.me was without
interesting subplots. The Barret Robbins
saga, for one. Robbins, the Raiders' allpro center, was spotted crying in a corner
booth of a San Diego bar the night before
the game. The reason: Robbins missed a
team meeting on Friday, causing Raider
coach Bill Callahan to suspend him for the
game. As the drama unfolded, it was
revealed that Robbins was fighting a battle
with depression, and he had recently quit
his medicatiôn. Details are still coming to
light as this issue goes to press, and currentl¡ Robbins is on suicide watch at a
San Diego hospital. (The Harbinger sends
its wishes to Barret and his family.)
Also, there's the mysterious abundance
of stories on the Raiders'Jerry Porter.
Porter, the Raiders' 3rd wide receiver, was
touted in thousands of aficles as the key
tó the game. Why Jerrv Porter, on a slate
of ¡eceivers that includes first-ballot Hall

Of Fame locks Jerry Rice and Tim Brown?
Nobody knows. (Porter had four catches
for 62 yards.)

Finall¡ there was the matter of the
players' introductions. Raider running
back Charlie Garner claimed to be from
"UT, University of Untouchables !"...seven
carries and ten yards later, it became
apparent that he was most likely referring
to his market value. Locall¡ Raider linebacker Napoleon Harris won points with
the Chicago crowd, claiming that he graduated from "Dixmoor University". Buc
defensive end and Illinois grad Simeon
Rice, however, offended the entire population of the state when he claimed to be
from the "School of Hard Knocks".
All in all, this year's Super Bbwl was a
colossal disappointment. The clever
"Invest Wisely" E-trade ads were conspicuously absent, possibly due to E-trade
stock dropping from $69 a share (four
years ago, when the first ad was released)
to a cuffent price around $4. John
Madden and Al Michaels provided a solid
commentary, notwithstanding the fact that
Madden claimed to avoid going for two in
his coaching days. (Madden retired from
coaching in 1979, the two-point conversion did not come to the NFL until 1994.)
Let's hope next year can bring us some-
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are letters to
. . tv vsv.
rt
obviously come from sources outside of our staff and paper, and do not represent the opinions of our staff and paper. For all you know we could chuckle at
these letters and say rude things about them. But though we may disagree
with what you say, we defend your right to say it. So here we go:

Dear Editor,
A fundamental difference between the lsraeli and the Palestinian
cultures was highlighted this week.

on the one hand, lsraelis cetebrated a new hero, llan Ramon, the first
lsraeli astronaut to venture in space. Ramon's flight symbolizes the
limitless heights a human being can reach in pursuit of his dreams.
On the other hand, Palestinians celebrated an otd "hero": a suicide
bomber who murdered 29 people and injured many more in an lsraeli hotel
last year.The occasion for the Palestinian celebration was the opening of a
soccer tournament in the bomber's honor.

The lsraeli astronaut symbolizes man at his best. The palestinian
suicide bomber, man at his worst. ln their choice of heroes, the two
cultures reflect their basic difference: one values life and achievement, the
other death and destruction.
David Holcberg
Writer for the Ayn Rand lnstitute

;MENTION HARPER STUDËNTS:

YOUR AÐ HERE!!!
That's right, Harperites, this spacê is for you. We print up
of Harbingers every two r,yeeks, so that they can be
spread allover the l-larper campus and be read by students,
Ity, staff, and people from the surrounding communities.
Why waste your time posting notes on bulletin boards?
Buy classified ad space right here in the Harbinger, and paper
school with your message!
Selling a câr, computer, piano, or younger sibling? This is
perfect place to do it. Renting a room, or need a roommate? This is the.right spot. Guys, trying to win a giil's affec? Well, Sweetest Day was weeks ago- you've blown that
¡nce. But r¡vho's to say you can't try again? You've still got
entine's coming up!
We promise to print your ad exactly how you want it,
assuming you're being tasteful and appropriate of course)
when you want it to be printed.
So, if you're interested in placing an ad where others will
it, contact ou¡ business manager, the lovely and talented
at 925-6460 ext. 2461, or e-mail us at
harpernews@yahoo.com. Or, if you're without a phone, computer, or hands, just walk on down to A367 and talk to us personally. We'll hook you up with rates and dates, and you can
hook us up with an ad!

CALL THE HARBINGER FOR
RATES AND DATES!
847-925-6000 ext. 2461
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TlIE FRIENDLY SITIES
it a b00lr by Stan Bedding, a mouie stalring leo ll¡Ganrio, 0t a sleeon bU the
man himself, the storu 0f ltanfi lbagnale is gua]anteelil to dazzle
Be

m0ul[: "Catch ]lle if You Côn:"
noT sEflnG lT rs crumtnnt-

THt mnn: ffifl]llt nBnGnfltt

THE

SPENIS RT HNRPER COTTEGEBy lleaUer tumfoil
"Catch Me if You Can" is a novel and

By $ean

movie based on the life of FrankW. Abagnale, a former con artist who visited Harper on Nov. l5 in Jl43
at 7:30 p.m. Leonardo DiCaprio portrays Abagnale
in the movie, and Tom Hanks plays the FBI agent
who pursues him. About 300 people attended.
Ab?gnale wasted no time getting into his
past: how he started conning at age 16. He impersonated a Pan American airlines pilot for two years.
He posed as a pediatrician for a year, passed the bar
exam, taught college at age 20, and became a millionaire by age 21; all without a high school diplo-

friend Tom Hanks and throw out "Catch Me If You
Can," a playful, true-story caper flick that is ingenious in its simplicity.
Yes, this truly is a film that gets back to basics- a
happy-go-lucky storyline, likable characters, and
loads of scantily-clad girls.
Frank Abagnale's criminal career is portrayed by
Leonardo DiCaprio, who displays that looking like
a lS-year-old as you climb your twenties can land
you leading roles in Spielberg movies. I must
admit that I have something of a grudge against
DiCaprio, haven't been a big fpn of his acting in the
past, or the way that girls swoon over him. This
movie managed to dispel my opinion of him for
two hours, however, as Frank uses his Bond-esque
charms to stick it to major corporations that can
easily afford it.
Tom Hanks has reached the stage of his career
where he can feel content playing a secondary role,
though as a foil character to DiCaprio's he carries
his weight with a curmudgeonly grimace, a
Bostonian accent, and a new take on knock-knock
jokes.
One thing did disturb me, however... while watching Frank rolling in piles of cash, fleeing from the
feds, tooling around in a shiny Aston Martin, and
sleeping with many, many gorgeous women, I real-

ma-

At 14, he was working for his father in a
stationary company making deliveries. His parents
divorced when he was 16, and ran away from home.
He didn't see his mother for severr years. He had
attended a Catholic school. His first con was bouncing checks. He looked 30 years old at 16, making his
aliases believable. Also, in those days, drivers
licenses and no photos on them, and he changed his
birth date for l0 years prior. He was eventually
arrested and sent to a prison in France, then sent to a
Swedish prison. He was granted his freedom with
parole in the United States after agreeing to help
catch other con artists with counterfeiting, fraud, etc.
Last year, he celebrated 26 years with the
FBI, never accepting one dime as payment, to
"repay [his] debt to society." He has also worked for
65 percent of the Fortune 500 companies, protecting
them from people like himself.
He now lives in Tulsa, OK and is happily
married with three sons-who learned early on,
"you can't con Dad!"

The book was actually written by Stan

lfelly

After unleashing a string of elaborately visual science fiction epics like 'A.L" and "Minority Report,"
Stephen Spielberg chose to hook up with his old

(shown here as portrayed by Leonardo DiOaprio)
posed as a Pan Am Pilot, a doctor, lawyer, and college professor, largely for the purposes of meeting
irls like thig
Photo from official website.

Redding, as told by Abagnale. It has been published
in 39 languages. The novel was printed way back in 1980, but the
movie has just come out Christmas of 2002, after the rights kicked
around hollywood for years. He met DiCaprio, Hanks and Steven
Spielberg in helping with the movie. He quoted Spielberg as saying he
"has never made.a movie about a real person, living." The movie is 80
percent accurate because they had to condense five years into two
hours. He said Spielberg is "one of the most intelligent people I've
ever met."
He said some good things about Daddies, and how "every
child needs their mother and their father." His father died while he was
in the French prison, and was not allowed to go to the funeral. Also,
to the young men in the audience he directed this: 'A real man is faithful to his wife."
When asked if he would ever do it over if given the chance,
his reply was that he would never do it again: he believes it to be
"immoral, illegal, and unethical... it was not glamorous."
"I knew I would get caught,"he said.

one,

B00lt

YflU
RNflU, TIIflT THIIIG
uilTlt TTtr ut0RDs?

T.]lE

lü$Gûn[ffi :

\ldelcome to Çon Man 101:
Stan Redding's novelization of
Abagnale's life, or at least
the five years that's shaped
r¡hing since.
This is an excellent supplement to the movie, detailing
ings that were glossed over in

film,

as well as highlighting
of Frank.{,bagnale's

brilliance, showing
he robbed forty thousand

ized... MY LIFE IS DAMNED BORING!!
I left the theatre glancing lustfully at airplanes flying overhead, daydreaming about a glorious, glamorous life of crime.

in a day using only a pen
and a stack of bank deposit
slips, and how a wink and a
smile can carry you further than
some of the sharpest-forged documents.
One thing the book makes
very clear is that Abagnale was

absolutely crazy for girls, ofall
kinds and from all nations.
Young Frank didn't smoke or
drink or do drugs, but chasing
the skirt was an addiction that
no patch
.*" (nor could
"ould
six months cold, naked, and
immobile in a French prison).
There is no chapter that doesn't mention a girl by some name
or another, and hinting at hun-

more he met
ng
exploits.
The most interesting aspect
of the book, however, is the
descriptions of Abagnale's growing paranoia as his childlike
foray into big time crime continued, until he was always looking

over his shoulder at phantom
police officers. Even more
interesting is how often his
unfounded paranoia turned out
to be right anyway! taking him
just out of the reach of the long
arm of the law
The newest printing of the
book includes a post-film interview with Abagnale, and is
available at most bookstores.
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The good, the bad, and the uglu: llollUwood's best and
By Stephan¡G

worst of 2002
It is the time of year
when the snow is falling and the
Oscars start buzzing. The Oscars
are considered to be definitive,
the absolute list of the best and
worst films of the year, and any

harsher

Woffeman
on this film since I

in Boy; plus it had
some heart, but not the too soggy

delivered

expected a lot from it. It did have
great performances, but the story

kind.

Wedding may have some
soggy moments, but most of it

failed the actors. I just felt in a
story based on the realities of
grief, that it was very unrealistic.
rùy'hen you lose someone, you just
don't get over him or her within
days of the funeral, even if you
do fall out of love with that per-

lists made before that become
irrelevant. I am about to feel the
pain as I try to come up with a
premature list of the Best and

consists

scene has to be when the women

goes on about her twin in her
neck. It is full of great jokes, and
you don't have to be Greek to
understand.

son. It was a f,rlm that

Worst of 2002.

was
manipulated in order to give the
audience a happy ending. It rep-

Drama

Best: I would have to go with Far
From Heaven. A film that is not
only beautiful to look at, but has

lasts when you want it to. Plus,
the supporting female character,
Bertie, added to the mess of this
film making it even more difficult

enjoyed watching the

to watch.
Comedy
Best: About A Boy and My Big
Fat Greek Wedding. I have a tie
for this category between the forgotten one of earlier months
(Hugh Grant's Boy) and the mon-

scene

where she gives her confession to
her friend and how the whole
world turns against her. The last
scene involving the train allows
you to see her pain, but she still
keeps that dignified look.

ster hit (Wedding). Both films
leave you in stitches. Hugh Grant
is great in Bìry, and I like how he

is breaking his floppy-haired all
around good guy role he is used

Vy'orst: My vote goes for
Mile. I am probably

to playing.

Moonlight
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I

liked the laughs

a

poor

of the original, with
none of the heart. Even if you

haven't seen the original, you can
still see that this film is pretty
bad. Plus, it has that contrived
ending based on coincidence, so

everything works out

for

the

best. Thejokes consist from stupid greeting cards to a drinking

fountain with

resents grief as only a feeling that

great performances as well. The
key to film is Julianne Moore and
she keeps this film together. I

of laughs. My favorite

Adam Sandler. The film is

reflection

a tropical

drink.

IVorst: Mr. Deeds. I was prone
to hate this movie before I even
saw it; I love the Frank Capra

Adam Sandler does nothing with

original and it was disappointing
that not only was it going to be

the Jean Arthur role.

remade, but

to be done so by

the Cooper role, and Ryder does-

n't bring the charm or energy to
Science Fiction

Best: Minority Report.

Steven

Spielberg's film brings the future
alive with his star Tom Cruise as
a wrongly accused murderer. The

look of this film is

amazing,

along with the story line. I just
found the very concept amusing
and I liked how Spielberg created
this world. It does

Contt on next page ----->

2002 flicks- more of the best
and urorst continued ftom page

Good

7

offer some twists and

your film is made up of them.

gang uiolence

turns.
Except for the tied up ending, the
film is fascinating to watch.

actions she tskes against her exboyfriends. Even the twist ending doesn't shock you nor does it

II. A fitm

cornes off as chees¡ especially
the end whe¡ her new boytiend
dumps her. You:cân almost hear

actor all soaked. Which, is what
this fikn is: all wet.

By Stuart

the scary music and see

Aðfion

lUlillar

add anything
Worst: Men in Black

so obviously done for the paycheck, tt jusf seenrs that ïy'ilI

Smith and Tommy Lee Jones
showed up just to cash in. Not
only do most of the jokes fail, but
the chemistry is old. No tongèr
do Jones and Smith play nicely
off each other; they both seem
bored and life less. The only gag

the film has is a singing dog,
which gets old fast. I guess the
filmmakers thought to compensate for the tired story, they could
throw in a singing dog and no one
would notice. The film feels old
and offers no enjoyment.
Teen

Best: Igby

Goes Down. This
heart-warming film reatly brings
to life teen angst that has been
shown in many films before it.

The key to this one is the performance by Kieran Culkin. He
makes you feel his pain and the
scene in which he waits outside
Claire Danes'door is heartbreak-

ing. Not only does it

show the
pain, it also has laughs; it is quick
with the black humor. The film
not only captures the confusion
of the teenage years, but it is better than your average "teen

flick".

Worst: Abandon. Sadly, I was
one of the few people that voluntary went to sit tluough this rness
of a film. It tries to be many

to the film. It

the

ctazedlook in her eyes. Shejust
can't let a man go.

great action film that

,o*"d

to

not get a lot of attention in the
summer season. The film stars
Matt Damon as a man trying to

tifully done film by Sam Mendes
staring Tom Hanks and Paul
Newman as mob men. The lilm
is great because of its performances þarticularly Newman's)
and because of its beauty. The
scenes in the rain and of if*t'r,

figure out who is he. The best
part about this film is the great
car chase. This small compact
car is let loose on the streets of

at the end, looking out the window are breathtaking. Plus, tlle
colors are just grimy enough to
invoke the mood of depression
era Chicago. The film is able to
take tragic events and bring out

It is a fitm
that doesn't hold back any

the beauty in them.

tragedy and doesn't try to please
its audience. A life a crime is not

one without its misery

and
Perdition shows it to its audience.
leaving them breathless.

Worst: Deuces Wild. This film is
about the nice gang on the block.
The other gang is bad and bringing drugs into their neighborhood

and the Deuces want to stop it.
So, how do the Deuces prove that
they are a gang? They take their
frushations on people with disabilities, how kind of them. The
film mostly fails because of its

idiotic plot and its direction.

things, but thrilling it isn't. Karie
is missed cast (even if
this role was created.for her) and

Director Scott Kalvert makes the
film over dramatic. He likes to

really doesn't carry the film

use a

well.

and slow motion. Those are great
techniques, but not when most of

She looks too rnousy and

Best: The Bourne ldentity. A

Men With Weapons
Best: Road to Perdition. A beau-

Holmes

never makes us believe the

And, of course, he makes every

dramatic event happen in the
rain. Nothing says drama than an

lot superimposed pictures

Paris and

it actually looks like it

could occur (no flying cars a la
Gone in 60 Seconds). With its
real life chase seen, the film is

full of action and

excitement.

Not only does the film offer
action, it has great acting (unlike
the worst of the year). ttrhat is
refreshing it that something can
be exciting and not dumb
downed.

Iüy'orse: Star Wars Episode 2.
This could easily be the biggest

disappointment
Granted

in is

of the

year.

under the action

category. but what fails in this
film is the dialogue and characters. The characters are never
real and the love story ruins the
film. Natalie Portrnan, in particular, come offwooden and seems

all too concemed with the costumes she is wearing. The film
of horrible dialogue
(with lines like, "you intoxicate
me") and scenes of first love with

consists

Anakin and Amidala rolling
together in a field. Plus. once
action appears on screen, the hlm
is already bogged down with so
much problems it isn't enjoyable. Sure, Lucas can create a

breathtaking
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universeo but

his
are

characters

dull. Lucas

needs

to

stop
attention to creating
special effects
and work on
the human
aspects of his

paying

films.

Players: Leonardo
DiCaprio, Daniel
Day-Lewis, Cameron
Diaz, Jim Broadbent,
John C.Reillp Martin
Scorcese (Director)
"Gangs of New York" is
one of those movies that
aren't easily categorized.
Drama? Romance? Action?
Well, it's probably all
three.
Scorcese brings his
hometown to the screen
once again in his classic
gritty, violent style. But
this ain't "Mean Streets,"
and gone are his usual collaborators De Niro and
Pesci. Here we have
Leonardo DiCaprio
(Amsterdam Vallon),
Daniel Day-Lewis (8i11 the
Butcher), Cameron Diaz
(Jenny Everdeane) and Jim
Broadbent (Boss Tweed).
Amsterdam Vallon
(DiCaprio) seeks revenge
for the murder of his
father, Preist, at the hands
of local gang leader Bill
the Butcher (Day-Lewis).
The backdrop is 19th century New York, where brutal battles between local
gangs (the lrish-American
"Dead Rabbits" and local
gang "the Nativists'l) are
common in the Lower East
Side. It is a time of Civil
\Var in America, and draft
riots are tearing up the city.
At times, the movie,
based on Herbert Asbury's
book, published in 1928, is

almost too big for itself
and the story gets slightly
muddled and confusing in
places (the romance element to the story is pointless). However, anyone
who has seen such classics
as "Raging Bull" and
"Casino" (my personal
favorite) will know that
Scorcese likes to pull the
audience in different directions and the narrative
never usually flows in one
direction.
The bâttles between the
gangs are bone-crushingly
brutal, with knives, clubs
and cleavers being the
weapons of choice. The
blood literally sprays
across the screen in some
scenes.

Critics will probably say
that DiCaprio and Diaz are
well out of their depth, but
both did well with their
parts, and it is good to see
Leo kicking butt, instead of
playing that pretty boy we
have come to expect. DayLewis steals this movie,
though. His performance is
hilarious and disturbing as
Bill the Butcher (who Bob
Deniro was originally
tapped to play). It won't be
a surprise if he picks up an
Oscar for this one.
A must-see and I'm sure
most sane people would
choose to see this over
"Just Married." But then
again, that movie was
number one at the box
office. There is no accounting for taste then.
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U,here a kid can be

be miserable

$lualt

At first it sounded fun. Going to Chuck-e-Cheeses for my
nephew's fourth birthday party would be a once in a lifetime experi-

I was in the mood for giant mice and bad pizza or not.
Coming from Scotland, there are still many aspects of
American culture that baffle me, for example: Why does everyone
drive mini-vans? Why are people always trying to sue McDonalds?
and is Al Roker really the anti-Chdst? Sorry, I'm rambling, back to
ence, whether

Firstly, Chuck-e-Cheese is a great place for kids, that isn't
what this is about. It's the fact that its hell on earth for everyone
else. Yes, you can drink (thank god) but they limit everyone to one
beer an hour (I suppose a drunken Scotsman attacking a guy in a
Íiouse suit would look bad). Also the employees are all teenagers
that would clearly rather be somewhere else, judging by the forced
smiles on their faces.
Maybe I'm just too cynical, but it's clear that a lot of work
has gone into the whole operation. Somewhere in America there is a
corporate meeting taking place, where executives are mulling over
ideas on how to make their company more effective. I'm sure that
"chuck-e" will still be a part of suburbia for many years to come, bu
I sincerely hope not.
Maybe instead of going on a march against the imminent
war in trraq, I could ¿urange an "anti-cheese march" or something
similar. It is up to you, the next generation ofparents, to take your
kids somewhere else. Thank you, the curmudgeon has spoken.

hra^¡li-rt
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A product of the ever vibrant Seattle music scene, Two
Loons for Tea has a hybrid sound that combines pop, jazz, and a little bit offolk for good measure. Singer Sarah Scott has a haunting
voice that brings Jeff Buckley and PJ Harvey to mind, while also
giving each song substance, depth and a unique sound.
Opening track "Blue Suit" swirls to life in echoed piano,
harmonic guitar and drums, Scott's voice crooning the chorus line
"you talk like you meant it". Then to the title tiack in which Scott
talks of "not being bor¡ for mornings" (definitely something I could
agree with there) and "opium dreams". The following tracks l'Dying
for love" and "Blood for Sugar" are more highlights of an excellently produced album with a very broad sound.
Instrumentalist Jonathan Kochmer creates a brooding, cinematic sound on each of the eleven tracks, with the help of an array
of different musicians. Everything is thrown into the mix from drum
loops; cello, synths and the resülting sound is very accomplished for
a band that once recorded a recòrd at Skywalker Ranch.
" Sad Diamonds" is probably the most stripped down song
musically, but is more effective because of this. "She's not worth the
worry" is another track worth a mention for its str4nge strings and
tribal drumbeats. The funky "Shape of strange" sounds like it could
easily play over a 70's Blaxploitation flick (well maybe îot that
funky). " Green Limousine", "emily" and "the prisoner" are all very
good, if somewhat melancholic. Closer "the Mortal Rçdeo" opens
with oriental strings and chiming guitar before spiraling in another
strange, but effective musical direction.
"Looking for Landmarks" is an expansive, evocative record
and definitely worth a listen. Subtle and effective

moment?

Leo: It's

signed me up for a battle without
telling me when I was 16. I
thought I was.no good. I heard
my name, Cartoon (an old
emcee name that'was given to
me), and I was unprepared. I
went up against the first guys
and ripped on everything from
his hair to his shoes. I beat him
along with four other Emcees.

Leo: An old friend, Konee,

a right of passage and

I

Harbinger: Whe did you think
you wanted to be an Emcee?
The movie 8 Mile which
was recently showing in theaters,
has given the public a little
understanding on what an Emcee
is. Eminem stars as a local teen

who struggles with the hardships
and has an incredible talent to flow freestyle. Flow
freestyle means rapping unwritten lyrics that flow together.

oflife

So what exactly is an
Emcee? Some say an Emcee is
that guy that hosts a show on
stage. Some say an Emcee is a
rapper. Some say an Emcee is
the mind behind hip hop. In
truth, an Emcee is all these
things and mix that up with the

Hip Hop culture that stands

"Looking for tandmarks" a

yes. So what is Hip Hop to you
personally?

what is going to make us. A
road back to where I came
from. When I lived in the cit¡
enjoyed it. I came to the sub-urbs'and lost track of it. Now
that I have it again, its become
the best way to find myself.

ilillar

Chuck-e-Cheese.

3rd,

U,hat's an emcee
who can't rap?ffi

a k¡d, adults can
By

Fehrtrilry

today, and what you get is a true
artist.
Here at Ha4rer, there are
numerous Emcees that roam the
hallways and sidewalks and I
happened to catch up with one

of them. He is exceptional for
he has won several battles and
competitions. He is one person
you will definitely see in the
future either in concert or on CD
(and vinyl for you DJ's). His
name is Leo Arias and here's
everything he has to say. He's
an Emcee after all.

Harbinger: What's your Emcee
name?

Leo: Leo. I don't have one yet.
Leo will do for now.
Harbinger: \Vhat is your definition of Hip Hop, Leo?
Leo: Hip Hop is the voice of the
quiet, but talented. Its that boom
in the back of the mind. It truly
is the intensity of your instincts.
If Hip Hop was a place, it would
be Diver-City and InImagination. You read me?

Harbinger: Putting it'like that,

Leo: Haha, I know this one. I
was 13 years old and I had two
friends who were brother named
ZudandAlex. We would watch
Kid and Play movies and Juice.
We would rewind the movies
and memorize the lyrics to the
hip-hop songs and sing them.
Then I remember at 14, I heard
Rdkim's-"I Ain't No Joke" and
KRS-ONE and it made me want
to rhyme.

Harbinger: What was it about
those two artists?

Harbinger: What about the happiest?

Leo: It was recently. I realized
that I was good and that I have
to let it out. I understood the
power of language at that time
and the voices in my head were

moving me to speak. I wanted
to shut up and talk.
Harbinger: So what does it take
to be an Emcee?
Leo: You better have a lot to say
or you're out of the job.

Leo: They were Emcees known

Harbinger: Who are your top 5

for Partying, dropping knowl-

Emcees?

edge and making the crowd go
"Damn!". I wanted to be all
three. Hip Hop ended up
becoming a girlfriend to me
because of that. I wanted to
know everything about her to
understand her. I flirted with her
sound.

Leo: Biggy Smalls, Tu

Pac,

Eminem, KRS-ONE, and Rakim

Harbinger: Has anyone told you
that you remind them of
Eminem
Leo: Yeah.
Harbinger: And what do you

Harbinger: So what are some of

say?

your accomplishments?
Leo: My biggest accomplishment is that I found my route in
life through music. Other

Leo: I'm not Eminem.
Harbinger: Any last words?

Leo: Just be aware that Hip-

accomplishments are winning
2ndplace at the Import
Revolution MC B_attle, Several
battles at the Potion Lounge, and
recently, lst place at the Chase

Harbinger: Thanks Leo. rily'here
do you see yourself in five

Lounge Battle. I've won a couple hearts too. [wink-wink]

Leo: In your CD player.

Harbinger: So what do you
think and feel when you go up
and when you're actually up?
Leo: They are both similar fëelingil. I guess it's a preliminary

You can check out Leo Arias at
"Sabor Latino" on December 6,
2002, wherc he'll be performing
live. Thanks agaiil Leo for the
interview and good luck with

feeling that then becomes
heightened. It's a pure dynamic
and a slew of extremes. I have
to match the feeling with my
intensity or the brain shuts
down. If you feel extreme, you
have to be extreme.

everything. If anyone'would
like to battle Leo, here is a picture. Look for him and call him
out. He may look innocent and

Harbinger: What's your scariest

Hop is like oxygen. Its everywhere, but you don't see it

years?

shy, but

I should warn you, he'll

make you wish you called in
rather than calling him out.
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ust -prior to leaving office, overnor van commuted·
nobl~, hum.anit·arian gesture, or a desperate attempt
.

.

The death nenanv has long been a t1_1pic of houv contested
debate in American societv. On Saturdav, Januarv 11, outgoing Illinois
governor George Rvan commuted the sentences of all 161 Death Row
inmates in the Illinois legal svstem. The move drew a strong reaction
from both sides of the debate, a~d the timing <two davs before his
term ended> was questioned as well. ·ne debate over Ivan's decision
is sure to last for vears, but what are the opinions here at Hamer?
Aaron Kessler and Patrick Andrews discuss the-issue.
and many prisoners _have been
given a new lease on life by the
Hollywood-esque
11th-hour
phone call. This case was the
first, however, where one. man
decided the fates of so many in
one fell swoop: (Capital punishment has been outlawed in states
before, a measure which must be
passed through the state legislature before being signed into law
by the governor.) Ryan claims
that "My responsibilities and
obligations are more than my
neighbors and my family. I represent all the peqple of Illinois like it or not.'" Does Ryan represent all people of Illinois? Does
he speak for Katy Salhani, whose
It has been over si~ty, years sister was murdered by one of the
since the attack on Pearl Harbor . commuted? "He spit in . our
coined the expression "a day that faces", says Salhani.
Does
will live in inf11my" ... and on Salhani deserve to be spoken for
January 11, George Ryan appar- less than her sister's murderer? I
ently decided that this time-worn believe not.
phrase hadn't seen enough use as
Not only does Ryan act out of
of late. This day, like its prede- complete indifference to the viccessor, will continue to cause tims, he also ignores the hard
pain for the families of many work of the people associated
innocents
who
perished. with the cases that put these peoHowever, unlike the historical ple on Death Row in the first
case, Ryan is content to let the place, and the Illinois taxpayer as
murderers escape. As he stepped well. The average cost of a capiout- of the Illinois governor's tal murder trial, _ including
office, not content to leave under appeals, has been set as high as
the shadow of a tenure already two to three million dollars over
marred by widespread· scandal, and above the cost of a non-capiRyan pardoned or commuted the tal murder trial by the Death
sentences of all , 167 Illinois Penalty Information Center.
· Death Row inmates. Excuse me?
With those numbers in hand,
Technically, Ryan didn't over- we can determine that Ryan, with
step his bounds. Governors have one poorly-advised speech, wastlong had the right to commute the ed at least $300 million and nearsentences of Death Row inmates, ly half a BILLION dollars of tax-

~B

This game 011ne
and death in
.Springneld has
nothing in common with iustice,
writes

Aaron Kessler

payers' money. My instinct !ells petitioned for commutation ... did "just" in justice, this would mQst
me that most people who read not even contest their guilt. He's likely have been the plan of
this article are going to be less disingenuous when he says that action that appealed to all.
than pleased at this egregious certainty is the issue." Lyons
By issuing an injunction, he
~aste of their tax dollars.
·
comes out and says what many would hav~ halted all executions
The believers will say that others are thinking .. .if Ryan was - the same effect as his actions although Ryan has wasted our tax so concerned about justice, what but nQt taken away the possibility
dollars, he has furthered the kind of decision was this? A look of death for the Death Row
cause of justice. Justice? Call at Ryan's possible alternatives inmates. Ryan stated in his
me cynical, but when. I think of reveals several options, all of address that it is . "cruel and
justice, I don't think of inmates which make far more sense than unusual punishment' for family
adjusting to a life that becomes his choice.
members to go through this pain,
comfortable to them. To a pris- - The most sensible option, natu- ' this legal limbo for 20 years."
oner, a day in prison is no differ- rally, would have been to take no Can Ryan possibly believe that it
ent than a day at work for the rest action at all. Supporters of the is any sort of justice to pardon
of us. In many ways, it's much blanket commutation paint the these families from hurt? Yes,
easier.. .they don't have to deal ,... situation as one that needed to be they themselves did nothing
with the stresses of keeping their remedied immediately, which wrong (at least not directly) ...but
job, for example. The prison life was clearly not the case. A qpi- they are no more innocent than
is relatively sheltered, especially tal trial call. take decades; with a the families of those who were
among hardened inmates, who do ·~ complete set of appeals, and the murdered. Why should they be
not accept actions that will make executions scheduled for the givena pass, yet the victims' famtheir stays tougher. It is to their immediate future were few, if ilies must spend every day of
advantage to maintain order with- any.
their lives grieving?
in the prison. Among long-term - Ryan could have evaluated each
Twenty years from now, most
inmates, the atmosphere in a case, and granted commutations of us won't . remember January
prison settles down within to some. lt c-an be seen as Ryan's 11, 2003. However, the loved of
months, and sometimes weeks, of right to act until his term expires, those killed by the 167 .inmates
their arrival.
and commuting sentences of always will. They will remember
Why, then, do we allow the those scheduled to be executed in the day they lost the right to one
killers of the people we meet the coming months would pro- day feel dosure. They will never
every day - our friends, our co- vide a way for Ryan to make a see the day when the people who
workers, our family - to live out a statement- without removing the wantonly took a part of their lives
comfortable life at taxpayer right of future governors to act as away are forced to pay the ultiexpense? (The· ACLU estimates they see fit. (Illinois governor mate_price.
the - cost of housing a young, Rod Blagojevich, who ascended
Opponents of the death penalhealthy prisoner for a year at to office just days after 'Ryan's ty routinely say that supporters of
$20,000 - an older prisoner can announcement, opposes blanket capital punishment are "playing
cost . three times as much.) clemency")
God". With George Ryan so proAround the state, lawmakers are - Ryan could have issued ·an . · foundly entrenched at the oppojust as shocked as I am. Kevin injunction to halt all executions site end of the scale, we must ask
Lyons, the Peoria· County state's rather than commuting all prison- ourselves ... who exactly does he
attorney, said '~The · great, great ers' sentences. If he had looked · want to be?
majority of these people that have to use his po~er to uphold the
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surfaced in the state capital punishment system.
He worked diligently throughout his term along with students

FAW0Rg

he effectively wasted roughly
$350 million dollars?"
Yes and no.

While the money

Ihe science of

University's School

iustice Gan't De

studying cases in Illinois' past as
well as the cases of men that to

already
spent on appeals on these cases
has been wasted, with no possibility of death sentence, these
costs are reduced to zero in future

ta¡ntGd by mG

this day have not been executed.

cases.

leelings of
uictims, no
maltGt |ron
slf0ng, says

inmates as well as the families of
the victims that these men were

at" Northwestern lllinois
of Law,

He spoke with death row
convicted of murdering.

On January

ll,

2003,

in

his
Ryan
announced the conclusion of his
research - there is no solution.

now infamous speech,

I couldn't agree more.
The fact of the matter is this: a
death row sentence costs money.
Big money. On average, the cost

H[ftfi lilmils

of the appeals process that a

"Our capital system is

death row inmate must undergo
before even becoming eligible for
execution exceeds the cost of an

life

sentence in prison
without the possibility of parole
by $2.16 million dollars.
If you then consider the fact

entire

haunted by the demon of
error
error in determining guilt, and error in
determining who among that from 1997-2001, only 4Vo of
the guilty deserves to die. all sentenced death row inmates
Because of all of these rea- were actually executed, while
sons today I am commut- 327o of all inmates received dissuch as commutation of
ing the sentences of all position,
their sentences or executive
death row inmates."
clemency, the very notion of a
-George Ryan,
January 11,2003
From

'the day that he

was

sworn in as Governor of Illinois,
George Ryan searched relentlessly for a solution that would correct the many problems that have

prosecutor pursuing the death
penalty seems rather baffling.
Now, after reading the above
f,rgures, one could pose the following question: "If death sentences cost money, and George
Ryan has commuted all death
sentences to life in prison, hasn't

The logic behind the thought
that the money that has already
been spent on the future execu-

tion of these men is

reason

enough to continue the pursuit of
their deaths is absurd, and the
reasoning bears a striking resemblance to the reasoning that a lost
man uses when he refuses to stop
and ask for directions on account
of the time already wasted.
Justice is a science. One must
prove guilt, and sentence punish-

ment accordingly. Variables that
cannot be determined, such as the

grief of a family, must not be
taken into consideration. The
purpose of our judicial system is
to determine guilt and sentence
convicted criminals; it is not to be
used as a means of vengeance or

retribution to the families

involved. Such tactics should be
reserved for organized crime or
fundamentalist groups.

One

of the

biggest flaws in
capital punishment is that, to a
man with so little fear of death as
to murder another human being
in cold blood, a death sentence
may very well be of little or no
consequence to him
On the contrary a man with no
hope for life and no prospects
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might actually welcome his own
death as an end to a pointless,

DNA evidence,

it will

soon be

possible to eliminate any doubt in

futile existence spent in the general population of a maximum

the determination of guilt, but

security prison, sharing a toilet
and 60 square feet ofjail cell with

remains in question, the only way
to ensure that justice is served is
to put a moratorium on execu-

another inmate. Take away

a

man's freedom- strip from him all

quality of life - and I assure you
that a man forced to live such a
life will regret his crimes for the
duration of it.

To quote former

Governor

Ryan directly, he stated the following about living in general
population as opposed to death
row:

"They will be confined in a
cell that is about 5-feerby-I2
feet, usually double-bunked.
"Our prisons have no air conditioning, except at our supemax
facility where inmates are kept in
their cell 23 hours a day. "
"In summer months, temperatures in these prisons exceed one
hundred degrees. It is a stark and
dreary existence. They can think

long as guilt of the

as

accused

tions, at least until guilt can be
proven beyond the shadow of a
doubt.
George Ryan did come to his

decision

to

commute

all 167

death row sentences overnight,
nor did he take the decision lightly. On the contrary, one must
remember that as an Illinois State
Representative in 1977, George
Ryan was one of the greatest
advocates for the reinstitution of
the death penalty.
It is

my humbled opinion that

evidence that could convince even

the strongest of supporters of
capital punishment says a lot
about out the condition of it.
One cannot claim accuracy or
effrciency of capital punishment,

or that it even deters criminals
from acting, but I can agree with

about their crimes. Life without
parole has even, at times, been

this:

described by prosecutors as a fate
worse than death. "
Ifthe Illinois legal system provided us with an eff,rcient, just

inmates are executed, and, generally speaking, these people have
been proven guilty.

Occasionally, death row

method of correcting criminal
behavior, the death sentence
ought to be an acceptable form of

want to hear of a system that has
ultimate control over the lives of

punishment.

the potentially innocent?

Is

this . the description you

However, while 12 men have

been executed in the past 15
years, l7 have been granted

ing of this article:

clemency due to overwhelming
evidence of their innocence.
With the increasing use of

(http ://www.oj p.usdoj. gov/bj s/
pub/ascü/cpO1.txt).

Some sources used in the

writ-

BabU, Uou can't driue
BY$ean
rrrrr .r-r

mu car

I love bad teachers. I love the
cruel, merciless, biased teachers,
the rigidly-adherent-to- syllabus
teachers, the inconsistently - grading teachers, the takes-out-herpe

rsonal-liþ-on-students teach-

ers, the Ben-Stein-clone-teøchers.

Because as students drop and
fail their classes, I can find a

place to park.

****
After about forty-five minutes
of searching for a parking spot

of Harper, I'm ready to
say this not in the sense
thatlwant to die, but in the sense
that all parking lots designated as
part of the Harper campus have
been doubly designated by the
Catholic Church as prerÌlature
purgatories. Thusly, after a half
an hour of space scouring, you
outside

die. I

are miraculously purged

to enter

Heaven unbur-

dened by earthly indiscretions.

I think about sins and death a
lot while trying to find a parking
spot, partially because so many
of my fellow motorists see fit to
commit sins from the good book
of Secretary of State Jesse White,
but also in part because so many
of my fellow motorists seem bent
on getting me killed.
Sin number one in lot vulturing- you people know who you

are. You follow

some poor
unsuspecting student all the way
from the front door to wherever
the poor kid's parked, creeping
along at an incessantly-annoying
five miles an hour (while tnyself
and seven other cars are forced to
likewise creep along until you get
out of the way) and then you stop

in your four-wheel-drive

can become part of a fiery wreck

signal to show that you're waiting

if

to pull into a spot is sore compensation for making fifteen
other students late for class.
When I find myself being followed by a lot vulture, I lead
them on a forty-five-minute game

of all of

minor sins and are therefore
ready

long, and t]rning on your turn

tracks

while you wait for your prey to
unlock his car. adjust his mirrors,
let his car warm up and pick a
radio station.

If only Q had equipped me
with those Stinger missiles
behind my headlights.
Unfortunately they don't come
standard on '89 Pontiacs. Look:

at some point you have to concede that you're keeping too

follow-the-leader that culmi-

nates

in me arriving at the

Greyhound bus stop. I strongly
suggest you do likewise.
Sin number two is inventing

parking spaces where there are
none, by parking right next to the

you want, just do it when I'm
not around.
A few quick notes: the following things are NOT sins: parking
on top of motorcycles (they take
up only ten percent of a space
you could make much better use
of), stealing faulty parking spots
(maybe NOV/ they'll believe you
when you say you were late
because you couldn't find a spot)

"Reserved

for

President" (I

last space in the row. It may be
okay when YOU do it, but the
next shmuck who wanders along

can get at

does the same damned thing,
effectively closing off lanes of
movement through the parking
lot until nothing bigger than a
Schwinn with a banana seat can
get through. It's kind of hard to

which aren't sins are using detonation charges to clear up some
extra spaces, stealing a steamroller from the construction site

it?).

Other things

bumper

and actually laying out extra
acres of pavement, or having a
torrid-affair with your Interior
Design teacher just so you can
get her Faculty Parking sticker.
You may also try taking on an

against the BMW behind you.
Sin number three is just plain

adjunct faculty position teaching
Frisbee Football 101 Or taking a

Volkswagen Jetta and you're

grinding your back

not knowing how to drive.
Taking turns as wide as you possibly can, careening around the
lot at forty-five, veering towards
the left side of a parking lot that
has two-way traffic- these things
should guarantee you a career in
the field of crash test dummying.
This note especially goes out to
the very cute, slightly dirzy
blonde talking on her cellphone
the other day who almost permanently imbedded the

word

s

A

P

v\

o
R

K T

and stealing that spot that says
mean, come on- do you really
think he's ever going to park his
car out where the faculty senate

decide who has the right-of-way
when you're nose-to-nose with a

H

team of sledgehammer-wielding
toughs to knock down all the

walls in the Math department,
thusly creating an impromptu,
heated, carpeted parking garage
centrally located in the campus.

Until next time,

readers,

I

leave you with this question:
should I read into it when I
almost get run over by a Chevy

with a "God is My Co-Pilot"
'

bumper sticker?
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Courage, persistence, and lacrosse: the
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One wouldn't think that
starting a club at Harper
would be an ordeal, a harrowing experience to test their
character. But Arpan Shah's
efforts to start a lacrosse club
proved to be just that.
"I don't know if it was
solely the lacrosse club inci'B dent that helped me to get
CD
where I am today," said Shah.
i "It did make me aware that
i there was a Student Senate,
.I though. And once I knew that
c:::t
there was a Senate, I was des'fi tined to run.
i=
"I saw that there was room
8 for change. And I believed
ii then that I could handle the
r:i responsibility. Coupled with Testing his mettle to start a club he loves, Arpan Shah's desire to
,e my passion for politics, I set play lacrosse led him on a journey towards the Student Senate.
CD
out to do my absolute best."
Photo By Patrick Andrews
He laughs at his own
to give him whatever infor- making changes to get a club · When one watches Shah's
• upbringing, for this very pasmation he needs. Based on founded seems logical, but political style, it becomes
sion causes him to be the butt
this, it comes as a surprise to becoming president of the pretty apparent that his poliii of most family jokes.
"I was always interested learn that he did encounter Student Senate in a school sci major has given him an
such difficulty in getting the that contains close to 14,000 edge. He doesn't believe in
in politics, so I'm considered
students seems an entirely being kowtowed to.
.... the dumb one in my family," lacrosse club started.
"When I wanted to start a different matter altogether.
He listens attentively in
he said, smiling modestly. "I
"
...
I
decided
to
run
[for
Senate
meetings, gently guidmean come on, I'm Indian. lacrosse club, I went to stuing
the
discussion and posing
president].
I
wanted
to
I'm supposed to be a doctor." dent activities and they were
change
the
atmosphere
within
questions.
He gives away the
z: After talking to him for about quite helpful," Shah said.
the
Senate
and
make
it
friendglory
and
compliments that
~ five minutes, one realizes that
"They directed me to the
iiil
Student Senate and told me lier and more inviting for stu-. other more self-seeking
E Shah can be described as anypoliticians might hone in on.
i=i
th.mg but dumb. H.is warm that they might be able to dents.
-."While
running
.
for
the
"I strongly believe this
smile assures you that he _ a - provide additional help. I was
Student
Senate,
I
never
year,
with the help of my
charming, charismatic person like so many other students
received
any
best
wishes
or
advisor
and team, we will
pt - takes an interest in you and
who did not know there was
have
surpassed
all old
support.
I
think,
to
them,
I
your opinions.
such a thing as a Student
was an outsider. They didn't prospects and have reached
Senate.
His disarming personality
;
allows him to approach new
"Needless to say, no one in appreciate a stranger trying to numerous new achievethe Senate there was able to move into their organization. ments," said Shah.
people confidently, and this
Shah's goals include mak8::1111 causes
help. They gave advice but However, I was fortunate to
.!!
strangers to open up to
_
did not seem to have any have a background interest in ing the student body aware of
him, to answer his questions,
. .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • i n te rest," politics and so I ran my own the presence and importance
campaign. In the end, the of the Senate. He leads the
said Shah.
You might election results spoke for Senate in actively pursuing
many community service
think
that themselves."
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projects throughout the college. He strives to provide an
open door policy and strongly
encourages all students with
comments, concerns or suggestions to stop by the offices
located in Building A in the
student activity center.
To Shah, lacrosse might be
a fun sport that he loves, but
clearly he has taken some
valuable lessons away from
the playing field. These lessons, including modest leadership and team spirit, make
him an asset to Harper
College's Student Senate.
This very fact stands as the
most compelling reason why
Harper should and does
encourage team sports.
So, has Shah's work paid off?
If gain can be measured by
lessons learned and challenges faced, then Shah's
journey has most certainly
paid off. However, if gain
can be measured only by
goals achieved, then sadly
this ball bounced off the post.
The legal liabilities prohibit Harper from hosting a
lacrosse club, but this doesn' t
seem to discourage Shah.
Despite the lack of a lacrosse
club, he admits that his passion does lie in the political
realm, and through his
lacrosse journey, he found a
method to pursue it. So
maybe in the end he did win,
only on a different field, in a
different game he didn't even
conceptualize being a part of
until the numbers on the
scoreboards changed and he
saw that the point went to
him.
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courtesy of juggler
Dharmesh Bhagat.
Dharmesh hosts the
Harper Juggling Club,
which meets near the
cafe in building A,
every Tuesday night
from five till seven.
Dharmesh is more
than huppy to teach
ple how to juggle
ust like him... naturally, the flaming batons
are the sort of thing
ou'd have to work
ur way up to.
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Iteeping llarper safe: almost-farmer ]llike fllsup heads
up the thin blue llne

ffi

Mike Alsup, the supervisor of
the department of public safety
at Harper College, emerged out
of his office, extending a friendly hand and a weary smile. His
blue eyes sparkled from behind
wire rim glasses and he wore his
gray hair neatly combed to the
side.

"I

am obviously a type A person," he said, "and Harper provides me with all of the challenges I can deal with."
As we walked toward a place
to have a conversation, he
opened every door for me.

t0ilrrtr

"Providing professional, competent safety and services to the
community takes networking,
reading," he said. Alsup's desk is
covered with periodicals and
books that he refers to on a daily
basis.
It seems that we at Harper are
lucky to have Alsup on our side.
But it was a close call. When

Alsup first went to college, his
fatheE a state trooper, wanted
him to study agriculture. Alsup
chose human services instead.
Then in 1972, he started working as a police officer in DeKalb.

tult][$:
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Business:
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News Office: 847 925.6460
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60067 -7
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The Harbínger is the
Harper College student

publication published bi-

weekly throughout the
school year, except during

"I

was drawn because police
work is never the same thing.
Your day is dictated by the services [the public] needs."
The only routine for Alsup
these days is the way he wakes
up every morning at 4:30 to feed
cows and pigs before going to

work.
Now his goal is to put
Harper's safety on the cutting
edge of the community.
"Nothing," he said, "will stop
that kind of success."
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is distributed free to all
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and

administration.

The Harbinger's sole
purpose is to provide the
Harper community with
information pertaining to
the campus, surrounding
activities, and events of
note.
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there was this one midget
who was swearing his head
off and he was just really

bitter, and he

had

SpongeBob's voice and it
just made me laugh. So yes,
he [SpongeBob's voice]
was inspired by an evil
midget. 'This is the only

tler ÍRen and Stimpy"" trt
was a big influence on
SpongeBob. Becâuse animation had been so crappy
before then. But it was cer-

tainly not a kid

show.

Nickelodeon was not that
right place for it. It was an
adult,centered, crazy, psy-

time of the year that I cho show I think it

I

ldeleted] work! If it weren't
this Christmâs
[garbage], I wouldn't work.'

for

was

I don't know that
would let my S-year old
watch it. But when he's old
enough, I lqill.
great, but

I

Even

SpongeB'oÞ 'ír Yoü sÌarred .ín Ìfìe
Tuuríc
ínlended for cñíl- .'reateft
drenr íl has allracl- vídeo of aü iírrrer
Strra shîng
ed a slrong adull The

Iom lGnnn the uo¡GG
of ffic Gìrgll.,[onular
s[0nueB0ü 0n
lliclrcloücon, uisited
Haruer leocntlu to tallr
ahoul fame, miilgets,
and $mashing
Pumpffim wilfi finthony
MeGinn. Helc's the
lowüown on tho anlmated

Þeop¡ç wâo rdo floefr
Well, that's one' of the
lo you?
The crowd that follows me
is dt a very comfortable
level. It's nice. The people
who come up to me are people who really like what I
do and really like my work,
whereas if you are Will
Smith or something, you
get eyery dickhead in the

street, whether they like
you or qet, coming up to
you; That's ¿ ls[] of work.
Sínce your lace îs It's a24-J job. And it's kind
not on TV as often of nice to be able to go
ar SÞongeBob'rs do home and turn-that off aid
cñeated then go back to'¡¡ork where
Vou
you're acting and creating
yoø

[il

feel

becaute

are not

at faUoøs at

¡froutd

Vos

Þe?

I'm just grateful to have a
house and a car and some
money in the bank. I know
enough famous people to
know that it's not that much
fun. I think that it depends
on your personality type.
Being famous has never
been a huge goal of rnine. I
just wanted to work in a job
I like and have a good life.,I'
don't think I'd be good at
being famous.

flow do you

and being funny and getting

paid for it. To me, it's all the
good stuff about being
famous without any of the
bad, but the money is lower.
You don't make what you
would on a sitcom but there
are definite rewards. It is
definitely the best job for
me. I don't care if my face
is ever on camera again. I
will do voice-overs until I
die of old age.

Are

rüo5+ of Ìfre
ÞeoÞle wfro ÞerforPr

eartoon

things, when I was first getting into this, that all of the
guys I was working with
'were older dudes. And you
dg see that in the on-camera
world. You don't see older
guys who ate at the top of
their game. Casey Kasem is
still. doing Shaggy after 30
years.

I read ?fiís rurügr on
tfre ln?erneÌ lh,d*
+he voíce of

SÞongeBoó was
însÞîred bu an evíl

rrrídgeÌ. ls Ìáere
anY +ru+ñ

to lhal?

(Laughs)

SpongeBob's
.
voice was inspired by, I
don't know if he was evil
but, a bitter, cursing midget
that I heard at a commercial
audition. He was auditioning in a Christmas commercial as an elf. And he was
bitching to another midget
actor in an elf suit and a
couple of Santa Clause-type
actors, big fat guys with
white beards. That's what
these people do, a couple

of

Christmas commercials this

cfra rac+e? time of year and then
Voices aâle to work they're done. That gets

feel
aboul tñe crowds of long terru?

them through the,,y,g4. So;':'

s"i'"l o nîg h+,
fiave anv ídea wfìv Tonîgh+," Can you
SÞonge-BoÞ aÞÞeals Te(l ur aboul thal

fottowíng. Do vou

Pø nnÞ frín

+o adults?

exÞeríence?

think that {ifferent age It was pretty cool. The
groups like it for different Pumpkins were really nice.
reasons. It's silly. It's Jonathon Dayton and
sweet, funn¡r and well Valerie Farris, who directed

I

drawn, so what's not to like
about that? But I think that
adults identify with different aspects of it. SpongeBob works really hard, he's
undeqpaid,and under appreci'ated and he's emotionally
unstable. A bipolar sponge
who laughs really hard and
the next minute he's throwing hirnself on the ground
crying. Everybody knows a
Squidward. Everyone has
had a boss like Mr. Crabs.
So I think you like it for different reasons at different
stages of life. But, the cool
thing is that it is something
that families seem to watch
together. I get that a lot
where people say, 'Thank
you for doing a show that
we can watch with our kids
that doèsn't drive us crazy
like Barney.' And it's not
totally scatological, it's not
all farts and boogers and
'stuff that people who were
uncornfortable with "Ren

and Stimpy'i wquld

be

uncomfortable with. In a lot
of, ways, it is a kinder, gen

that video, were o'Mr.

Show" fans and had come
to tapings of "Mr. Show"
and had seen my wife, Jill,

and myself in

sketches
together and they wanted a
real couple who looked like

they could be in' silent
movies.'My wife and I both
have big eyes and skinny
faces, and they also wanted
people who could figure out
choreography for themselves bécause these two
directors' were dealing with
mermaids and rocket ships
and oceansn, Írfid none of
that was virtual. That was
all built, real painted flats.
They did it the way that it
would have been done in
1908 or whenever. So it was
pretty intense. There was
one mermaid crying
because she thought she
looked fat in her outfit and
another cried because she
lost"hðr wedding ring. Bu!
oVerall,'it was pietry cool.
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Rock and roll all class, partu eueru dau with llemmer and
By

llerriges

laron

lfesslel
more modern tone to the class,
listing the Clash, the Cure, and
the Ramones among his favorite
bands. As to his motivation to

Elvis Presley's appearance on
the Ed Sullivan Show in 1956
changed the face of American
culture, and its impact is still
being felt at. Harper today.
Professors Greg Herriges and
Kurt Hemmer of the English
department have introduced a
rock and roll class, the firsi of its
kind in the United States. Many

teach the class, Hemmer claimed

"Rock and roll interested me in

but Harper's is the first six-hour

be

I sat in on a

offered.

English

: You say you want a Rock and Roll Lit Class, well, you know,
all want to change the school. Hemmer and Herriges (right) did.
Photo by Aaron Kessl

Composition 102 and Poetry

(LIT ll5),

and teaches students

the material these classes would
normally cover, but relates them
to rock and roll.

Herriges and Hemmer are
well-qualified to teach this class.
Herriges played in bands from
the time he was 15, and continued well past the time he graduated from college. He also is a
published author, has interviewed
artists such as Dion of the

and

in 1980, I was living on
my own. I was out of college,
and living on my own. The day

the "artists' underground", having met with such notables as
Kurt Vonnegut, Harlan Ellison,

was shot

and even the reclusive

the story broke, I had people calling me that I hadn't seen in years,
and I stayed up all night talking
to them about the influence John
Lennon had on our lives." He

J.D.
spoke with Herriges
and asked him his influences in
the world of rock, and to illustrate, he told me this story from

Salinger.

I

lists the Beatles' Strawberry
Fields Forever as his favorite
song of all time, and mentioned
that he wanted to be a rock star
since he was a boy, and his sisters

would bring home all the latest
records.

. Hemmer's

impressive as

background is

well. He brings a

teacher fashion. No question is
treated as a stupid question,
rather, it is assumed that the students'backgrounds allow them to
comment on a respectable level.
The discussion flows freely, and
the manner is loose - debating a
topic is encouraged, and no
attempt is made to avoid subjects
that would be taboo in other
classrooms. Rock and roll lives
on...not only in our hearts, but
also on our perrnanent records.
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class,

observed the teaching methods.
Herriges and Hemmer treat the
students as discussion partners,
rather than in the typical student-

(Northwestern, for one, offers a
three-hour survey * they claim it
is their most popular class.) The

class combines

the

New Vy'ave movement of the 80s
made me realize that it was cool
to be smart." He believes that a
course on rock is both informational and timely, yet relates to
culture.

other colleges around the country
have tried a rock and roll course,

course to

-

literature and philosophy
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actors, choreographers, dancers,
models, musicians, and singers.
The show itself is scheduled to
take place on Thursday, May 1,
2003, at7:00 PM in the new
Performing Arts Center. For additional information on this event,
please contact the Center for
Multicultural Learning (D-142) in
person, by phone (847.925.6522),
or via e-mail (fusion@harpercollege.edu).

{Ë Ä*cû{¡ñt¡ng
l$ *$si$êfù ÂSmiñistrst¡ron

Ersn¡tçn 9*rrpuer
T*es" F*b. 11th

Auditions for Harper Fusion, a
Multicultural Event hosted by
Harper Students in associatibn with
the Center for Multicultural
Learning, will be held on Friday,
February 28,2003 from 1:00-4:00
PM in room A-137b (Student and
Administration Center). The event
has been planned to focus on the
intriguing aspects of various cultures, but all auditions are welcome, including, but not limited to:

Student Activities

will be hosting a

Valentine themed Co-Ed Student
Pool tournament on Wednesday,
February 19,2003 at 1:15 PM.
There will be a 9-Ball Tournarnent,
as well as an alternating shots tournament. Prizes will be awarded and
will be centered, of course, around
Valentine's Day. There is no entry
fee, but registration will end at
1:15 sharp. For any information,
please call Sue Borchek at campus
extension 6963.

garten and high school levels. The
speakers intend to share the joys
and challenges that they have faced
throughout the years, as well as
reflect on the many changes that
the field of education has experienced.

On Saturday, Feb. 22 at7 p.m.,
Harper's Program Board will present Madcap Puppet Theatre's "The
Enchanted World" in Harper's J143
theater, located in the Business and
Social Science Center. This is a
family-based puppet show with
gigantic puppets up to 12 feet tall,
with actors inside who will perform three fairy tales: "The Three
Princes' Gifts," "Sleeping Beauty"
and "The Goblin Ring." Although
the stories are of European origin,
the whole program is in English.
Chris Lavidas, the PR representative of the Program Board, had this
to say: "It will be their first time at
Harper. It is based on a bigger market, more for the community than
just students as a lot of Harper programs are. It is very innovative....
We've never had anything like
this." Tickets will be $3 for kids
12 and under, $5 for Harper students and $7 for general admission,
although it is geared towards kids
agedT and 8. For more information, call the Harper box office at
extension 6100 or visit
www. harpercollege. edu.
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On Wednesday, February 19, the
Future Educators Association is
holding a meeting from 3:15-4:00
PM that showcases guest speakers
Linda and Mike Jetel. Together,
they have a combined 62 years of
teaching experience at the kinder-

Ayou have anything you wish
announced in the Harbinge4 call
the Harbinger ffice at 847-9256460.
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Every film needs a hook.
Something to keep the viewer's
attention and keep the story interesting. Even Andie Anderson, the
heroine of our film, knows that.
She knows in order to land a guy
for her experiment, she needs to
hook and reel him in. Yet, even
though she gets this concept, the
film she appears in doesn't. The
film does showcase two attractive
stars, but with a plot that brings
little laughter and many cliches,
it isn't even worth watching.
Unless you find a peeing dog not
to be a worn-out joke (wow, he
really does pee everywhere!).
The film "How to Lose a Guy

in l0

Days" is a mouthful of

a

title with nothing to say; it uses
all unoriginal material to do its
storytelling. The

film is

about

Andie Anderson, played by Kate

Hudson, who works

at
Composure magazine and is the
"How to Girl." She comes up

with this brilliant on-the-moment
idea to write an article about all

and

s
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place? Well, it sure looked that
way. Of course, the party ends
badly and then we wait to see if
our couple will decide whether
they were playing each other or

up with this is very
It turns out that at the

same time, Ben Barry, played by
Matthew McConaughe¡ needs to

prove to his boss that he can
appeal to women in advertising;
so, in this flawed premise, he

he can make any

were truly in love.
The sad part of this film is the
people involved. Kate Hudson is

woman fall in love with him. So,

a wonderful actress, but hasn't

what would you know, Andie

found a decent role since'Almost
Famous." It is just sad that talent
like hers is wasted in this vehicle,
where she is talking like a baby.

guarantees

happens to be at the same bar as
Ben and is picked as his subject
of the test. Then, laughter ensues;
well, not really.
The problem with this film is
that it really isn't funny. It is
actually cringing at times. There
is the classic dog that pees every-

Mc0onaughey and Kate Hudson should have takentheir acting elsewhere.
Photo f rom RottenTomatoes.com

where. Look, he is on the poker
table, now he's on the pool table.

For reasons unknown, writers
still think this gag is funny, but it
is overused and has lost its
charm, if it ever had any. Plus, we
have Ben's uncle, who has prob-

Of course, we
need the old guy who farts
lems with gas.
because that

joke hasn't

chase

been
used enough. V/ith the uncle, we

men away (the way in which she

are also brought to see Ben's

the things women do to

3ll,

XclttlÌl

new card game; it is just an incident for the word "bullshit" to be

which is painful to watch. The
sad part is this song used to be

thrown around and then be used
as a loving gesture at the end.
These are just several of the
cliches that are used throughout
the film that give it a tired feeling.
The most disappointing part in

their declaration of love, though

if you have never heard the

song,

you can see the title isn't talking

Yet,
aboutlove.
the drunken display isn't
enough. They decide to throw in
an eccentric diamond enthusiast,
who makes overtures at Ben
while running around with feath-

this film is its last half-hour,
when both of them find out about
their true intentions and channel
their feelings into a drunken rage

ers on her

head. Sound out of

Also, Matthew McConaughey,
who has not had good luck with
romantic comedies as of late
(anyone remember the "Wedding

Planner"?), also is much better
than this material. While Hudson
is acting like a baby, he is resort-

ed to making over-exaggerated
faces.

With wasted actors and cliches

filling up the screen, I hope this
film gets lost in theaters. It is a
film that is trying to hook consumers, especially with
Valentine's Day coming up, but
fails since the line has no bait.
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show with a bored and complacent host, a soap, an atrociously
written and even worse-cast sitcom, or a drama that shamelessly
rips off of current events.
My assessment is this; a lot of
older TV series are now coming
out on DVD. By simply canceling your cable subscription and
unhooking the antennae above
your house, you can save a bunch
of money on electricity and subscription costs. Now, use that
money to purchase a DVD player

lowe

I

have always been one of

those underprivileged people

There used to be numerous
excellent shows that I would actu-

who have been forced to survive
without the revolutionary experience of cable television. Already
I can see my readers recoiling in
terror. The very idea of somebody who does not get cable is
these days on par with lacking
running water or a fourth wall on

ally you know, bother to tape or

the house.

things by this time, but shouldn't
there be some sort of altemative?
I don't mean to rip on daytime

I

myself cannot understand

why television is so important in
the first place. It's just moving
pictures with crappy sound quality, and the vast majority of it isn't
all that interesting. The commercials are kind of cool from time to

time, but you can watch those

online if you really want to.
Aside from those, all of my

favorite shows and channels have
systematically been stripped of
all of their coolness over the past
decade or so.

skip other engagements to watch.

Shows based on comic superheroes, a David E. Kelley show
that didn't suck, decent Simpsons
episodes, Cheers, and Saturday
morning cartoons. Granted, many

of us have grown out of

such

eïer !'utnenano ano uennrs nopper appeareo rn
Fox's first season of "24," one of the many quality
programs you don't need a cab¡e hookup for.

it

doesn't even bear
examination. TV between the
hours of 9 in the morning until

television;

about 5 in the afternoon are weak-

er than a screwdriver after five
shots of vodka. The only even
moderately interesting reason to
tune in while the sun is in the sþ
is to watch Susan Lucci's wrinkles steadily increase with each
new episode of All My Children.

Even this isn't much

of

an

and the complete first and second
seasons of Star Trek: The Next

excuse, srnce you canJust
a copy of Soap Opera Digest and
get every plot point spoiled for
you beforehand (which is the
most irritating thing in the world,
let me tell you).
Once we hit primetime, things
begin to marginally improve, but
only because of the stylistic bril-

Generation, Highlander, The
Prisoner, the first season of 24
and whatever Simpsons have
already been released. Wait for

on Fox. In fact, I would go so far
as to say that24 is the single reason you should even own a television set any longer. Every other
show falls into a small subset of
categories: a reality TV show that

the second season of 24 andk¡ck
back. You can now view some of
the greatest television series in
history at your own convenience,
and without commercials. Ask a

sucks, a reality TV show that
REALLY sucks, a late-night talk

Bowl for you, and you're all

to tape the

good friend
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It's another Valentine's

Ø"y;

day, and

it

three J206rÍ, throo months,

900$ a$ usual

I wasted 16 years of my youth crying, p¡n¡ng
because I did not have a girlfriend to spend Valentine's Day with. Ïhree

for the llarhinger: Anthony hugs, Kiel kisses, and $ean plays knife gilnre$

listen,' Nicole said, giving me the pleasure of eye contac{. 'l'tl give you two options and you can decide what we do tonight.
One...we go up to my room and I lay you on my bed, where l'll give you
a long massage. Then we'll eat dinner in the gentle glow of candlelight

common knowledge to anyone that knows me that
over-think everything. Lately, I have been over-thinking
ut a Valentine's Day gift for my girlfriend. I have been
thinking about all the over-priced, mushy, redundant
glomerate endorsed displays of affection.
Fortunately, this year there has been no need to overthink at all. The fact of the matter is this: my girlfriend
Kelly and I both hate Valentine's Day. It is not that we
feel that we are better than the holiday, it's just we don'
about it. The two of us believe that we would be bet(and
ter
so would our wallets) if we just skipped it.
At one time, I did care about Valentine's Day. When I
was a kid, and when I hated girls, I had to prepare i
advance for the occasion. I didn't hand craft my valentines, nay, I got the cool pre-made cartoon and
valentines. And as always, the day before I had to
sure all of my valentines just read something along

while listening to sofi rsmantic music. We will conclude the evening by
euddling under a blanket. Or, we can go out into the frigid weather,

lines of: "You're a shell of a friend" or "Cowabunga,
Happy Valentine's Day", and nothing that showed any

years later I find myself crying, pining, and hating myself because
have to spend Valentine's Day with my girlfriend.

I

A week before Valentine's Day my girlfriend, Nicole, had asked me

to plan something romantic. lthought I had accomplished that task. But

a four-hour argument proved thal our ideas of romance are wofds
apart.

'What the hell do you mean you don't want to see 'Daredevil'?'

I

politety interrogated.
"Anthony, it's Valentine's Dayl I will not be seen in some sleazy
movie th€ater to watc{ another stupid superhero movie,'Nicole said.

"0h, l'm sorry your majestyl" I retorted. "l was not aware lhât
"Daredevil" would hinder your social status. I would not dare jeopardize that."
.Anthony,

drive 20 minules to a dirty, crowded movie theatér and be sunounded
by single overweight men whose collective body odor is so ofiensive
that dealh doesn't seem so bad."

*Daredevil'it

isl" I replied without hesitation.

Now don'l gel me wrong.

I

love Nicole, but why should I put

"Daredevil" on hold just because some lame-ass Hallmark holiday falls
on the same day? I spend 364 days of the year professing my undying
love for Nicole, but apparently it's meaningless if Valentine's Day is not

do. Nicole keeps questioning why I
want to see 'Daredevil' so badly. She insists thal my passion has
derived from a suppressed homoerotic fetish involving Ben Alfleck in
spent doing what she wants to

skimpy red lights.
I ønnot even begin to stress the absurdily of that accusation (now
Colin Fanell in black leather...). The reason I need to see "Daredevil"

on Valenline's Day is that h provides an escape. Men are constantly
stumbling though an endless maze of anniversaries, birthdays,
Valentine's Days, Sweetest Days and other useless holidays until they
become overuufielmed in this female-controlled society.
Women clearly have the upper hand in Arnerican life. They're prettier, smetl better, live longer, and get holidays desþned to shower them

gifts; On behalf of all men who are currently trapped in a longterm relationship, I propose a new hoJiday to rival Valentine's Day. I catl
it'Brutally Honest Male lnstinct Day." On this special day, men will not

w¡th

have to spend time with their girlfriends, but to hang out with a rowdy
group of close peers.

lnstead of fancy candlelit dinneß, red wine, and roses, men will
gorge on piza and beer while flipping through bâck issues of Maxim.
lnstead of sott love ballads, clichéd romanlic comedies and recounting
milestones of the relationship, men will blast Pearl Jam through 1,ffi0watl speakers, watch football and war movies (except Pearl Harbor ol

course), and reminisce aboul au.dacious high school adventures.
There will be no presents, cards, cologne, shaving, styting hair or
dressing up. Jusl come.æ is," in grungy, comfodable attire.
Now lhese are just preliminary plans, but Ì think the theme of the
hol¡day b clear. Men need a holiday thâl will bpnefit men. Until this

happens,
epiæ.

npn will continue

b

tak€ angry girlfrierds to supêrhero

oflove,

so no one got the idea. Those were the days.

Flash-forward to the present: I can't give Kelly a
undercats or Ninja Turtles valentine. Not that she
dn't like the valentine; I would just feel like a lousy
iend. The only reason I plan to celebrate Valentine's
y, is to show her how much I like her.
That's right, I said, "I like her", why didn't I say, "I
love her?" That term is used way too much. People flaunt
it, and then, subsequently, it loses its meaning. Sure, I've
id it before, but just because somebody said it to me and
I didn't want to be a jerk. But, in my defense, I like
more than anyone, and I think that's enough.
So, back to the gift, I don't plan to buy her a diamond
necklace, two dozen long stemmed roses, or something
incredibly and unnecessarily extravagant and overpriced.
Rather, I plan only to show her my affection, not what I
r

thirty secono/s

buy her.

I can't divulge what I'm doing, but rest assured, it will
be good. Believe you me. Even though, I don't spen
excessive amounts of money, I put a lot time and
into my gift. After all she is worth it.
So I'll try with all my might to make sure not to scre
up Valentine's Day, rather the day after Valentine's Day;

Kelly has work.

I'm sorry to all ofthose who are die-hard

advocates

for

Valentine's Day. I am merely advocating my sophomoric
opinion in the form of trite Valentine's Day frller material. Oh wait, I guess I shouldn't have said that..

Okay, 1o preface, I do hate Valentine's Day. Unlike the other two
guys on this page, I don't hate il because il's some son of affront to
my masculinity, or because it's some phony Hallmark holiday. I hate it
because throughout my school years I was one of those social lepers
you only gave a card lo because you were required to give one to
everybody, Every year the hefty concept of "love" was heaped on my
overburdened pre-adolescent mind, something akin to trying to comprehend infinily. Lucky for me I was loo much oî a coward lo talk to
girls, otherwise I would have also been forced lo comprehend "rejection."
But I digress. I was contacted by my colleagues to write a column
detailing what the single set does on Valentine's Day, and that is what
I shall do. The only problem is I'm kinda not single any more- I picked
up a girlfriend a couple of days after I was commissioned to write this
piece. However, it happened so late in the game that the plans for lhe
evening which I made as a single person are unalterable, and since
18 0f myjust-about-2o years have been spent unattached (lhanks a
lot, Star Trek) I think I can still offer a pretty fair representalion of
Valentine's Day from the single side.
NoW for the most part, being single ain't bad, Your wallet's thicker, your sense of fashion goes unchallenged, and you can g€t au,ay
with brushing your teeth once a week. Life's easy. Then, once a year
you get your face rubbed in the fact that YOU don't have a girlfriend,
which purportedly means you're not attractive to lhe opposite sex. So,
you've got a few options on how to handle this day:
1. Abject Self-Pitying

Now, this one's a perennial favorite. This is indicaled by staying
home in a bathrobe and bunny slippers and eating ice cream if you're
a girl, or by staying home, watching porn and turning a photo of your
ex into a dart board if you're a guy. Typically, all exes are somehow at
faull even if you initiated the breakup, or did something honible to
warrant it. Playing the victim is more fun, afier all. Tak¡ng stock of all
your relationships, you get out the box of tissues...for whâtever reason... and wallow in the fact that you will always be alone,
2. Morally Reprehensible Predator Tactics
This one's specific to guys, usually. You put on your best clothes
and hit the hot scenes around town, searching out an attractive yet
single girl who is lamenting her singular nature, and everybody knows
thât the only prey easier than a drunk girl is a crying girl. Play t0 her
self-esteem, feed her ego, and.. . well, you know how it goes, you
scavengers. You disgust me.
3. Working
This is me, by the way, You decide to stay away kom the dating
scene, you also decide to skip out on the whole staying-at-home crap,
and simultaneously phk up some spare cash. lf you work at any gen-

eral-ilem retail slore, you get to watch as dumbstruck males run in
and try to stock up on heart-shaped candy, wilting flowers, and the last
remaining ripped-and-smudged Hallmark cards in stock.
Statistically, you're going to be single during some Valentine's Day
in your life (unless you were bound to an arranged maniage pdor to
your birth, which is a possibility) so look over lhe above behavioral

patterns. Figure out which ones are for you, and which ones to avoid.
For those of you who are attached- here it is, guys. Any other day
of lhe year you're being a mushy fool, but today, just today, you can
pretend you're only doing it because ifs required of you, keeping your
lrue identity as a mushy fool hidden.
Now if you'll excuse me, I have Star Trek to watch.

Tlc trrtillcr,
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The Take a Break Resp¡te Program:
fl call for uolunteers from the Clearbroolr Center.

Bg John ftrupa

bU Patrick flndrews
Many say that the
sign of a good coach is
whether his or her team performs better in the second half
of play than it did in the first. lf
this is true, then Harper's

Hawks' superior rebounding in
the second half, which provided less second chance oppor
tunities for Prairie State.

appears to have a solid one in

out-rebounded the
16-7 in the last 20 minutes
led by the "Prime Ministeç
Pat Monaghan, who had 11

11-year NBA veteran John

boards.

Men's Basketball

Bagley. The Hawks

Team

65-64.

assessed.

Fudge and
Pioneers took the lead ba
on a three-pointer taken
feet behind the arc, making it
69-67 with four minutes to

A meeting is set up between volunteer and
family.
lf both the volunteer and family are comfort-

Hawks offensively

also.

He

three-pointers. After

the

break, though, the Hawks
came soaring back to get the
score within one with only

1:25 left on the

clock.

Ultimately, the Hawks did not
fly quite high enough, falling
77-741o the visiting Pioneers.
Bagley has plenty of
experience to draw on when
he advises the team during
half time. The twelfth overall

pick out of Boston College in
1982, Bagley played with four
different teams over eleven
years. He started out as a
point-guard with the
Cleveland Cavaliers and left
the team as their all-time
assists leader. He then traveled to the New Jersey Nets,
Boston Ceitics, and retired as
an Atlanta Hawk.
One of the Harper
Hawks'problems the first half
were the three-point shooting
of their opponents. Going into
the game, the Pioneers

ranked tenth

in

NJCAA Division ll three-point
field goal percentage at .381
per game. They bettered that
mark at half time by making 812, largely thanks to the play
of 6-foot-1 sophomore guard
Alan Fudge, who made 4-6

(.667) and had 14 points in
Fudge is known for his
marksmanship, evidenced by
his free throw percentage of
.911 through 23 games, which
ranks him sixth in Division ll.
Bagley's defense
clamped down on Fudge and
the Pioneers in the second
half. The sharp-shooting
guard only made one more
three-pointer the rest of the
game, while Prairie State only
made two more overall. This
improved three-point defense
can be attributed to the

all.

ing (.588). Monaghan began
to assert himself with abou
ten minutes to play on back
to-back threes, that brough
the Hawks within six points
the Pioneers. Followin
Monaghan's connections,
foot-3 freshman guard Geo
Cotseones helped make
score 62-64 with a
assist, as he was falling out
bounds, to Derrick Evans, a
foot-4 freshman center.
Hawks then took their fi
lead since early in the game

on another

ptay. Cotseones

responded

Graphic courtesy of The Clearbrook
Center website, www.clearbrook. org
able with the arrangement, the volunteer with
be assigned to that family.
While a length of service is not specified, a
few volunteers have stayed with the same family for 6 years.
For information on the program or how to
help out, please call 847.870.7711 extension
5013.

"Clearbrook

is an lllinois not-for-profit

human seruice agency with a commitment to
being a leader in creating innovative opportuni.
ties, seruices and supports to people with disabilities.
"Established in 1955 as a schoolfor children
with developmental delays, the agency has
continued to grow and currently includes more

than 4O facilities throughout the north and
northwest suburban areas of Chicago."

(Quote taken from The Clearbrook Aenþr
website, at : http://www.clearbrook.org./)
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with an almost identical
falling-out-of-bounds assist to

Monaghan, who was fouled
on the play. Monaghan converted the three-point play to
put the Hawks up 70-69 with
about three minutes left in the
game.

The Pioneers soon
got the lead back, and an

crüAHErf{}ür(

A Break Respite program, creatêd it 6 years

three
Monaghan that put them

Monaghan carried the

the half, partially due to a was the game's highdefense that allowed the with 28 points on 10-17 shootPioneers to make 8-12 (.667)

volunteers.
Tina Yurik, the founder of Clearbrook's lake

ago, with the intent of assisting the exhausted
families of children (from ages 0-4) with developmentaldelays.
The program has been quite a success. ì
They have provided respite for over 1600
families in the Northwest suburban area.
The program is completely volunteer based,
and has been since its inception.
ïna Yurik was struck with the idea of creating a service for parents to relieve the anxiety
and stress of caring for a disabled child, after
hearing the story of a young single mother with
a disabled son.
Ordinarily, a family could wait for over a year
to receive aid, but Take A Break can provide
competent assistance within weeks. The procedure is as follows:
Clearbrook will meet with the family, assess
their need, and plan ahead a time for respite.
A pre-screened volunteer is selected whose
schedule corresponds with the family.
Volunteer's comfort with family situation is

were

down 46-37 to Prairie State at

The Clearbrook Center, a not-for-profit
human.service agency, located at 1835 West
Central Road in Arlington Heights, is looking for

{#r***
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easy basket off a turnover put
them up 73-70. Yet, S-foot-9
freshman guard Chris Brown
drew a foul off a fast break
and coriverted both foul shots
to bring the Hawks back within one with 1:25 on the clock.
The Pioneers soon put the
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nail in the coffin though, with a

base line jumper, a foot in
front of the three-point line,
that extended the lead to 7572. The Hawks, and their

€€þ@'& ffiffisæ@e#ffi?&s
{hi

NBA-veteran coach, soon fell
77-74to the Pioneers.
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laron lfessls and Pafiicl lndrews discuss the i$sue.

Since the Vietnam War
ended, there has been
a collective worry in
the United States that
the draft would need
to be reinstated.
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laron Kesslel

can be argued, however, that the one need only look at the Taliban
Thirteenth Amendment to the regime to see evidence of this.
Constitution prohibits a draft, stating
The draft is a flawed system, howev"Neither slavery nor involuntary servitude, except as a punishment for crime
whereof the party shall have been duly
convicted, shall exist within the United
States, or any place subject to their

jurisdiction." One must look at the
intent of the amendment, however.
When the amendment was ratified in

1865, it was specifically intended to put

With all the talk about the possibility
of an upcoming war with lraq, there's
been a lot of talk about one of the most
controversial issues of the past forty
years: the draft, Males from eighteen

to twenty-four years old are

rushing
back to college, anxious to be declared
full-time students (and thus exempt

from the draft). Our parents regale us
with horror stories of waiting for their
numbers to be called. The lucky ones
tell stories of how their numbers were
just missed...some of the unlucky ones
live on only in the stories of the lucky
ones.

As war with lraq looms, parents of
today's eighteen to twenty-four year old
males are feeling the same concerns

a

stop to the slavery of blacks in
America. To provide historical context,
one must look no further than the Civil
War, which had just ended. On March
3 of 1863, Congress passed an act calling out the national forces, which
required a quote of 300,000 men.
Exemptions from the draft were provided for a $300 fee, and it had been written that the draft provided "more money

than men." Clearly, the intent of the
Thirteenth Amendment was not to abolish the draft.
A free society will remain free until
the rights of those within the society are
infringed upon. However, this requires
a certain degree of protection. ls it truly
fair to accept the rights granted to us by

that their parents felt during the this great country yet not be willing to
Vietnam era. The question is, is having
a draft the right thing to do? The
Military Selective Service Act stipulates

that "Congress further declares that in
a free society the obligations and privileges of serving in the armed forcçs
and the reserve components thereof
should be shared generally, in accordance with a system of selection which
is fair and just, and which is consistent
with the maintenance of an effective
national economy." The question, then,
what constitutes an obligation
incurred by living in a free society?
The Declaration of lndependence
guarantees Americans the right to life,
liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. lt

is

stand up and defend them? l, for one,
say no.
With anti-government sentiment
being the vogue among university students since the days of Vietnam, I feel
the need to act as a reminder for all the

things our country has done for us.
Ronald Reagan was once asked the
difference between the Soviet constitu-

tion and ours, and he replied 'The
Soviet constitution guarantees freedom
of speech and freeôom of assembly.
Our constitution guarantees freedom
after speech and freedom after assembly." The American system may have
its faults, but they are minor compared
to those in countries around the wôrld -

er.

Picking soldiers randomly could
(and has) cause disenfranchisement
within the conscripted ranks, and the
semi-arbitrary age and gender limits
could easily lead to class conflict. Now,
l'm not suggesting we draft an all-geriatric unit (The Green Depends, anyone?) for combat on the front lines, but
there is no such thing as a citizen who
has nothing to offer.
My proposal is a simple one, modeled on the system used by lsrael, but
adapted to our needs as a country.
lsrael drafts all males into the service
and requires them to serve for three
years. We do not have the pressing
need for defense that lsrael does, and
therefore would not need such a stringent system. I believe that every citizen owes 'something to our country
and they should consider themselves
lucky to have all that they

do. I propose

a mandatory service requirement. Not
necessarily military service, mind you,
but a requirement that some amount of
time in everyone's life is spent to provide for the common defense...say, a
choice between six months on the front
lines, a year in the Reserves, or two
years in a job related to either defense
or domestic improvement.
As I claimed previously, everybody
has something to offer. You're physically fit, but don't want to risk your life?
Work at a munitions plant. You don't
believe in manufacturing devices of
destruction? Teach in our inner cities.
The system would be flexible and allow
deferments for college, children at
home, and any other reason not to*
serve.

Limiting the Selective Service to
men seems rather foolish to me, as
well. The Equal Rights Amendment
guarantees women the same freedoms

as men...why shouldn't they have to
earn them? ln recent years, women
have fought and won court battles to
gain admíssion to previously all-male
military schools such as Virginia
Military lnstitute and the Citadel. Why
should these women be treated any dif-

ferently than their peers, who are no
differenl save for their Y-chromosomes? lt seems that the military
would actually save resources under
this system as opposed to the status
quo, since with more women in active
service, facilities that would once have
to be separated at great cost would no
longer have to be. Women could fill
their own barracks, rather than one
woman requiring an entire area to herself.

A national service plan has many
benefits on the home front, as well.
Those who do not wish to fight would
instead be dedicating themselves to
improving the land that we live and
work in, and if there is a cause as noble
as risking one's life for freedom, it's
that. Also, national morale would rise
greatly. The once-divided classes of
draft-eligible and non-draft-eligible people would now be able to sympathize,
and a general feeling of togetherness

would rise from

it.

Making service a

requirement would also eliminate
"cushy" positíons, such as when

George W. Bush receíved a post in the
Texas Guard during Vietnam.
One sentiment shared by most is the
feeling that nobody wants to fight in an
unnecessary war. While dying for freedom may be painted as noble, dying for

nothing is not. Under my proposal, no
matter what front an individual were to
act on, they would be LIVING for a wor-

thy cause...and every day of that is far

more noble than dying for anything.
America is the land of the free, and the

home of the brave...and one day,
hope that we can truly stand united.
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whete do you stand on tne [oss¡b¡lity of

a

draftfl

the irst
major military
action since
Vietnam looming, the debate
over the draft
nses agatn.
0PP0SED=
"...t0 recognize thG faGt
that Ifa[ has the ability to
harm innocenl men, and
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There was a time in the past
when one man controlled the fate of
thousands of others. This man was
known as a king.
Under the rule of a king, there
was no free will (or even the concept of free will); the idea had
scarcely been touched upon, and,
seeing as how a king was appointed
by God, he was infallible.
Needless to say, this system only
lasted roughly from the earliest construction of a hierarchical society
until...the late 18th century. lt was
then that man was awakened to the
incoming prospect of free will, and
became an active pafticipant in his
own life.
Fortunately, in the 227 years in
which we have existed independently, we have taken the course of a
logical progression.
Upward, of course.

It was then, in 1776, that man
committed himself to a cause that
differed from that of his king.
ïhe American colonists worked
through fruitless bickering to form
an alliance that, while not quite
capable
defeating Britain,
sparked enough interest in a country (France) that at the time was
also seeking freedom, and subsequently provided the backbone of
an army that produced the largest
gross material-gain draw in history.
It was only through man's concern with the better of the whole
(and the understanding that if the
whole were to collapse, so would
the individual) that we were able to
establish a democracy, and reserve
the freedoms that we celebrate at
least once a year for the generations of the future.
With the introduction of this
groundbreaking system of democracy, the concept of freedom was
actualized.
As the saying goes, "An ounce of
prevention is worth a pound of
cure." What a man gives up in personal luxury he gains in safety. We
must take the precautions necessary to ensure the safety of freedom
in the future.
Common knowledge: ln order for
a nation to exist in a non-perfect
world, we must have a strong
defense. Common knowledge: You
need defenders to have a defense"
Let the records show that the
writer of this afticle is an unwavering supporter of individualism. Let

of

them show that despite this, I cannot deny the fact that our country
would be defenseless in a war if it

were not for the draft. I bite my
thumb at the politics and games
involved in war; yet, if it were my
personal freedom that was being
attacked (as may very well be the
case) I would wear my colors proudly.

Admittedly, I could never bring
myself to kill another man, bùt I
would serve my country in any way
possible, whether it be through factory work, medical work, or merely
support.

The ability of the government to
boost the size of the military through
a citizen draft was written specifically into the constitution, and I agree
that the government should have
every right to call upon it's citizens
to protect themselves.
Of course, today, it is not just the
United States that is threatened. lf
lraq is let to do as it please, much of
the world could be at risk, and if lraq
has access to nuclear or biological
weapons, to know of this potential
threat and do nothing of it would be
effectively, a betrayal of ourselves
to our enemies.
We would be, for all practical
purposes, handing ourselves over
to our enemiesMany have given the arguement
that the money "wasted" on war
could be better spent on education
or stabilizing our economy. What
they have not given, however, is a
solution to the problem in lraq. I feel

that, regardless of the shape of our
economic or educational system on
the homefront, we cannot change
the potentiality of war with lraq by
concentrating on these things.
While both education and the economy could use a boost, by fixing
these things, we have not tackled
the problem at hand.
"What does this mean? What
does it matter? I thought that you
were supposed to be opposing
Kessler's point of view." The truth is
this: every person is required to
take a stance on war. Whether you
are a proud supporter or a lone
voice of dissent, it is imperative that
you know where you stand.
lf you do not feel that the reason
for war is sufficient, you must provide reason why not. l, myself,
agree that action needs to be taken,
and if a draft need be instated, so
be it. ln my eyes, military conscription is a non-issue. We must take
responsibility, because until the
United Nations chooses to actively
pursue a solution, we are left no
choice.
We must defend the freedoms
that are guaranteed
the
Constitution. We must continue
believe that there will be a time in
the future when all men will enjoy
the freedom that we enjoy.
We must continue to support a
dream, not an American Dream, but
a dream of all mankind- a dream
that eventually man can put aside
his differences and live in harmony.
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I Okay so you forgot Valentine's Day. Happens to the best of us. But this doesn't mean you aren't
in hot water with your signifigant other. Or, say you did something anti-romantic on Valentine's
I Day like take your girlfriend to see "Daredevil" and now you have to make up for it. Well, we at
the Harbinger have planned for such a contingency. Simply cut out the heart below, and cut a corI responding' applicable comment to place in the middle. Voita! You now have a makeshift betated
I Valentine to make up for your various holiday indiscretions and omissions.
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I know you
wanted chocolate
and flowers for
Valentine's Day...
unfortunately, the
disease I gave
you insteão ¡s
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I
I ;__::_:___:::_:__________,
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i sucked... but you
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At the E2 Club in Chicago and at The Station in Rhode
lsland, tragedies call into question the safety of some
metropolitan hot spots.
reports:
llavoc strikes nightc{uLrs in
the week of Feb 16, 2003. Early
¡cornrns lr,4onday, Feb. 17, 20C3,

21 people dred :ind 5{) were
injureC at the E2 nightclub at
2347 S. Michigan Ar¡e. Sources
say that the cause
'¡'as a Íight that

tll

rhe trage'ly

-ciarted beiwer:n

".r,¿omen oir lhe clance iloor at
the niehtcìLrb. Securif:, stepped in

two

lrnti usctl pc.rper \nríì\

rì

rn

at{.empt to resolve ihe ccnflict.

The ibg of burning air drore
in il panic, which fbrcecl
them to rush for exit. However,
people

{he rush turned into a stamper-le

as the 32-inch-wi¿e stairwell
started fìlling up with the esiimated 500 people who were at
the club.
There are rumors that security
was blocking the exits to obtain
crowd control, but that has not
been conhrmed yet. There were
also rumors that the back emergency doors were locked and

blocked with laundry. The city
retracted those statements as well
as its original statement that 1500
people occupied the nightclub
that night.
Nonetheless, attorneys of victims' families say that the building did have numerous violations
such as exit signs not properly lit,
stairways too narrow, and the
landing deck of the stairwell not
being the required four fèet. City
officials did say that none of the
code violations contributed to tire

2l

deaths.

The owner. Dwayne

Kyle.s,

accepts responsibility

wirih

civil liability. Kyles is
still being charged with indirect
contempt ol'court ior goir,g
against a court or<ier to shL¡t
respect to

down the 82.
"You don't have a right to ciis-

club, now closed and blocked off, is where 21 people were trampled to
death on February 171h. The debate continues as to where the fault lies.
Photo by Nicole May Luna
obey a court order unti someone
catches you or until a disaster
happens," Chicago Mayor
Richard M. Daley said.
Andre Grant, Kyle's attorney,
stated in a TV interview that the

e not vel
conlrnned. ljut
that is not to say the families and

of the victims will

The building apparently did
not have the license to use the

responsible.

pyrotechnics but lead singer Jack

friends

In

a

not

similar situation Thursday

in

the
upper VlP/mezzanine area of the

night, Feb 20. 2403,

second floor. He also pointed out
that the city states there were 409

became

occupants at the
capacity is 425.

formed using pyrotechnics which

the

In the midst of being on terrorist alert. there is no doubt that
the fìrst reaction to hearing about
the tragedy was ''Was it terroristrelated?" It is a sheer misfortune

to be sidetracked fiom what is
going on in the Middle East to
world news that hits so close to
home.
There are many facts tr¡ the E2

tragedy that have not come out

yet and many ailegations

that

to go out the way

know the truth in who really is

court order only applied to

club and

are condltl
they came in.

Rhode
Island, the nightclub The Station

a blazing inferno. T'he
rock band Great White per-

started the blaze. The fìre
claimed the lives of at least 97
people and injured at least 190
others. The building did not have
a sprinkler system and wasn't
required

to due to the

squat'e

footage of the building.

Most of the .¡ictims were
found by the front door. The
ernergency exits at the rear of the

building were not used. West
Vy'arwick Fire Capt. Russell
McGillivray stated that people

Russell states that he had permission to use the fireworks.
These shocking occurrences
are not so()n to be iorgotten, as

lriends and family ol the victims
well as interested parties petition their respective cities and
as

mayors for answers. In the
meantime, the tragedies have
hopefully called much-needed
attention to safety where people

spend so much of their time.
The number of those killed in
the lìre seems to be increasing as
it started with 35 on Thursday.
Our prayers go out to the victims
of the E2 tragedy and the Rhode
Isiand fire and their families and

friends
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llarper securitU rises
alongside the U.S.

Harper College's Premier

nthony McGinn
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ing on freedom. It's hard to draw a line
between being proactive and alarmist," he
said.

Considering these difficulties, Alsup
said students must play a more active role
in keeping their campus safe. "The public
needs to take responsibility for their own
safety. It's not realistic that the police can
take care of everything. 9/1 I shows how
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The Harbinger is
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throughout the school year,
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we are.

Specifically, students may contribute to Dann Gire
cÍìmpus security by being more aware of
their surroundings and by reporting any
unusual occurrences. "Students should be a
little more cognizant of their personal safety. ... They should report all suspicious

Irrttü

ü

Habib Behrouzi
Charles Caan

activity."
Alsup implied that students haven't done
rt Millar
good job of this in the past.
particularly
a
Wellhausen
"There is typical community college apathy
Heinz
icole
[about security]. People just come and go
home." A program that allows students to lephanie Wolferman
give tips anonymously will be started, in an Ken løwe
effort to encourage community members to Kathleen Kudia
participate in keeping their campus safe

except dunng nolloays a
final exams. It is distributed
free to all students, faculty
and administration.
The Harbinger's sole purpose is to provide the Harper
community with information
pertaining fo the campus,
surrounding activities, and
events ofnote.

Kiel Cross

We welcome letters to the

editor and replies to our
editorials. Letters must be
signed and include a phone
number for verification.
Signatures will be withheld
upon request. All letters and
content are subject to
editing.

"bt
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Patrick Andrews

walks in wearing a trench coat on a summer
day, we'd check it out. At every meeting,
the offrcers are told about the alert status
and what it means."
Alsup went on to explain how it is inherently diff,rcult to balance security concerns
with a desire to keep the college a free and
open environment. "It is a difficult balance.
We want safety and security without intrud-
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funded, house important scholars and
researchers, and are symbols of our coun-
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Patrick Andrews

Besides being "soft" targets, colleges
may be attractive to terrorists for other reasons. Campuses tend to be open and easily

[information technology] space
locked up and the workers have to wear
IDs, vendors and maintenance staff must
check in, and we are looking for packages
and things out of context - like if a guy
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Qaeda is looking at colleges
and other poorly defended locations as possible targets for terrorist attacks," the head
of the FBI told a Senate committee on Feb.
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plan but it is not accessible to the public. If
it was, then people could understand how to
defeat it."
Alsup did give some clues to the
changes later on. "We have taken measures
to make us a hardened target. ... rile keep
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security at Harper. The school's Emergency
Action Plan has been modified and police
offrcers have been put on a "heightened
state of alert."
The changes at Harper may be motivated by the fact that terrorists could attack
"sofi" targets - low-security locations
where large groups of people congregate.
Colleges fall under this category and a¡e at
risk. according to FBI Director Robert

try's power.
Supervisor of Public Safety Michael
Alsup is the official primarily responsible
for modifying and adjusting security at
Harper "Ìùy'e have taken some steps. ... We
are on a heightened state of awareness," he
said. Alsup initially declined to comment
on specific changes made since the threat
level was raised. "We have an emergency

(
I

ilITOI Iil

The government raised the Homeland
Security Advisory System to orange, or
high, on Feb. 7. Consequently. the
Department of Public Safety has increased

Mueller.
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ond semester heralds a busg schedule for the
By Georuia
dent Senate lana
the beginning of this
one of Harper's male
faced an attacker while
library. Consequently,
about student safety and

the

ity of all

types of

on campus grow; and
abound. Why isn't the
ion taking this seri? Do all students face risk?
each student walk around
only when accompanied
buddy?

sfudent senate continues
ess concerns regarding
ent, but as in many gov-

I

systems, the senate

to run into probMany ideas on how to

continues

of harassment
broached. Yet most of
ideas have been met with a
the issue

been

" Most'of the solutions we

come up with seem like
ideas," said Arpan Shah,

of the student

senate,

then when we present thern
people who have been at

Harper for a .few years, we find
that these same solutions were
tried in the past and have not
proved to be effective."

One of the most likely solu-

tions seems to be one

that
includes a 24-hour security per-

son monitoring the problem
areas.

"The problem is,

Public

Safety may not have enough peo-

ple on staff to station one at all
times in the. areas of concern,"
Shah said. So the problem contin-

It

would seem that one of
Harper's maiu concerns should
be the safety of its students, so
hiring on extra staff (in Public
ues.

Safety) should be a no-brainer.
Perhaps if more of the students
took up the cause ofensuring safe
passage to and from class, the
bureaucratic red tape would get
thinner, but like all institutions.
Harper College seems to be concerned with the bottom line.

Last semester's strike

and
salary negotiations have already
ensured that the students at

a small tuition

cern over whether these spaces

increase. Add to that the cost of
ñve additional employees to safeguard problem areas, and the
increase may go up significantly.
However, most students probably

would remain available to the student body or whether they would
again be taken over by construc-

would not mind paying a few
extra dollars if it meant that they
didn't need to worry about their

Jeanne Pankanin gave the senate
an abridged description of the
plans for the building renovations. She talked about the possibility of a new c¿ìmpus life center

Harper face

well-being while on campus.
In addition to the continuing
discussions over the alleged sexual and now physical harassment
issues, the senate also welcomed

its new representatives'

this

semester: Cary rù/olovick, Natalie
Innocenti, Greg Robbins, Jacob
Cripe and Lauren Faems joined
the senate to better help the voices ofHarper's students be heard.
Another issue the senate discussed this past session comprises the ongoing construction project and the availability of parking
spaces in lot 12.

"I just think the students

should know that there is additional parking av4ilable," Shah
stated, while also voicing a con-

tion .crews. In 'addition to the
availability of spaces in lot 12,

ând the possibility of renovating
buildings G and H.

"In order to get the campus
life -center (and state funding)
approved by the state, it has been

packaged

with the plans for

(buildings) G and H." Pankanin
also talked about the new blue
and gray signs going up around
the campus.

Originally, for the most part,
all the buildings around campus
sported only their titles such as
The Performing Arts Center or
The Wellness Center. While fine
for people who knew where to
go, when it came to new students

titles proved little help in finding
the eventual destination. The
attractive new signs make the letters of the buildings quite clear.
This should help new Harper students negotiate their schedules.
Shah also wanted Harper stu-

to know about the Pride
Unity Banner, which offers difdents

ferent student groups the oppor-

tunity to join Pride in extending

its hand of friendship to all of
Harper's constituency. Flyers
regarding the banner can be
obtained at the Student Activities

office.

In addition, Phi Theta

Kappa, Harper's honor fraternity,
holds its induction ceremony on
March 14 in building J at 5 p.m.
So with the new representative-s, the new and improved campus grounds, different club meetings and events, and promises of
harassment solutions, so far this
semester promises to be a busy
one notjust for our student senate

but also for the rest of Harper's
student body.

who had classes in building J, the
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lllaiol deüession is an illness, one that ¡s norible,

dGU-

astaüng, l¡Íe-tnteilening... and iust as Gommon at
Haruet a$ anuillrere GlsG, wtites tmily Uolenec
stress, family issues, physical
problems and suicidal thoughts.

Harper Students

in

particular

experience more stress, according to Haqper College clinical

psychologist Karen Levington,
who reports that 90-91 percent of

all Harper students work at least
30 hours a week in addition to a

one else asKs tltem

tç4t-

ly

they

full-time load. The

feel."
Depressed people often feel
that it's not fair that certain peo-

increase

dramatic

is probably also due to

poor health çare

resources,
according to Lævington. This year
she repofs that they saw l,OCû to
1,400 students for psychological
health issues. This is not a repre-

ennifer sat in her car.
Nobody seemed to care about
her. Life at home was dismal andabusive. She had no idea what
anyone expected of her. Though
she was only 18, she felt like 100,
and she wanted to die. She was so
sure of this that she'd told he

mother... but her mother didn't
care. No one did.
The air inside of her car grew
stifling ás emotions rolled over
her. She wanted to weep, but all
of her tears were dry. Picking up
a bottle of pills, one of many on

her passenger seat,

she

unscrewed the lid.

Jennifer is an example of a
typical person suffering from

major depression. According to
the National Institute of Mental
Health, 19 million adults over the
age of 18 suffer from depression
every year. Among these adults,
college student's mental health
problems have seen a_"dramatic
increase" over the last 13 years,

according to the American
Psychological Association
(APA).

\Vhy? College students expe-

rience more difficult problems
these days. According to a study
done by the APA, these problems

include relationship troubles,

lt tlìat ls
or if it's just how

ple are smarter than they are, etc.,
and the big job, says Jedlicka, is

of how many Harper

There are three types of

students see someone for mental
health since many may have
insurance and seek help off campus.

behavior that characterize depression according to Jedlicka. These
include a negative view of self, a
negative view of the future and

What it is

self-pity. These factors begin a
roller coaster of emotions that is
hard to pull out of without help.

sentation

true

to convince them that life is not
fair and to make the best of it
with the cards they do have.

National Institute

of

Mental

Health, victims must have these
feelings for at least two weeks in

order

to be

diagnosed with

depression.

"Everybody has their bad
days," Jedlicks says, "but if it
goes on for longer than two

weeks, they're

probably

depressed,"

Major depressive disorder,
which hurts about 5 percent of
the adult population, usually does

divorce, death, and stress according to the American College
Health Association.

Eric, 19, was driven

into

depression after the terrorist
attack on 9/ll. His father was a

firefighter, and he constantly
thought about people who were
gone and wondered whether his
dad would have died häd his family lived in V/ashington, D.C., or
New York. His feelings were
characterized by anger, a coverup for immense sadness.

"I

am glad that

I

help," Eric says, "but

am getting

I

am angry

at the reason."

Thoughts like these can drive
a person, like Eric, into a downward spiral that is difficult and

painful to pull out of.
Friends and family of people

like Eric can stop depression

function. [n many cases, he or she
will have to be hospitalized;

before it starts, if caught early
enough, according to Jedlicka.
"Thers's a method used to challenge self-statements," he says.

IIow it starts

"Someone says, 'I'm going to be
at Harper for 25 years,' and some-

not allow the affected person to

mental health professiôrial
the friend or family member,

Jennifer did end

up

those pills that day in her

the end, her attempt

at

failed, and she eventually
her way out of that

episode. When another
occurred in 2002, she
Getting Help

sought help and today is
to be a happy person. "It

Harper College offers physical
and mental health services in the
A building on the second floor. A

best thing ['ve ever

It is muted emotions . as Usually an issue .begins these psychologist offers talk th".upy
defined by William Jedlicka, feelings. This may include to those who need it. Don't be H4rper College psychology pro- breakup of a relationship, afraid to ask for help, Jedlicka
fessor and licensed psychologist.
"Depressed people don't generally show emotions normally,"
Jedlicka says. They may not
enjoy former activities or eat too
much. Jedlicka says they may
feel worthless, then relationships
suffer and they're not fun to be
around, which affects their selfesteem. According to the

is by being

listening and showing that
care. If needed, speak wi

says. Even though people do not
talk about depression like it's a

medical illness, it is.

"There's carq/over from 200
years ago," he says. "People'may
say you're a bad person or affected by the devil, which isn't true."

done,

says.

Harper Ph
and
Psychological',

Wellness Cen
Karen
evington,
Clinical

The sad truth is that only two-

thirds

of

those suffering from

depression seek help because of
the stigma ¿ttached to it, but the
best thing that people can do for
themselves is to get that help.
Jennifer nwer gought help, first
because her mother called therapy a sin, and after she moved out,
she had loving, caring people
who wor¡ld listen to her.
How can parents and friends
help a depressed person? "Don't
tell them that they have nothing

to be upset

about," Jedlicka

warns. Açtually, patients may'

47-925-6
Thursday 8
to 6 p.m.
Tiday I a,m,
:3O p.m.

No charge

have something to be upset about
and are denying it. The American
College Association says the best

way to help someone who is

or mone
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Haw[ laüio goGs flul on 88.3, but whal can wG GlfRGGt fiom
llaruel's ouln stationfl Chlystine Hanus re[orts
music approved by Dluger

After a decade of determination, Harper College in Palatine,
Illinois revels in its success to
launch a student FM radio sta-

minutes, listeners may hear "Bad

Moon Rising" by

Although Harper College's
student-ñanaged radio station
has been in operation for over 30
years, it only was a few. weeks
ago the station could be heard
outside the campus. After ten

and U2's "Beautiful

Day."

IVCHM accepts requests at (847)
925-6237.

Dluger said WHCM has
"geat feedback ... no

years of paper-shuffling with the

received

Communications

complaints have reached my

Commission, the FCC approved
a power upgrade to 100 watts
after the college agreed to share

mail in-box." WHCM has

e-

the

potential to reach 100,000 listeners but Dluger said it is impossi:

the frequency with Christian
Liberty Academy, Arlington
fleights, Ill.

Creedence

Clearwater Revival, The Who's
"Pinball Wizard," Aaliyah's "Try
Again," "Because I Got High" by
Afroman, Aqua's "Barbie Gid"

tion.

Federal

and

student managers. Within 30

ble to know how many listeners
tune in without hiring a media
firm, such as Arbitron Inc. based
in NewYork City, Nl to conduct
surveys using people meters-a
costly initiative.
The station has three student

In November, 2000,

Harper College was granted a
construction permit to build an
antenna and modify equipment.
About two years later, in January

2003, Harper College Music,
WHCM, broadcast live for the

managers who are responsible for
hiring, firing and training the 30+

first time on 88.3 FM. Last week

student disc jockeys, as well as,
programming songs aqd writing
scripts. First-year students read

the FCC acknowledged the radio
station and approved Harper
College's application for a radio
station license.

scripts and play pre-programmed

Robert Yeoman, the school's
volunteer broadcast technical
consultant, said the concept of
delivering the station on FM

music to get a feel for the environment; second-year students
ryrite their own scripts and play
station-approved music. Shifts
are two, three or four hours long,

radio has been a dream since he
was a Harper College student and

one time

songs are chosen from thousands

in stock-many sent as promotions from record companies.

WHCM

(affectionately

referred to as "Hawk Radio"
inside the station) operates 24
hours a day, Monday through
Thursday during the spring and
fall semesters. Under the FCC
agreement, the Christian Liberty
Academy has the right to broadcast Friday through Sunday.
However, this could change soon.

Paul Lindstrom, founder of

a week. Dluger

said

approximately half of the students working at the station plan

station manager in the early
1970's-the station had but "two
turntables and a cheap mixer
back then.?' Today, the station
only plays compact-discs; and

to pursue a
the leader behind the Christian
radio station, died in May,2OO2.

According

to Dave

Dluger,

Harper College media services
and part-time faculty advisor to
V/HCM, Christian Liberty
Academy has approached Harper
College regarding the school's
interest in assuming the church's
share of the frequency. Dluger
said the college "is very interested" but no set plans have been
made. Under FCC guidelines,
Harper College has first-refusal

frequency.

WHCM can be heard in areas
as north as Lake Zurrch, Addison
to the south, Barrington to the
west and Wheeling to the eastdepending on the weather and
interference from other radio stations. Even though Dluger said

Technology building, currently
under construction until spring,
2004. Harper College decreased
.the height of the first antenna for
aesthetic purposes.
V/HCM is funded by a portion
of the student activity fee paid by

broadcasting

degree-a previous studenf
hired at NBC. "It's a great
tunity for others to hear
voice outside campus,"

s

Yeoman. Interested students
obtain an application from
radio station located on the thi

floor of Harper's

Student

Administration building.

Dluger said future

plans

every registered Haqper College
student which, in turn, provides

the radio station may include

commercial-free radio. News

creation

airtçnna, double its current size, is

segments are not regularly scheduled but disc jockeys may download news off the internet. The

The paperwork involved in radio

built atop the Science,

station plays

he heard the station all the way to

Cumberland Avenue last week,
the signal is expected to increase
in strength when a new 48-foot
Health

a broad range of

of a WHCM web site.

web casting, however, is a proj
the college is not prepared to ini
tiate in the near future.

l

ôrt Uour engines: cars of the future

t the 2003 auto show

By Hab¡[

Behrouri

many people because it is a rede-

with a front mount intercooler,

finition of something familiar,
something a lot of people grew
up seeing, and grew up seeing it
change.

"It's good to see the past Çome

alive again," said

Brendan

McNally, an attendee and enthusiast.

s. and lots of power are the

wers. The question is, What

uld one find at the

2003
icago Auto Show? This year's
seemed more cluttered than
for most people. However,
the yearly attendees, the
shoulder-to-shoulder maze was
ìmore than tasteful for them.
I Grand displays at each manulfacturer were made up of current
]nodels, concepts, racecars and
ìeven

ìsome

vintage cars to show that
things just don't change.

from car companies, severorganizations set up displays to
appeal to the appetite of a true car

,Aside
lal

enthusiast. The Sports Car Club
of

America (SCCAI set up their

booth displaying a few raceprepped cars which did exceptionally well in circuil racing.
The Voio Auto Museum, located right next to SCCA, displayed
a few prime examples of vintage

with "Eleanor,"
Mustang GT500
that starred in the movie "Gone
vehicies along
the 1967 Shelby

In 60 Seconds" with Nicolas
This particular car is a fine
example of how car manufactures
are implementing the retro
Cage.

styling, or classic look. At the
Ford booth, the new Mustang GT
concept was on display - all its
traits modeled after the 1967 GT
500. This classic look appeals to

Indeed it has with Chevrolet's

SSR prototype truck, which
Chevy is not calling retro, but
more of a heritage. Its rounded,
beefy fenders and aggressive.
raked look gives it a 1950s
appearance. Pontiac also is reviving the GTO namesake and will
be in dealers for 2004.
Now out with the old (not really) and in with the trendy. Trendy

is what is occupying

highways

and grocery store parking lots.
SUVs. They are everywhere and
car companies that you would

re power wrthout compromising looks, every car company offers something for you.
Turbos, V8s, V16s, superchargers
and simply fine engineering have

given this year's auto show a
whole lot to rev over. Most even
offer big power without the big
bucks.

car scene amongst the
younger generation has boomed
within the last few years. Car
manufactures are now imple-

something that was mostly prevalent in the aftermarket scene.
"Car companies are now
noticing tliat driving cars should
be fun, not always economical,"
Joel Santos said as he gazed at
the new supercharged Ford
Lightening.
Although many o[ these concepts will never make it to production, seeing new designs, witnessing new technology and, for
some, experiencing that child-ina-toy-store feeling are what bring

people back to the auto show
every year. If they can pack a
5O0-horsepower, V10, 0-60 in 2-

menting different styling cues

second engine on

and engine platforms to tailor to
this generation. Certain models
of the new Mitsubishi Lancer and
Dodge Neon come turbocharged

anything

is

that was at the show, too.

never imagine having them are
jumping on the bandwagon.
The newest ones this year are

Porsche Cayenne

anil

Volkswagen Touareg. Their
objective is simply to cater to the
whole market. Other companies

are venturing into different size

SUVs such as the BMW X
Activity concept, a smaller (not
by much), sportier version of the
x5.
All the new SUVs are coming
packed with big power and no
mercy. The new Porsche Cayenne
will come

Turbo, for exampie,

with a twin-turbo, 450-horsepower V8 that would reach 0-62 in
5.6 seconds. Not bad for some-

Expert Towing

thing to haul the groceries in.

However, if being the super
soccer mom isn't your motif, and

@

sANÐtNE
ÅUTOMOTIIIE, INC.
Genersl Auto Flepairs
All Work Guaranteed

3321 Algonguin Road
Rolling Meadows, lL 6OOOB
(847) 3s8-0s1CI

ËRtC and D|CK
SANDINE

LOCATEÐ NEXT TO THE HOLTDÁ"Y INN

ARE OFFERING ALL HARFER STUDENTS ,
FACULTY, AND EMPLOYEES A 25ã DISCOUNT
ON LABOR AT' SANÞTNE AUTCIMOTTVE.
T^IE

a motorcycle,

possible. Oh yeah,
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R "meefing" of the

minds, a formula for
great theatre
By lfathleen

[uü¡a

In honor of Black History
Month, the play, The Meeting was
performed on Feb. 4,2003 at noon
and at 7:30 p.m at the Business and
Social Science Center Theater. The
Meeting is a fictional discussion
between Civil Right activists Dr.

Martin Luther King Jr.

and

Malcolm X. The Meeting, written
by Jeff Stestson was performed by
members of Pin Theater Group and
it was sponsored by Harper's
Program Board, Black Student
Union, and UPS. There was a special performancq for grade school

Stilciy üt
a

ûilr convenicnt [,rwp t:r Srhar¡mbrtrg campuse*. üet

jurxlp on college

*r

grilduaf.s pr{}f{ram credits. earn {.rausfrr

credits, c¡r enhancç y{}ur skills. trlk *ff'r:r

t** different sch*cf*}es,

irrrlrrding speci;rl r;ne*wer:k intcnsivr {{Jurses. Yr¡u'll hiave the

students at noon and a second performance for the rest of the public
at 7:30 p.m.
Set during 1965 in a simply furnished hotel Room in Harlem, the
play focused on the philosophies of
both Malcolm X and Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. When the play
opens, the audience learns that
Malcolm X has invited Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. to the hotel in

Harlem in order to possibly unite
forces in the Civil Rights move-

ment. Once Dr. Martin

Luther

King Jr. arrives, the stage is set for
a confrontation of ideas. Malcoln
X challenges Dr. Martin Luthel
King Jr.'s non-violent approach
and King challenges Malcolm X's
idea of any means necessary to
achieve justice. Their arguments
are supplemented by comical arm
wrestling matches in order to leam
whose method is better. In the end
they call a tie, even though they
know they can never resolve their
argument. They become friends
when they realize that they share
similar feelings toward their families.

The Meeting is a

highly

acclaimed show that has won many
prestigious awards like the Louis

B. Mayer

award, eight NAACP
theater awards, and six New York
AUDELCO nominations.

ctxrlest $ummcr p*ssible wl¡en v*u spenrl it at äû{¡sevelt.
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game þetween opposing ideals, "The Meeting
depicted fictional conversations between Civil Rights leaders
Martin Luther King, Jr., and Malcolm X, who never met in real
life. The play, which has won numerous awards and accolades,
came to Harper as part of Black History Month.

By $-lenhan¡e

'd like to thank the flcadem
The gowns, the smiles,

and

those long acceptance speeches all things associated with the

Lane,

"Unfaithful"; Julianne Moore,
"Far From Heaven"; Renee
Zellweger, "Chicago"): It seems
that the two stars competing for

should be more exciting: the
awârds are really competitive this

Academy in this category.

year. This time around it seems
even harder to predict who will
go home with the awards, and it
seems that the odds will keep

Best Actor (Adrien Brody,
"The Pianist"; Nicofas Cage,
'Adaptation"; Michael Caine,
"The Quiet American"; Dadiel
Day-Lewis, "Gangs of New
York"; Jack Nicholson, 'âboutSchmidt"): This race is looking

tions this season: Kidmanls was
physical and Zellweger made
herself into a singer. I think this

changing

till the stars arrive

at the

Kodak Theater. Yet, here is my
stab at who will be up on that

like a close one between

this award underwent transfonna-

. year the Academy

will give

the

award to Kidman. Last year was
her comeback year, and she is
still proving that she is going

strong; they

will give her the

podium March 23, 2003 (7:30
p.m. on ABC), crying their eyes

Nicholson and Day-Lewis. My

award since they didn't last year.
Sadly, Moore, who I believe

out and thanking all for this.

bet is on Nicholson because he is

should win, has no chance of

honor.

well respected by the Academy
and because Day-Lewis is playing a bad guy (it is rare to award
villains, especially right. after
Washington won last year play-'
ing a seedy character). Even
though my personal favorite is
Cage, I don't see him going any-

catching up to the others (while

Best' Picture

."Gangs

("Chicago;"

of New York,". *1¡s

Hours," "The Lord of the Rings:
The Two Towers,'? "The

It

seems this year is
going to be the comeback of the

Pianist"):

musical. "Chicago" seems to be

taking over the reigns from
"Moulin Rouge," and it should
handle the job fine. "Chicago"
seems like it will win since it is
escapism ente¡tainment (during a

period of uncertainty) and

ll'1...ü

think Nicholson is going

I

to

receive his fourth Oscar.

Best Actress' (Salma Hayelc
"Frida"; Nicole Kidman, "The

hate when they give out pity
awards). This category seems the
least competitive, as ìf rêserved

just for

Scorsese this year. I
would be- shockèd if anyone took
this moment array from him.
Bpst Suppo.rting Actor (Chris
Coope¡'Adaptation"; Ed Hanis,
"The .Hours"; Paul Newman,

!Îoad to Perdition"; John C.

for

Reilly, "Chicago"; Christopher
Walken, "Catch Me If You Can"):
ttrè first of two completely open
races. tr think it will come down
-to Cooper and Reilly. Cooper has
gotten most of the awards for his

"Chicago'l gets more intense. But
I believe that fGdman's transfor.
mation was rnore'believable and I

per,formance, bu.! Reilly has been
in a lot of films this year and turning in greai performances. Reilly

think the Academy sees. that as
well and will give her the award.

was in .three of the nominated
films this, year for Best Picture
and may be this year's Jim

Hayek and Lane are complete
long shots). Otherwise,I can ònly
see Zellweger stealing Kidman's

thunder

if the campaign

Best :Director (Pedro
Almodovar, I "Talk to Her";
Stephen

Daldry "The Hours";

Rob Marshall,

Broadbent. Èut I do think Cooper

CONTINUED'ONPAGE

I.1

"Chicago";

ilHff.[R

tffiTHtc'$.Ët
*

it is a

where in this category. BestActor

is a tough'category to call, but

Roman Polanski, "The Pianist";
Martin Scorsese, "Gangs of New
York"): I think this is going to be
Scorsese's year. I think that the
Academy will finally award him,
after snubbing him for years (I

$.flffi

Hill,

*

Diane.

Hours";

But I think because of its dark
tone, it will be overlooked.
"Chicago" will razzle.dazzle the

Academy Awards. This year will
probably be no exception, but it

ïp

hit with everyone. The only film
that could tango with "Chicago"
over the Oscar is "The Hours."
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The Si,mpsons:

BPI$ODT$

No one could have forseen the massive impaü
'The Simpsons" have hød on world culture- catch
phrases, merchanclisg a word in the 0xforcl Eng
Dictionary. Now America's fAvorite animated,
yellow family celebrate 300 episodes- that's a lot
-By
of *Ay,

Caramba's"

"[f you get mad

at me every
sogrgthing stupid, then I
guess I'll have to stop doing stupid things," said television legend
time I

<io

Homer Simpson, whose "stupid"

acts helped propel

"The

Simpsons" to legendary status.
When "The Simpsons" went
on the air Feb. 16, it reached a
new milestone, which helped
cement its place in television history.

What milestone you might

been on the air for as long as it
has been. But somehow it managed to overcome all its critics
and doomsayers all these years.
Now, with 13 seasons under

its belt, "The

Simpsons"

has

become one of the most honored,

it

goes without
saying, one of the most popular
shows ever to hit the airways. But
the show's immense popularity is
not justlimited to the television

best loved, and

show. The success

of

"The

ask?

Simpsons" stretches much farther

"The Simpsons" celebrated its
300th episode. Well, actually its

than anyone could ever have
imagined. The characters have
jumped out of the television and.
into the stores, gracing all kinds

302nd episode, considering the
90-minute airtime it received. No

matter how many eplsodes of
"The Simpsons" actually aired,
this one in particular was very
special, and one that the fans
should have enjoyed

"The Simpsons" first

pre-

miered Dec. 17, 1989, with an

episode called

"Simpsons
Roasting on an Open Fire." rrl/ith
its first episode in the books, the

show had many skeptics, and
then with its first full seasoir in
the books, no one could ever have

oT paraphernalia:'T-shirts, lunch
boxes, coffee mugs, posters,
action figures, and so much more.

For those who.'missed "The
Simpsons" on Sunday, here is a
quick rundown of the events.
Fox aired 90 minutes of "The
Simpsons," starting at 6:30 p.m.
The first episode that aired was
the current season's season premiere, with Homer attending

Rock 'n' Roll Fantaqy Camp.
After it ended, "Simpsons" fans'

imagine{ that this wild and crazy
yellow-headed family would
have been able to make it. No one
could have ever guessed that

eyes ïvere glued to the television,

"The Simpsons" wóuld

selves.

have

waiting for the much-anticipated
episode. Was it worth all the
hype? You can decide for your-

In this 3O-minute episode,
Bart learns, when watching some
old family videos, that Homer
placed him in a very embarrassing commercial. In the commercial, Bart played the role of Baby
Bad Breath. Vy'hat's worse, he
learns that Homer hag spent all
his earnings on himself. This
causes Bart to completely

flip out

toward his father, and he decides
to do something very drastic.
Divorce his parents.
In court, the judge gives Bart
his emancipation, which declares
him a legal adult and allows him
to move out on his own. The

courts also award Bart half of
Homer's salary until Homer's
debt is completely paid off. V/ith
the money, Bart rents a very poor
apartment, which jusf happens to

be a few floors under the resi-

of

Ben

himself. During the competition,
Homer gets spotted by a talent
agent and gets recruited for a
commercial. Homer agrees to do
the spot only if Bart gets the paycheck. The commercial turns out
to be a very embarrassing ad for a

finds out that

Springfi

Krusty Burger no longer
them, he joins up with a
who travels across the
following their beloved
wich.

All in all,

Sunday night

drug called Viagragain, a mix

filled with two more fairly

between Viagra and Rogain.

episodes to add to the

In all, it

wasn't one

of the

show's bêtter episodes, but still
one that was packed with a few
laughs. Along with Tony Hawk,
Blink 182 joined the long list of
celebrities to make cameos.
The episode that aired afterward was also new and worth a
few laughs. In this episode, Lisa

gets involved

in a spelling

bee
a

scandal. She starts off in
school-wide competition, then
moves on and wins step after step

until

she reaches

the

"The Simpsons,"

.now

14th season, is stiil

air foran additional two
Some of its fans may think

is running out of

material

beginning to go downhill,
others would completely
agree. However, when the

contract

is up in

2005,

will have
longest running sitcom
Simpsons"

time.

How many more

will

ad

Homer, Marge, Barq

skateboarding legend

Spellympiis. The head judge

and Maggie go on

and"celebrity guest star Tony

asks her to throw the competition
so that one of her other competi-

show reâches the bitter end
run? V/ill it get a contract

tors who was a crowd favorite
lnot to mention someone who is
younger a¡rd cuterl can win. She

out? Will it even make it

dence
Hawk.

Throughout the episode,
Hoùrer tries to figure out how to
get Bart to love him again and
come back home. So, in an effort
fo look cool again to Bart, Homer
persuades Hawk to throw a skate-

boarding competition for him.
Hawk agrees, but when Homer
begins to show him up, Hawk
tries to win but winds up hufing

decides not to throw the competition but messes up spelling her

word anyway

A

side story included Krusty

the Clown introducing a new
sandwich, The Rib-\Vhich, and
Homer goes crÍrzy for it. After he

sion when the current

one

end of its current contract?

knows how much longer
Simpsons" will continue to
One thing's for sure. The
fans will stick with it until
ter end.

Ihe Gfammu awards: ô Uear
in reuiew

On Sunday, .Feb. 3, the 45th annual
Grammy Awards .rvere held in-New
York. The show was an interesting
one, shining the spotlight on some
awe-inspiring new talents while paying tribute to many of those who

were many other strong performances in the show N.orah Jones' performance of "Don't Know Why" caBtured the essence of the song,
and the setup of the stage created a very intimate setting as she sang.

Dustin

nominated in, and walking away with five awards, including best new

The Dixie Chicks gave a rousing acoustic performance of

"Landslide," the Roots joined Eminem for_his hit "Lose Yourself,"
and the New York Philharmonic came together with Coldplay for a
performances
powerful
and unique number. One of the more enjoyable performstarted it all. The
ranged from rap artists like Eminem ances was when Vanessa Carlton sang "1000 Miles," followed by
and Nelly to classic acts like Simon John Mayer and "Your Body is a Wonderland," both leading up to a
and Garfunkel and Bruce performance from legend James Taylor. It was nice to see-so much
Springsteen. This year was a note- genrrine talent in one place at one time. But nothing could beat Bruce.
worthy one because it took a step Springsteen when he took over the stage. He made everyone rememback from the teen pop extravaganza ber what rock really is.
As far as the actual awards went, Norah Jones was.undoubtedly
and honored instead some artists with
the
star of the night, winning an award for every category she was
genuine and breathtqking talent.

The show opened with

on artist and album of the year. Other winners included John Mayer for
to best male pop vocal performance, Eminem for best rap album, No
game
He
referred
his
that night.
Doubt for best pop duo or gToup, and the Foo Fighters for bçst hard
Bruce
as
Bruce Springsteen
"springsireet," and then tried to be rock song.
cute by singing pa4 of'No Dorrbt's Overall, this yearls Grammys were vêry interesting and wellHoffrnan, who apparently was not

hit'lleyBaby."Insteadhesang'!Say rounded, paying tribute to classic artists who star{ed it all like the
Baby," making a fool of himself. BeeGees while also allowing talented newcÒmers like Norah Jones
However, No Doubt made up for his and John Mayer to shine. Wlil" th"r" was a boy band performance in
mistake in-their performance, starting the form of 'N Sync doing a BeeGees tribute, it was surprisingly
out with an acoustic version .of well-done. Although "Stayin'Alive" could defininitely have done
"Underneath It All," and then segue- without Justin Timberlake's impressive human beatboxing skills. In
ing into "Hella Good." Their per- the end, though, it seemed that the winners were well-deserving of
formance was an energetic one and the awards they received, and the performers equally deserved to be
proved to be a good shòw opener. on stage. Hopefully next year this positive trend will continue.
Along with No Doubt, there

l: - -

tl

GRRMMYS frOM

eight
ill win since he has the recognition
critics and won the Golden
over Reilly.

Best Supporting Actress' (Kathy
, 'About Schmidt"; Queen
, "Chicago"; Julianne
'The Hours"; Meryl
Adaptation"; Catherine Zeta-Jones
"): An even harder race
figure since no one seems to be at the
forefront. t think it will come down to
ones in "Chicago" and Julianne
Moore of "The Hours.'? Moore is

nominated twice this year

exl

9I
rtil

?t
¡¿li

te
he

for two

roles and since her chances are
with Best Actress, the Academy
give her the award in this catego(plus, she is a talented actress with
no Oscar on her mantle). But I th
the edge may go out to Zeta-J
is is probably the oqly chance
"Chicago" to score an acting
nod, and a lot of people seem to thi
that she is the energy of this film
Plus, she is an up-and-coming actress
and she is halfofa starcouple. I think

she

will

nab the Oscar, even

competition like Streep and Moore.
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Rookie coach, rookie team

his column is nout

Fnil*
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hope to make noise

U.S. CetlularField.

Ilm not much af a sports fan and even I am outraged by
this. I am outraged because I can renlember a time belore everything was named after another soulless. greedy corporation ovcr
something as meaningless as advertising.
U.S. Cellular Field.

Cet used to the idea, hecau:e that'F what Comiskey Park is
golng to be called from now on" Places like the United Cenrer or
the Aìlstate Arena are startinp to roil offthc tr)ngue a lirtle casicr,
bilt thal's hecause their corporation nanles don't sound stupid.
\Àlren you say ''United Cenrer" you think olrhe Bulls {and lcel
pain). when you say 'Allstltc,Arena" you might think wrestling or
the circus or Disney on lce nr something.

Some fast-paced on-court action highlights another Hawks basketball game.
Despite some shortcomings and an inexperienced team, the Hawks have
already won thrice the Eames as last season's tearn.
Photr: by Ðan Shekelton

U.S. Cellular Field.

For $68 million dollars. a corporation with a ridiculous
name and the desire to lurce this name into the loreliont of every
Chicagoan's mind has onee again shown us that nothing in sports
safe from shamcless promofion and nonsensicat advenising.

is

his years of experience with ¡¡s," said freshman
Combine a first-year coach with fìrst-year players. and the result usually isn't very pretty.
Strangely, this hasn't been the case fbr Coach John
Bagley and Harper's men's basketball team. lnstead
offlopping from the start, Bagley and his team have
actually improved on last year's record.
Considering the Hawks just got back four players
from academic ineligibility and the youth of the
team, one can only be optimistic about the future of

have had only six players for much of the year.
Thankfully, the team just got back four players from
academic ineligibility. "It spreads out the guys so
we don't get tired as fast," said Eber. The addition
of these four should only help the Hawks down the

the program.

stretch.

U.S. Cellular Field.

guard George Eber.

The Hawks have had their share

of

struggles.
though. One problem has been depth. Their roster
size has fluctuated throughout the season, and they

The future looked bleak when the Hawks

The mass exodus of last year's players has

returned no players from last year's team. Yet, considering they won only four games. it might not
have been such a bad thing after all.
Harper. with a record of I 2- 1 6. already has three
times more wins than they did all of last season.
Though their winning percentage isn't where they
might want it to be. improving on last year's record
is something to be proud of. Another highlight of
the season must have been victories against nationally ranked opponents - Joliet Junior College and
College of DuPage.
One explanation for the team's improvement is
coaching. Coach Bagley, and his assistant Mike
Ashley. must be given some of the credit for the
team's improved play. Bagley. a first-round draft
pick by the Cleveland Cavaliers in 1982, must have
gotten immediate credibility and respect due to his
experience as a professional player. "Coach Bagley
is a good guy. He gets everyone involved and shares

allowed the newcomers to gain valuable experience
early in their careers. Some of this year's mainstays

might not be playing much at all if last year's
starters had returned. This should be good for the
future of the basketball program. 'After this year we
should have a great team. Especially

to build up with

sports, and since next yearls team will be loaded
with the latter, one has to like the Hawks'chances.
Be sure to check out the regional tournament at
Ftrarper from Feb. 28 to Mar. L
"'We are exciting to watch. We should make a lot
of noise at regionals," Eber said. With the Hawks'

of young players

ove*$nced
::: :
U.S. Öeilutar.fiet¡.

if we are able

freshman," Eber predicted.
Victories usually correlate with experience in

core

I'm not sure who to be more angry at; the companies or
ual sports organizations. Spons uscd to be aboui theìimple
suie of walehing talented indiViduals striye towa¡d a fangib"lê
achievable goal. tt used to be about the teami winning and
ommon peoþIe being::abie to cûme ând suppürt their local heroes.
Now it is about how much money the corporations can
rnakê fr;tr sf decen{ folk who wûat *othing more than a good, Iive
game with thei¡ favorite team. From the billboards pasted onto the
side of the walls to fhe types of food and drink you can buy at ihe
còncession stands" everything is intended to milk you for money.
Going to sporting events was at one tirne an affordable luxury that
us i$nore the dullrtesc of,our own lives- i,
Now ;t's a quagrniie,of
sing,
,'

I dén't beiiêvc thê fans ask much. We ask that the dignity
sports be preserved. 'We ask thaf th¿:tr¡e vision of sports, the
beaury of a,wifining home run or â welt-ptaced 3-pointer that
¿ gsnß iuta overtimc be the rn¿in foc.us of fhe sporting event
insúead nf it being spqnsorêd by X-Bcx or Miller or:sumething. We
fh¿t the sports organizafians af least pretentl that they aren:l
whoring themselvès to anybcdy who ean:thraugh big mon€y around,

and their recently added

depth one would have to agree with Eber's assessment - the Harper Hawks have a chance to go far
into this tournament.

U.S. Cellular Field.
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Anthonv is all
about the

bugs!

We disgrace
the Oscars~GE 6

SHOCK AND AWE
The uiew from the Harper Homefront: while war in Iraq
rages on, day-to-day life at Harper is almost normal
Bv Sean KellV,

Patrick Andrews,
and Kalie Klemp
As a coalition of nations
began a merciless air, bombing,
and land campaign against
Saddam Hussein's ruling regime
in Iraq, Harper College students
and faculty act like the rest of the
nation- they wait and watch.
"I don't feel that I've been
thoroughly convinced that we
should be in a war?' said Harper
Professor John Curran. Many of
those interviewed seemed wary
of war in general, and more
specifically the United States'
motivations for it.
As of this writing, allied
troops were advancing from both
the north and south, had captured
the coastal port city of Umm
Qasr, were making steps to
secure multiple cities throughout
Iraq, and had just finished taking
control of Iraq's Saddam
International Airport. Troops are
now encircling and entering
Baghdad, Iraq's capital, largest
city, and suspected hiding place
of the ruling regime's key members.
While the Army, Navy,
Marines, and Special Ops forces
are on the offensive, President
Bush made orders for the United
States to be on the defensive.
While on a National level such
arrangements have been made for
the Coast Guard to receive up to
7 ,000 new vessels, smaller
organizations- such as Harper
College- have stepped up security to go along with the nation's
"Code Orange" terrorism alert.
The war has come under fire
from the international communi-

---------Watching on CNN, gossiping in hallways, and debating it in classrooms, the
war in Iraq has become the next hot topic for Harper students.
ty from nations such as Germany,
Russia, and France, who claim
that all diplomatic options had
not been exhausted in disarming
Iraq. Despite that fact, Russia
refused to use it's veto power
over any UN resolution the US
submitted so that it would be free
to be decided by world opinion,
Germany still promises to defend
US bases within Germany, and
France has stated that it will enter
the war if Saddam Hussein uses
any chemical, biological, or
nuclear weapons. The opinion of
all three countries, however, is
that the war- could have been
averted had weapons inspectors
been allowed to stay and search
longer.
"I think it's not right,
because I think they should
have given the UN more time to
investigate for mass destruc-

tion weapons," said student
Asad Khan.
Casualties have already started to pour in. This has only
fueled the fire in the United
States, for both pro-and-anti war
activists. The pro-war groups say
that we should be supportive of
the cause our troops are dying
for, while those against the war
say we should be removing our
troops from a situation that causes them this harm.
"I am supportive of our
troops but I feel that we have
no reason at all to be over
there," said student Pete
Cangialosi.
Another cause for debate is
the cause of the war- is it
Saddam's weapons of destruction, is it the oil fields that supply
the world with fuel and money, or
is it the people of the region

itself? The name of the conflict,
Operation Iraqi Freedom, seems
to suggest the last.
"I support our troops but
am confused as to why we are
fighting for Iraqi Freedom,"
said student Jackie -------, who
voiced a concern shared by
many: why is the freedom of
another country America's business?
US and British forces have
made record gains in a minimum
amount of time, getting from the
borderlands to Baghdad in only a
couple of weeks, and with a comparatively small number of casu- al ties.
Through victory, withdraw, or
compromise, everyone's opinion
on all sides of the conflict echoes
that
of student Jennifer
Scharringhausen:
"I wish it was over."
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Hfter assault and robbery, search
is on for Harper thief -:u·-::
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Aaron Kessler

Harper police officers continue to search for a man wanted for the strong-arm robbery
and battery of a Harper College
student. The assault took place
Feb. 11, at 1:20 p.m. in parking
lot 5.
Harper police say the incident began when the victim-a
white, 32-year-old, Arlington
Heights woman-was sitting in
her parked car.
A man
approached the car and asked
for a cigarette. When she
reached to get one, the man
struck her in the face and took
her purse containing an
engagement ring.
According to the police, the
suspect fled the scene in a
black SUV, which an accomplice drove. Within minutes,
the injured woman called 911
for help. Harper police arrived
on the scene shortly and sent
the student to Northwest
Community Hospital, where
doctors treated her for facial
injuries.
The
Palatine
Police
Department says that at l :28
p.m. they received a call from a
man who found a purse at the
intersection of Roselle Road
and Euclid Avenue. The man
brought the purse to the station,
where an officer identified it as
the Harper student's stolen bag.
The bag did not contain the
engagement ring.
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ABOVE: a computer-generated compsite sketch_of the man wanted in
connection to a robbery/assault in the Harper college parking lot. He is a
Male/Hispanic or Caucasian, approx. 20 years old, 5'5" or 5'6", last seen
wearing a ski cap, a black "puffy'' jacket, blue jeans, and white shoes.
Anyone with information should contact Public Safety.

Dann Gire
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Charles Caan
Ben Eaton
characterize the attack as "an have canvassed lot 5 for witThe police produced a comStuart Millar
anomaly." Alsup also says that nesses since the attack. ''This posite sketch of the attacker.
Katie Klemp
no crime of this seriousness has was a crime of opportunity," The individual is Hispanic or
''This is an isolated inciAlsup
said.
"Students
should
Caucasian,
in
his
early
20s,
and
Heather Mumford
dent," said Director of . happened at Harper since he
joined the department in 2000. always be aware of their sur- approximately 5 feet 5 inches.
Stephanie Wolferman
Communications
Phillip
Public Safety also says they roundings regardless of the
Burdick.
Head of Public
Ke'n Lowe
Safety Mike Alsup went on to have picked up patrols and time of day."
Kathleen Kudia
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under yotir career, and complete your degree in up to
~~~~~third less time if you're 24 o:r older. Roosevelt University offers
· ~1;<;,· tirne-s~1ortened Bachelor of General Studies degree in more
majors including:
LlBERAL AllTS
POLITICAL SCIENCE

PSYCH(lLOGY
HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT
TElk:C<)MMlJNICATlONS
TEACHER PREPARATION

A complete range of day, evening and weekend classes
at our Loop and Schaurnburg campuses-aloilg with
online options-lets you decide when and where
to study. So check out our special degree completion
options for community college graduates.
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Success in a
Volkswagen
Turning passions into hobbies,
and then into dreams, has always
been a traditional way of satisfying that kid in us. But turning
that dream into a reality and into
a complete success is something
many people don 't experience.
Could any passion, hobby or
dream turn into a success? Well,
Rich and Katie Lindstrom found
it in a simple Volkswagen.
They own Dubwerks, a
tuning/repair shop specializing in
VWs and Audis. If you are asking yourself, "What's so special
about that?" I would answer with,
"Well, they have customers who
come from different states to
have work done, and word and
name of their business have gone
as far as the UK." Not too shab-

Audi. "People were coming in to
get perforniance w.ork done and
the owner of Coach House
wouldn?t do it because of liability
issues. So I took on the side work
and got the word out that I can do
performance tuni~g."
Coach
House ended .up closing down
and Rich and Katie were left at a crossroad of opportunity.
When did all this craziness
start with the both of them?
Katie grew up around VWs all
her life because her dad would
tinker around with them. You can
say that it's in her blood.
Rich always read VW magazines, looking at these monsters
that people would build. He
would always say to himself,
"Man these are some BAD (slang

~~~~~~~~~~~~~' I

IV Habib
Behrouzi

the church was completely filled
with VWs and they drove off not
in a limousine but in a VW Bug.
That and they have VW tattoos. I
think we have "diehard" checked .
off.

All their performance
itches started with the air-cooled
Bugs, which Rich and Katie both
have. It wasn't till 1997 when
they got involved with the watercooled VWs, a scene that was
growing bigger and bigger by the
minute. Then fast forward to
February 2001, when all the
waters have been tested and Rich
and Katie moved Dubwerks to its
present location.
Why Volkswagens?
"People who drive VWs
are a different breed. It's like
r-....:.::.------=r=::;;;;:;;;;:;;;:;:==-------,-...;._--=~------,you're part of a fam-

The Dubwerks shop in Libertyville, It.
Photo ·Courtesy of www. dubwerks;com

other shops. "New shops are
opening and competition is going
to be there, but if we all network
together, we can create a better
business for the customer."
"We get mad when we
hear about other shops rippif!g
people off. That's why we are
here for the customer. We don't
push them into buying anything.
They get what they want and
we're here to offer advice and to
ily. Since the Honda try to make things affordable.
scene
took
off · Comparing labor costs, we are
because the cars and one the lowest around," explains
parts were cheaper, Rich. That is also why Dubwerks
VW s have been has so many loyal and devoted
looked at as an customers that keep coming back
underdog. · So the for more.
challenge of having
What are some - of the
a four-door family biggest challenges? A big chalcar that keeps _ up lenge for Rich and Katie, but a
with the big boys is key to their success, was turning
exciting," says Katie: their hobby into a career.
What
is
"Everybody is watching
Dubwerks accom- and listening. If we go to the
plishing right now?
track and our car does not do
"We strive well, that reflects on the busito run an honest ness," says Katie.
Volkswagen's "New Beetle" is one of the cars Rich and:.;;.__K_a-tie--'business and that's
"Not only that, but on a
have worked on.
what we're doing. more personal level, trying to get
We don't try to take away and wanting to be mix with
Photo Courtesy of www.mtv411.com on too much and we the
crowd is h~rd to do now. We .
just stick with what we· know," go to the shows and want to be
by for a small shop based out of for '.'exceptional") rides!"
Libertyville, Ill.
However, Rich had a says Rich.
Rich and Katie, but instead, we're
Rich and Katie started moment of revelation, which preSince
Dubwerks Dubwerks. ·However, it's someDubwerks in February 2000 and pared him for what was tQ come. opened, they have built some out- thing we accepted and it's someran it out of their garage in Round "I had a 69 Chevy pick-up that standing cars including a Matrix thing we're known for. I've never
Lake, Ill. It was a trial period to was a beast. It had raw power. Engineering 3.0 Turbo VR6. turned anyone away on a quessee if there was a good potentiai There was a night where I pulled There are only two in the world.
tion or advice."
for business. Three years ago up to a light and a second generWhat keeps Dubwerks
Other business chalthere were only a handful of ation VW Jetta pulled up next to going?
lenges in today's market is
Volkswagen/ Audi enthusiasts, me. It was obvious we both
-"Customer Satisfaction Internet companies and group
and it's been growing eve-r since. wanted to race. The light turned is what makes it worth it. Seeing buys. Although both might offer
_ What inspired Rich and Katie green and this little Jetta whizzed the smiles on the people's faces great deals ·for the consumer, it
to start Dubwerks?
off leaving me behind. I sold my as they drive off makes it worth hurts the shop owners, and dis"Volkswagen performance," truck that week and bought a the stress," says Katie with a tributors are cracking down on
.
said Rich. Rich worked at Coach Rabbit."
smile, thinking about some of her them.
House in Crystal Lake, Ill., which
Not diehard enough for customers. Rich and Katie also
"Sometimes, you have ·
was a repair shop specializing in you yet? How about the fact that emphasized how important it is to to support your local tuner," says
German cars, mostly VW and on their wedding day, the front of net.work with other pe9ple and · Katie, winking.

The future looks vei:y
bright for Dubwerks. Plans for a
bigger location, _a bigger showroom, and a dyno are in the back
of Rich's and Katie's minds.
Making their own product' is
something else they want to tackle.
"We're not here because
auto tuning is trendy. We're -here
because we love doing this. We
would stHI do this if we were millionaires," both Rich and Katie
say.
During the interview,
Parin Bhatt, a long-time customer, walked in. I asked him
why he keeps coming back.
Parin says, "Because
they'_re ordinary people that do
very exceptional work."
That they do in seeing
Katie's six-speed, supercharged
VR6 Jetta. She surprises many
people in thinking that it's just a
four-door family car. It is,
indeed, that - but on steroids.
Dubwerks is a fully licensed
_and insured shop. They can
diagnose any mechanical problems and they also handle
extended warranty work, which
says a lot about the quality of
their work.
They are also a distributor for
GIAC (Garrett Integrated
Automotive Corporation), a reputable chip software.company
for VWs and Audis.
If you have any questions
stop in at their shop at 225
Peterson Road, Libertyville, IL
60048 or call them at (847) 5739691. You can also visit the
website at www,,J.qhw~~rt:<;,q)lJ1 .
On the road of life, there are
ordinary cars and there are
Dubwerks-built cars. Dubwerksbuilt cars wanted.
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Sauage Secrets of Success
Lynda Wellhausen: Why did
you decide to go into economics?
Terry . Savage: Because of
my high school history
teacher, Dr. Angus James
Johnston III, who believed
that all history was based on
economics. As I look at the
war now .. .and oil and all
that discussion, I am
reminded of him. When I
finished my first book in
1987' there was huge book
party at the Channel 2 studios and he came and spoke
on the podium because in
the introduction to that
book, I thanked him for
sparking my interest in history. Then I went to the
University of Michigan and
took American Studies; it
was history and economics
and literature, and '1 knew.
Then when I got this summer job at a brokerage firm,
I went 'oh my gosh, that's
where it all comes together,
everything I've ever learned
comes together in the prices
of stocks every day.'

a

LW: Who would you say is
your role model?
TS: I think I have always
blazed a trail. I've never
copied. I was the first girl
broker that I knew, I was the
first girl trader that I knew. I
was the first girl on TV talking about money that I
knew. So, I'd love to be a
role model- for others, but I
kind of just blaze my own
trail.
LW: Who has been the
biggest influence on your
career?
TS: My first boss, a guy
named John Elliot, when I

14t •

av Georgia tana
and
tvnda Wellhausen
was a secretary on my way
to graduate school with a
Woodrow
Wilson
Fellowship, no less, took an
interest in me, and believed
that a girl could do and be
interested in finance and he
was a great inspiration at a
time when girls were not
allowed to think about having careers in finance.
LW: What do you do during
the day?
TS: I am insane. Today I had
a 7:30 breakfast meeting at
the "Mere," a 10 o'clock
corporate governance meeting for the McDonald's
ward, I wrote one column,
prepared one TV show,
answered three dozen emails and took my dog to
the hair dresser to get him
cut and picked him up and
did a TV show and came out
here ... and all on only two
cups of coffee, maybe three.
Then, I inquired about what
young people should be
aware of regarding the economy:
TS: Young people should be
aware of this: You get ahead
by playing tomorrow's game
not
yesterday's.
What
worked yesterday by definition won't work tomorrow
because everybody gets it.
What worked in the 70s, 80s
and 90s was being in debt
and borrowing .... The game
of the new millennium is to
be out of debt and to have
capital. To save and invest,
but not to borrow, that's how
you'll be successful in the
future and the people who
play the old game and are
buried in debt are gonna get
trapped by it.
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j"Every gun th.a t
Jis made, every
jwarship ·
Jlaunched, every
!rocket fired siglnifies in the
'
!final sense a
!theft from those
I
Jwho hunger
land are not fed,
lthose who are
i
1cold and are
lnot clothed .
jThis world in
!arms is not
Jspending
!money alone. it
Jis spending the
lsweat of its
haborers, the
!genius of its
iscientists, the
!hopes of its
!children. This is
lnot a way of life
!at all in any
j
jtrue sense.
!Under the
!clouds of war, it
Jis humanity
!hanging on a
!cross of iron."

Honestly, does anyone
care about the Oscars anymore?
I know I don't. After continously snubbing great films from
the best picture catagory
(Mullholand Drive, The Virgin
Suicides and Almost Famous)
and handing out awards to individuals just to appease the general public (Denzel Washington
for Training Day {Oh, come
on! How hard is it to play a bad
guy for two hours? There was
no arc, no holding back, just
over the top agression.})
As a dedicated film
buff, I have decided to present
my own awards on behalf of all
the films and catagories that
other award shows overlook.

I

I

'

Best Picture: Donny Darko
Granted, "Donny Darko" is a
lame title, but the final product
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Jennifer Aniston in The
Good Girl.
Best Actor: Kieran Culkin:
"Igby Goes Down"
This rising star has much more
depth than his older brother
ever did.
Best
Actress:
Jennifer
Aniston: "The Good Girl"
TV stars who make the leap to
film usually fail miserably and
the cast of "Friends" is no
exception (rember "Ed" with
Matt LeBlanc?). Aniston takes
her innocent, glamor image and
is suprisingly convinging in her
role as a middle age woman
falling in love with a teenager.

Adam Sandler in Punch
Drunk Love.

l

I-Dwight
IEisenhower,
/April 16, 1953

rationality from insantiy.

makes up for it. This film has
everyting you go to the movies
for: orginatlity, action, suspense, love, humor, time travel,
and giant bunny rabbits. Jake
Gelleynhall displays his acting
range as he gracefully dances
on the thin line seperating

Most
Underrated
film:
"Punch Drunk Love"
Paul Thomas Anderson tells a
strangely beautiful love story
through techniacal aspets. His
ingenious use of symbols,
framing and lighting help make
this art house picture a classic.
Just the fact that he ws ale to

direct Adam Sandler in a serous
drama is note worthy.

Little Harri Potter is finally
going through puberty.

Most Overrated Film: "My
Big Fat Greek Wedding"
I don't understand what the
hype was about. I mean it was
good, but not great. There are
many low-budget romantic
comides that blow "Greek
Wedding" away. "Chasing
Amy" being the prime example.

Best Supporting Actor: Andy
Serkis as Gollum, "Lord of
the Rings: The Two Towers."
AltholJ.gh Gollum was a CGI
animated character, but Andy
Serkis had to perform all the
tasks and emotions of this cute
little character, and turned him
into a complex basketcase.

Most Intense Denigration of
Women:
National
Lampoon's Van
Wilder.

Best Supporting Actress:
Jena Malone, "Donny Darko"
Jena shows her acting depth in
the best picture of the year. Her
acting is a huge step up from
her one dimensal role in "Life
as a House."

Most Intense Denigration of
Men:
Having to sit through the
"Divine Secrets of the Ya-Ya Most Gratuitous Use of Sex to
Sisterhood.
Sell Tickets:
The Kirsten Dunst rain scene in
Best Indication That We're Spider-man. Fun, but pointless.
Getting Older:
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Golf Promotions & Mktg. Firm is
looking for students who want
great experience and great pay.
Commissions + Bonuses paid daily
full time, part time, spare time
CALL 847-259-PUTT or
go to www.thebirdiebook.com
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Be part of our winning team at Bahama Breeze
in Schaumburg! W'lttt made·from scratcli Caribbean
cu•sine, award winning signature drinks and live music
every night, eveiy night is aparty in Ille islands!
NOW HIRING for:

Apply in person,
Mon. • Fri. 11 am • 1 pm
Phone: 847-884-7060
406 E. Golf Road
Schaumburg, IL 60173
www.bahamabreele.com·
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Six feet under, three seasons in
Bv Janine Slavton

The first thing they show after
blank.
The Season 3_premiere
Then there is a flashthis is each member of his famiof "Six Feet Under''. aired
ly and their reaction to his death. forward to seven months later,
Sunday, March 2, starting the
with Nate and Lisa at a barbeque
Next, Nate comes in, and the 15
season out in a mind-bending,
and Nate talking about his nearthought-provoking way. Season
minutes or so of the episode
2 ended last year with Nate
show him wandering from room
death experience in surgery.
Another major shock,
Fisher going in to have brain
to room in his l)ouse, each new
almost greater than the idea of
surgery, and this s~ason picks up room seeming to represent an
during the operation, with the
alternate life he could have lived. Nate being dead, is the discovery
that he and Lisa have married.
surgeon running into complicaThis sequence ends in a .contions. During this, the familiar
frontation between Nate and his · Where did Brenda go?! She is a
white light of the show infiltrates dead father in which Nate
necessary and much missed element in this episode, and hopedemands to know whether he is
the screen and a tombstone with
fully she'll return soon. After
the name "Nathaniel Samuel
actually alive or dead. Once ·
being presented with the major
again the screen goes white and
Fisher Jr." appears. The idea of
·
shows
Nate's
tombstone;
only
changes
in Nate's life, we begin
losing such a major character is
this time the year he died is
to look .at the rest of the fam~ly
a hard concept to grasp.
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transferring
Relax.
We're pretty easy-going.
In fact, we're real glad to have you. Eastern's
Proud of the fact that 40 percent of our students
have transferred from other colleges and
universitiei>. We know your concerns and we're
committed to making your transition an
easy one:

So, what's so great
about us?
• Class size average of 22 students
• Full acceptann: of the Illinois
ArticulaUon L'litiative and the
Associate in Arts, A'>sociate in
Science, and As.<>e:><:iate in
Science and Arts degree
• One of America's Best Colleges
as reported by US Neu1i and
WiJrld Report
• Jl<anther EXpress bus service frx
campus and cotnmU.Oity
• TextrJOok rental systern - save
$4':\l-$600 per year

Not too bad, huh?
Call our Admi-;s\QO$ OJ!ke oow at 1-800·252· 5711 to
receive a transfer view !rJOk, w:an!\e a a1~1is visit, or have
yc'\lr ttan.<ier ,.,-edit unofficially evaluated. You can also visit
us on the web at www. eiu. edu.

ing dejavu. It is clear that Nate's
encounters at the beginning of
the show and his flashbacks to
that a few months later are significant, though it is far from
clear why that is at this point.
The first episode leaves
many questions and ideas open
to be explored the rest of the
season and seems to set the third
season up to be very interesting
and thought-provoking. So tune
in and enter the twisted but
always interesting lives of the
Fisher family on "Six Feet
Under," Sunday nights at 9 on
HBO.

It's the "Top," but. of
what?!
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once again. David and Keith
have decided to attend couple's
counseling to improve their relationship, Claire is struggling in
art school, and Ruth is lqving
being a grandmother to Nate and
Lisa's daughter. There is a sadness behind all of-them, though,
as if each of them is searching
for something he or she just
can't find.
Another interesting _
aspect of this episode is Nate's
flashbacks to the scenes he envisioned at the beginning of the
episode. When these flashbacks
hit, he feels like he is experienc-

600 Lincoln Avenne
Chadesion, IUinois 6J92fJ

Honestly, I just want. to see a good
movie. It doesn't have to be "Oscar-worthy"; it
just needs to be entertaining or interesting. The
film "View From the Top" possesses. neither of
those qualities. It was a film that had trouble finding a release date, and after viewing this film, I
can see why. It is a sad sight to see a qualified
actress like Paltrow limp through this .sad excuse
of a film.
Speaking of Gwyneth Paltrow, she plays
Donna, a woman who longs to see the world. She
finds that working in the luggage department
won't get her there, so she decides to become a
flight attendant. She starts at a low-grade airline,
forges some relationships, and then tries out for
Royal Airlines. The majority of the film deals
with Paltrow as a part of the Royal Airline family:
kissing butt as a trainee and continuing to be Miss
Perfect through her rise to the top. Her character's
perfection, like when she has the fastest trainee
· score for shouting "assess the window," makes her
annoying and just hard to root for at times (especially when people who hardly know her say she
is meant for something great). The character is so
flawless that she is appalled when her ·friend,
played by Christina Applegate, steals soap (this
foreshadows her shady behavior).
Along with Applegate, Paltrow establishes relationships with Kelly Preston and falls in
love with Mark Ruffalo. Both characters really
don't have any personality. Preston only lasts for ·
30 minutes into the film and isn't missed, while
Ruffalo, who was excellent in "You Can Count On
Me," phones in a performance as Paltrow's
boyfriend. Together, they lack chemistry and their
last scene together comes off more awkward than

romantic.
Chemistry isn't the only problem with
the film: it offers no laughs and isn't fun to tvatch.
Even Mike Meyers can't save the film with his
performance as the lord of the trainees. His best
scenes are already showcased in the trailer, so the
rest of his gags are a disappointment. This film is
a sad example of "the trailer is better than the
film." The film seems to try very hard to offer
other laughs, but they fall flat. There is a cat fight
between Paltrow and a disgruntled friend, which
made me look at my watch, rather than laugh.
Something "View From the Top" has in
common with films I have recently ~eviewed is
that it has a tired story. It is the same tale of a girl
with big dreams going to make something out of
herself. Not to say that is a bad story line, but
when you toss in a predictable climax with a
cheating friend and a choice between her career
and boyfriend (we do live in the 21st century, yet
women still can't have both: we only can either
have love or work), it makes the film painful to
watch. Plus, you have the cliched ending where
Paltrow chooses love over work, and professes her
love · when she thinks no one is listening (but,
guess who is?).
These complaints are only a few of a film
that it the opposite of its character: it is riddled
with flaws (like the editing that offers no concept
of time). The film is like an airplane ride, .where
you are kept in your seats and there is nowhere to
escape. Then, consider me the Paltrow character
on her first trip: all I wanted to do was scream in
agony since I knew this film was going to crash
and bum . .
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With the war in Iraq near the close, but the war on
terrorism still burning across the world, we ask
ourselves: whv? It has been a vear and a hall since the
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catastrophic events that sent us down this path,·and Georgia
Lana is here with a reminder, and a remembrance.
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No one wants to break a
firefighter's heart.
So on
September 11, 2001, when Lt.
Gerry Rogan of the New York
City Fire Department asked if
anyone knew the whereabouts of
his brother firefighter Matt
Rogan, the other men on the
force looked away. They muttered inconsistent phrases, making vague references, labeling
Matt as "unaccounted for."
Finding no one willing
to answer his questions, Gerry
searched for the answers himself.
He went for two and a half days
with one priority in mind - to
find Matt .. .
Find Matt .. .
Find Matt .. .
But Matt would not be found.
" My younger brother
[Matt Rogan] was a firefighter
assigned to ladder 11 . They were
on the top floor of the Marriott

Hotel which connects the two
towers, the North and the South
[towers]. Their assignment was
to search and evacuate the top
floor. They had completed that
and were waiting for the elevator.
The first tower came down and
cut the Marriott Hotel in half.
They were in the wrong half of
the hotel.
"I was thinking that a
transformer
had
exploded
because I didn't see the hole
where the plane had penetrated."
Gerry stands about 6
feet 2 inches. He has a kind,
weatherwom face, underscored
with a salt and pepper mustache.
He seems trustworthy, reliable
and a little shy. The buttons of
his uniform glitter from the
bright lights in the auditorium,
and his New York accent shows
up when he says words like "coffee," pronouncing it more like
"coy-fee."

" I work in the Bronx,
pretty close to the Westchester
border. I went into work [that
morning after seeing the attack
on television]."
The men in Gerry's fire~
house had the responsibility of
coordinating the efforts of the
surrounding rescue workers.
"I was trying to do some
administrative work to get them
set up, directing traffic - that type
of thing. It was about 4 o'clock
(he stutters and his voice rises
slightly) when the thought
crossed my mind: 'Maybe . . . I
know my brother would go if he
were working. And ... what are
the odds?'"
Gerry made some phone
calls, and after receiving unsatisfactory responses, he decided to
go to ground zero that night.
"I got down to ground
zero at about 11 o'clock. I committed myself to not leaving
without my brother. I asked
around, and no one knew. All the
chiefs, all of the higher-ups are
usually able to tell you at the drop
of the hat where people are, what
they're assigned to do, what their
tasks are. No one could answer
any questions.
"There's one image that
sticks out in my mind of that
night. There was a knee sticking
out of the rubble and I thought,
'Oh, that looks like a mannequin.' So I walked closer and I
shined my light on it and you
could actually see the meat.
That's how we were identifying
bodies, by putting a body bag

there. . . . As the crews came in
[they found the body bags], that
was the starting point in recovering that person or persons.
"It was really eerie. You'd find
wallets and you'd pick up the
wallet and there would be a picture of a couple on their wedding
day, children. It was just really,
really sad ... someone's life right
there in your hand."
Gerry finally went home to
tell his family that his brother
probably would not be coming
home at all because he had perished in the attack.
In addition to the horrific
images searing Gerry's memories, existential questions that
never bothered him before started
encroaching on his consciousness, questions like:
"Is it really worth it?
What am I doing here? I've got
five more years left until I retire,
am I going to be able to make
that? Am I going to die in chemical warfare?"
Harper College held a photo
exhibit in the New Performing
Arts Center, depicting different
scenes from the terror attack.
Dick Schonhoff of Northern
Trust Bank brought us the exhibit and Gerry joined him.
The pictures floated on
black backdrops and served as
memories of the tragic event,
underscoring the horrifying message that we in our prosperous
and stable environment possess
broad and debilitating vulnerabilities, and we have been careless.

The red, the white, and the dull:
By most accounts, victory in
Iraq is very near. Despite that, we
could be entrenched in the desert
nation for a long time to come,
keeping the peace and helping
rebuild a shattered country.
Which means that for many
months we will be exposed to a
barrage of media coverage on
radio, TV, and in the newspapers.
This coverage is boring.
Don't get us wrong, we support our country in all of its
endeavors. However, when compared to the wit and sparkle of an
episode of "Friends," or the
intense drama of an episode of
"24," we find ourselves asking
questions like, "Isn't this war
over yet?" and, "When is somebody going to shoot that Wolf
Blitzer guy?"
So, to increase morale
on the homefront, and to renew
interest in American armed conflict, we've drafted a list of ways
to make Iraq more palatable.
-Humor needs to be re-injected
into combat, to help compensate
for the fact that special reports
edge funny shows like "The
Simpsons" off the air. As such,
grisly combat footage will now
be voiced over by Bob Saget.
With his full range of political
commentary and sproingy sound
effects, the war will become
something you can watch with
your children.
-Night vision green is somewhat
dull, and hurts the viewers' eyes.
It will be replaced with designer
colors such as teal, magenta,
lime, and any other color that
Apple Computers uses.
-One of the things that makes war
coverage different is its lack of
commercialism- something that
your
average
materialistic
American can't understand. So
from now on, individual battles
will have corporate sponsorship:
"The Fall of Tikrit: brought to
you by McDonald's." This will

to finish what your father started,
a grab for personal legacy, or a
hand-waving tactic to get reelected. If you want us to keep
our minds off of that, make it
seem like it's really all about
love triangle between Josh
Hartnett, Kate Beckinsale, and
Ben Affleck.

a

-Hurry up and invent those lasers
already.
-The Iraqis possess none of the
tactical ability or technological
advancements that we have
enjoyed in the past twenty years.
To make things fairer, all major
assaults will now be led by five
thousand
Civil
War
Recreationists.

Suggestion: Iraq is a barren, desert wasteland with no possibility for
post-war tourism. Moving Iraq to a better locale prior to their liberation
could go a great distance towards making the war popular and rebuilding
their nation afterwards.
help the war blend in with all the
other reality TV shows on the air,
as well as help pay for the war
without direct taxpayer involvement.
-No one disagrees that General
Tommy Franks has done a fantastic job in his command of our
troops in Iraq... but he hasn't
done a DRAMATIC job. From
now on, the Iraqi theatre of operations will be directed by Stephen
Spielberg, with a twist ending by
M. Night Shyamalan that will
either show that Saddam Hussein
has been dead all along, or that
George W. Bush is, in fact,
unbreakable.
-While we're on the subject of
Saddam dying, every time we say
we've killed him, he pops back
up like a toaster pastry and makes
us look like a bunch of idiots. So
if he does it again, we should
cover it up by circulating a story
that he did in fact get blown up
and is now a wandering member
of the eternally-hungry undead,

in search of human flesh.
-Many Americans have little
experience with combat strategy.
To help outline it for them with a
familiar face and million-dollar
voice, battles will be reviewed
and diagrammed by noted war
correspondent John Madden.
-Saddam Hussein has had the
ability to strike fear and command respect wherever he goes in
Iraq, and yet every time he speaks
on TV we get a nasal-voiced,
stammering interpreter spitting
out incoherent sentence fragments punctuated by the occasional "God is great." To make
Saddam and the other members
of his regime sound like the cruel
overlords of part of the Axis of
Evil like they're supposed to be,
they will now have their speeches
voiced over by either James Earl
Jones or Michael Clark Duncan.
-A desert uprising against the
regime will either be led by Mark
Hamill, or by a David Lynch-

directed Kyle MacLachlan (from
the back of a giant worm, of
course).
-George W. Bush will now be
played by Charlton Heston or
Clint Eastwood.
-The war will have a slogan:
"This time, it's personal."
-The US government will now
use
1-800-CALL-ATT
spokesman Carrot Top ... for target practice.
-The Iraqis need to be cuter.
Replace them with Ewoks.
-The 103rd infantry unit will now
be replaced by an elite corps of
soldiers, who are well versed in
all forms of combat: the
American Gladiators Pyro and
Gemini.
-A bit of advice for President
Bush: we all know that this war is
either a quest for oil, an attempt

-Give the war a weekly, half-hour
time slot right after "Will &
Grace." Better yet, send Will off
to war: it would be a wonderful
way to outline how that whole
"Don't Ask, Don't Tell" thing is
shaping up.
-Since celebrities are so intent
and opinionated regarding the
war, let's institute the draft just
for them! We'll send in an entire
division of action movie stars!
-To further insult the French, we
will abandon everything else
we've gotten from them, up to
and including Pepe' Le Pew, Paris
Illinois, French Kissing, the core
of our language dating back to
the Norman Conquest of 1066,
the Statue of Liberty, and the
modern system of democracy.
-To settle this once and for all,
Dan Rather will be sent to find
out whose side God is on.
I think it can be agreed, that if
these changes are enacted quickly, it will increase the ratings for
the war tenfold. Because, after
all, isn't that what this is all
about?

